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Summary
Recent years have seen a revival of interest in virtualisation research.  Although this

term has been used to refer to various systems, the focus of this research is on systems

which partition a single physical server into multiple virtual servers.  

It is difficult for researchers and practitioners to get a clear picture of the state of the

art in server virtualisation.  This is due in part to the large number of systems

available.  Another reason is that information about virtualisation systems lacks

structure, and is dispersed among multiple sources.

Practitioners, such as data centre managers and systems administrators, may be

familiar with virtualisation systems from a specific vendor, but generally lack a

broader view of the field.  This makes it difficult to make informed decisions when

selecting these systems.

Researchers and vendors who are developing virtualisation systems also lack a

standard framework for identifying the strengths and weaknesses of their systems,

compared to competing systems.  It is also time-consuming for researchers who are

new to the field to learn about current virtualisation systems.

The purpose of this research was to develop a framework to solve these problems.

The objectives of the research correspond to the applications of the framework.  These

include conducting comparative evaluations of server virtualisation systems,

identifying strengths and weaknesses of particular virtualisation systems, specifying

virtualisation system requirements to facilitate system selection, and gathering

information about current virtualisation systems in a structured form.  These four

objectives were satisfied.  The design of this framework was also guided by six

framework design principles.  These principles, or secondary objectives, were also

met.

The framework was developed based on an extensive literature study of data centres,

virtualisation and current virtualisation systems.  Criteria were selected through an

inductive process.  The feasibility of conducting evaluations using the framework was
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demonstrated by means of literature-based evaluations, and a practical case study.

The use of the framework to facilitate virtualisation system selection was also

demonstrated by means of a case study featuring the NMMU Telkom CoE data centre.

This framework has a number of practical applications, ranging from the facilitation

of decision-making to identifying areas for improvement in current virtualisation

systems.  The information resulting from evaluations using the framework is also a

valuable resource for researchers who are new to the field.  The literature study which

forms the theoretical foundation of this work is particularly useful in this regard.

A future extension to this work would be to develop a decision support system based

on the framework.  Another possibility is to make the framework, and evaluations,

available on-line as a resource for data center managers, vendors and researchers.

This would also enable other researchers to provide additional feedback, enabling the

framework to be further refined.

Keywords: data centre; server partitioning; server virtualisation; virtual machines;

virtualisation.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Background
In 1966 a specially modified IBM System/360 Model 40 became the first operational

virtual machine system [Cre1981].  With this system, a single physical machine was

shared by multiple virtual machines.  From the perspective of a user, or application,

each of these virtual machines appeared identical to an independent System/360.  

Nearly  four  decades  later,  the  design  of  this  system  and  its  successors  is  still

influencing the design of current systems.  All of these systems are based on the same

principle,  the  principle  of  virtualisation.   Informally,  virtualisation  involves

transforming  a  system  to  provide  the  illusion  of  a  different  system,  or  multiple

systems [SN2005].  This term has been used to describe various concepts, including

grid computing,  pooling of storage resources, and virtual machines,  among others.

For the purposes of this document, the term virtualisation will refer to the partitioning

of a single physical server into multiple logical servers.

Recently  there  has  been  an  increase  in  virtualisation  research  by  both  academic

researchers and vendors.  This has been driven by the need for server consolidation.

Xen [BDF+2003] and Denali  [WSG2002a]  are just  two examples of virtualisation

systems  originating  in  academia.   Vendors  such  as  IBM  [IBM2004b],  Sun

[SM2004d],  Hewlett  Packard  [HP2004e],  VMware  [VMW2004a]  and  Microsoft

[MS2004b]  (among others)  are  also  actively working  in  this  area.   Virtualisation

systems from these vendors are intended for use in commercial data centres.  This

application of virtualisation will be the focus of this research.

1.2 Situation of Concern
Virtualisation systems are increasingly being used in data centres.  Virtually all of the

major  vendors  provide  their  own  virtualisation  systems.   In  addition,  academic

researchers, open source developers and startup companies have also been actively

developing  new  systems.   This  has  led  to  a  rapid  increase  in  the  number  of

virtualisation  systems  available.   Virtualisation  functionality  which  was  once
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Chapter 1: Introduction

restricted to high-end computing equipment, such as mainframes, is now available for

low cost servers, and even desktop systems.  This has resulted in users with limited

knowledge of virtualisation being exposed to these systems.  Currently, users include

practitioners, such as data centre managers and systems administrators, and technical

desktop  users.   Many  of  these  users  have  a  very  limited  understanding  of

virtualisation.  Despite this, they are tasked with evaluating the virtualisation systems

available, and making a system selection decisions.

Developers  of  these  systems,  including  researchers  and  vendors,  are  finding  it

increasingly difficult to keep track of the capabilities provided by competing systems.

As a result, it is difficult to determine the state of the art in server virtualisation.  This

is also true for researchers who are not involved in the development of these systems,

especially  those  who  are  new to  the  field.   Numerous  system manuals,  research

papers,  and  other  sources  need  to  be  consulted.   Locating  these  documents,  and

understanding the information contained therein, is a non-trivial task.

To the best of the author's knowledge there is currently no independent framework for

evaluating  and  comparing  server  virtualisation  systems.   The  lack  of  a  standard

framework makes it difficult for practitioners, researchers and vendors to determine

the relative strengths and weaknesses of these systems.

1.3 Purpose of Research
A solution  to  these problems would be to  develop  an independent  framework for

evaluating  server  virtualisation  systems,  in  order  to  conduct  comparisons.   The

development of such a framework is the aim of this research.  This framework should

consist of criteria for evaluating these types of systems.  A framework would be of

practical benefit to both researchers and practitioners.  

Researchers who are new to the field would be able to examine data from evaluations

conducted using the framework.   This  would greatly simplify the task of learning

about the functionality provided by current systems.  

2



Chapter 1: Introduction

Researchers and vendors involved in the development of virtualisation systems could

use  the  framework  to  evaluate  their  systems.   This  would  enable  them to  easily

identify the strengths and weaknesses of their systems relative to competing systems.

Identifying strengths and weaknesses would also be useful for practitioners.  Decision-

makers, such as data centre managers, need to identify strengths and weaknesses in

order to select systems which are best suited to their requirements.  To facilitate this

application the framework should include a mechanism for defining requirements in

terms of the framework criteria.

The  major  virtualisation  systems  are  designed for  use  in  data  centres,  and  are  of

considerable economic importance.  For this reason, the focus of this framework will

be on virtualisation systems designed for this environment.

The following list summarises the objectives of this research:

• Developing a framework for evaluating server virtualisation systems in order to

conduct comparisons

• Facilitating  identification  of  system  strengths  and  weaknesses  using  the

framework

• Providing a means to define requirements based on the framework criteria in

order to facilitate system selection

• Gathering  information  about  current  virtualisation  systems,  in  the  form  of

evaluations using the framework, in order to facilitate learning by novices

1.4 Research Methodology
The first step in constructing the framework was to conduct a preliminary literature

study in the planning phase of the research.  It became clear that this research would

require  an  understanding  of  data  centres,  virtualisation  and  current  virtualisation

systems.  In order to achieve this,  an extensive literature study will  be conducted.

This literature study forms the foundation of the framework.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Based on the preliminary literature study, the following topics  were identified for

further investigation to inform the selection of framework criteria.

• Types of data centres and data centre applications.

• Hardware and operating system software commonly found in data centres.

• Common data centre problems.

• Virtualisation theory and principles.

• Approaches to implementing virtualisation systems, and the trade-offs involved.

• Resource management and virtualisation.

• Advantages of virtualisation.

• Applications of virtualisation in data centres.

• Functionality provided by current virtualisation systems.

The framework consists of a number of categories.  These categories were identified

by a process of induction.   The body of  information gathered about  virtualisation

systems in the literature study was considered.  This was to identify how it could be

categorically structured in a logical manner.  Each of the categories consists of lower

level criteria.  These criteria represent characteristics which are identified as the most

significant factors affecting the higher level characteristic.

Framework Design Principles

The  selection  of  the  framework  criteria  was  also  influenced  by  the  six  design

principles which are discussed next.

• Objective:

As noted previously, there is currently no independent framework for comparing

server virtualisation systems.  Comparisons provided by vendors cannot

realistically be considered objective.  The criteria selected for the framework

should not be selected to favour any particular system.
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• Thorough

In order to compare systems effectively, there need to be enough criteria used in

the comparison.  A good framework should include criteria which highlight both

the strengths and weaknesses of all systems, without being biased.  

• Balance Between Thoroughness and Conciseness

Making the framework too thorough, or detailed, could make it difficult to

interpret, and therefore restrict its usefulness.  This would also complicate the

process of evaluating a system using the framework.  Considering too few

criteria could render the framework ineffective for conducting comparisons.

The framework needs to strike a balance between these two considerations.

• Generic

The framework should be generic, enabling a wide range of virtualisation

systems to be evaluated.

• Extensible

The structure of the framework should be extensible, enabling additional criteria

to be added in future.

• Relevance to Data Centres

As stated previously, the focus of the framework is on virtualisation in the data

centre.  The criteria which are selected need to be selected with this in mind.

A means to specify requirements in terms of the framework criteria is also developed,

based on expert systems literature.

In order to create a body of knowledge based on the framework, a number of current

virtualisation systems are evaluated.   For practical reasons a literature study is the

most appropriate method for doing this.  This approach is used to evaluate ten current

virtualisation  systems.   Three  additional  systems  not  considered  during  the  initial

literature study phase of the research are also evaluated to demonstrate the generality

of the framework.  
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These  evaluations  are  also  used  to  demonstrate  the  practicality  of  conducting

evaluations using the framework criteria.  The information gathered is used to test the

usefulness of the framework in identifying strengths and weaknesses of systems.  

Evaluating  systems  based  on  literature  has  limitations.   Practical  aspects  of  the

framework,  such  as  performance  measurement,  cannot  be  evaluated  by  studying

system manuals and research papers.  In order to demonstrate this application of the

framework  a  case  study is  conducted.   Solaris  Containers  is  evaluated  using  the

facilities of the NMMU Centre of Excellence (CoE) data centre as a case study.  This

case study, together with the literature-based evaluations,  provides an example for

other researchers to follow when evaluating other systems using the framework.

One of the applications of the framework is to provide decision-makers with a means

to define requirements in terms of the framework criteria.  This is to facilitate system

selection based on these requirements.  The NMMU Telkom CoE data centre is used

as a case study to demonstrate this application of the framework.

1.5 Dissertation Outline
Chapter 2 provides an overview of data centres.  This study examines the types of data

centres,  servers,  data  centre applications  and common data  centre problems.  This

chapter is important because the focus of this research is on virtualisation systems

designed for use in data centres.  

Chapter 3 explores the concept of virtualisation.  This chapter is based on research

papers and literature, some of which date back to the 1970s.  Various approaches to

implementing virtualisation systems, and advantages and applications of virtualisation

in  the  data  centre,  are  identified  in  this  chapter.   These  applications  are  used  to

motivate the selection of framework criteria in later chapters.

Seven current virtualisation systems are reviewed in Chapter 4.  In this chapter the

features and capabilities provided by current virtualisation systems are explored.  This

information is needed to select framework criteria which are relevant.  These reviews

are based primarily on system manuals and research papers.  This study includes some
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of  the  most  widely  used  virtualisation  systems  available.   This  information  was

particularly useful in the selection of some of the lower level criteria of the framework

in Chapter 5.

Chapter 5 presents the framework which is the subject of this research.  The goals,

intended  audience  and  applications  of  the  framework  are  also  presented  in  this

chapter.  A ranking system intended to aid in the interpretation of evaluations is also

presented.  The concept of a virtualisation requirements filter is also defined in this

chapter.  This type of filter is for specifying requirements based on the framework

criteria.

In Chapter  6  ten  major  virtualisation  systems are  evaluated  using the  framework.

These evaluations provide an example for  researchers  who wish to  evaluate  other

systems using the framework.  Another important reason for these evaluations is to

populate  a  body  of  knowledge  structured  around  the  framework.   The  ten

virtualisation  systems  evaluated  include  most  of  the  major  virtualisation  systems

which are commercially available today.  For practical reasons these evaluations are

based  on  literature.   The  strengths  and  weaknesses  of  the  ten  systems  are  also

identified.

In Chapter 7 a virtualisation requirements filter is used to define requirements in order

to select a suitable virtualisation system for  the NMMU Telkom CoE data centre.

This data centre is also used to conduct a complete evaluation of the selected system

(Solaris Containers), including practical aspects.  This evaluation complements the

literature-based  evaluations  in  Chapter  6  by providing  an  example  of  a  complete

evaluation.

Chapter 8 concludes this dissertation and reflects on the significance of this work.

The extent  to  which the  objectives  of  the  project  were met  is  also  discussed.   A

number of possible future research directions are explored.
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Chapter 2: An Overview of Data Centres

2.1 Introduction
This chapter is the first of three literature study chapters used to inform the design of

the framework.  The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of data centres.

Data centres are of interest  to  this  study because server virtualisation systems are

designed  to  partition  servers,  such  as  those  found in  data  centres.   Virtualisation

systems  are  being  promoted  by  server  vendors  such  as  HP  [HP2004e],  IBM

[IBM2004b] and Sun [SM2004d] as well as others as a means to solve many of the

problems experienced in data centres today.  In order to understand the usefulness of

these  systems  it  is  necessary  to  understand  the  environment  in  which  they  are

deployed.

This chapter includes the following sections:

• Definition of a data centre

• Classification of data centres

• Benefits of data centres

• Data centre applications

• Servers and storage

• Common data centre problems

2.2 Definition of a Data Centre
There are numerous definitions of a data centre.  A few examples are listed here:

“A  data  center  is  an  application  development  implementation  work  product

consisting of  a  facility housing one or more production environments (e.g.  server

computers, network connectivity devices, databases, applications) that is used by the

operations organization to perform data processing for end user organizations” 

-Firesmith [Fir2002].
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“Data Centers are physical locations that house critical computing resources.  Data

Centers exist to support business critical applications and their attendant computing

resources such as mainframes, servers, and server farms”

- Cisco [CS2002a]

“Data  centers  are  large  computing  facilities  with  centralized  resources  and

management infrastructure”

- Andrzejak et al. [AAR2002]

Based on these definitions the following definition is synthesised:

A Data  Centre  is  a  dedicated,  centralized,  secure  computing  facility  housing

infrastructure (both hardware and software) used to host data and applications

for organisations.

This  study will  focus  on the  compute  equipment  and  applications  hosted  by data

centres  rather  than  the  physical  environment  which  houses  this  equipment  and

applications.  

2.3 Classification of Data Centres
Data centres are classified by Cisco [CS2002a] based on the types of server farms they

support.  There are three types; intranet, extranet and Internet, server farms.  A data

centre may support more than one type of server farm.

2.3.1 Types of Server Farms

Intranet Server Farms
Intranet  server  farms  host  applications,  often  web-based,  for  users  within  an

organisation.   Intranets  are  often  used  to  make  internal  documents  and  memos

available to employees [Sch2003].  Figure 2.1 depicts an intranet server farm.  The

symbols used in this and subsequent diagrams are standard network diagram symbols.

The SP1 and SP2 clouds in this diagram represent two service providers.  Users can
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access the intranet from within the organisation (campus) or off campus.  Off campus

access is  achieved using VPN (Virtual  Private  Network)  technology to  access  the

intranet over the public Internet [CS2002a].

Figure 2.1: An Intranet Server Farm [CS2002a]

Extranet Server Farms
Extranet server farms can be viewed as an extension of the intranet server farm.  This

type of farm hosts applications which can be accessed by employees and a selected set

of partner organisations such as suppliers.  Figure 2.2 depicts an extranet server farm.  
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Figure 2.2: An Extranet Server Farm [CS2002a]

Internet Server Farms
Internet  server  farms  host  web  applications  accessible  to  users  on  the  Internet

[CS2002a].   Examples  include transaction  processing applications  for  business-to-

business or business-to-consumer transactions [Sch2003].  Such sites require 24 hours

a day, seven days a week availability [Sch2003].  Due to the large number of potential

users such farms need to be scalable [CS2002a].  Scalability refers to the ability to

deal  with  higher  volumes  of  traffic,  due  to  user  growth,  by  adding  additional

hardware.

Figure 2.3 depicts a dedicated Internet server farm.
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Figure 2.3: An Internet Server Farm [CS2002a]

2.3.2 Types of Data Centres
Data centres can be classified according to the type of server farms they host.  Based

on this classification there are two basic types of data centres:

Internet Data Centres (IDCs)
A data centre dedicated to hosting Internet server farms is known as an Internet Data

Centre (IDC).  As noted by Arregoces and Portolani [AP2004] IDCs are owned by

enterprises  and  service  providers.   Service  provider  IDCs  typically  have  higher

scalability  requirements  due  to  the  larger  number  of  users  served  and  services

provided, according to Schneider [Sch2003].
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Enterprise (Corporate) Data Centres
Enterprise data centres usually need to support a wide range of applications, often a

mixture of Internet, intranet and extranet applications depending on the needs of the

business [AP2004].  This results in many enterprise data centres supporting a mixture

of Internet,  intranet and extranet  server farms.  A typical  enterprise data centre is

depicted in Figure 2.4.  The wide variety of hardware and software systems commonly

found in data centres is clearly depicted in this  figure.  Data centre hardware and

software are discussed in more detail in subsequent sections.

Figure 2.4: An Enterprise Data Centre [AP2004]

2.4 Benefits of Data Centres
Data centres were created to centralize computing resources and their management,

according to Mehra [PM2002].  Typical benefits of data centres include:

• Improved standardisation [Fir2002]

• End users require less powerful desktop systems [Fir2002]
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• Economies  of  scale  reduce  overall  costs,  specifically  maintenance  costs

[Fir2002], [Kot2001]

• Improvements in scalability, security and availability [Fir2002], [Kot2001]

2.5 Data Centre Applications
According  to  Cisco  [CS2002a]  typical  data  centre  applications  include  enterprise

applications such as:

• Supply chain management (SCM) 

e.g. I2 Technologies and Manugistics - (Schneider [Sch2003]).

• Enterprise resource planning (ERP) 

e.g. SAP, PeopleSoft, Baan, Oracle and J.D. Edwards - (Schneider [Sch2003]).

• Customer relationship management (CRM) e.g. Siebel

• Data warehousing

• E-commerce

• Portals [AP2004]

• Business to Business (B2B) applications [Sim2004]

• Computer  aided  design  /  computer  aided  manufacturing  (CAD/CAM

[Sim2004])

• Sales force automation (SFA) (Cisco [CS2003a]).

and communications applications such as:

• IP telephony

• Voice-mail

• E-mail

• Legacy telephone

• Videoconferencing

• Instant messaging

• Media on demand (MoD) (Cisco [CS2003a]).
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2.5.1 Multitier Applications
The majority of current enterprise applications such as those listed in this section are

multitiered by design [AP2004].   This architecture will  now be discussed in more

detail due to its importance.

Multitier applications are separated into logically distinct tiers.  Each tier is classified

by the functional role it performs [KC2003].  Applications evolved from monolithic

mainframe applications where dumb terminals were connected to mainframes, which

performed all of the processing, to two-tier applications.  Using a two-tier design the

client tier containing application logic connects to a centralised application/database

system.  Due to shortcomings of the two-tier approach, the three tier and later N-tier

approaches were adopted  [SM2000].  One of the shortcomings of two-tier systems

was a lack of scalability.  This is due to each client accessing the database directly.

Three tiered systems which offload much of the processing duties onto one or more

application servers in the application tier offer much better scalability.  Thick clients,

which still perform some processing, connect to an application server which accesses

the data in the database using standard interfaces [CS2003a].  

Web-based applications,  in  which a  web server  connects  to  an application  server,

which in turn connects to a database server, are classic N-tier applications.  The web

browser of the client acts as a thin client providing another tier.  One of the major

advantages of a web-based N-tier application is that users do not need to install any

special software [CS2003a] as only a standard web browser is required.  Any system

with more than three tiers is referred to as an N-tier system.  The N-tier architecture is

discussed in more detail in the next section.

The two-tier, three-tier and N-tier architectures are depicted in Figure 2.5.  
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Figure 2.5: Two-tier, Three-tier and N-tier Architectures [CS2003a]

The N-tier Architecture

N-tier systems offer a number of advantages such as availability, manageability and

improved resource utilisation  [SM2000].  Scalability is also improved  [SM2000] as

the processing load can now be spread across more servers.  It is possible to host all of

the tiers on the same server, or to map each tier onto one or more separate servers.

The separation of systems into logical tiers also enables staff to maintain each tier

separately.

Figure 2.6 depicts the logical tiers of an N-tier system.  Each of these tiers will now be

discussed individually.
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Figure 2.6: Tiers of an N-tier System (based on figure in [KC2003])

Web Service Tier (Presentation Tier)

The  web  service  tier  typically  serves  as  the  presentation  tier  of  the  application,

presenting users with a graphical user interface (GUI) [SM2000].  This is accessed by

end users from the client browser tier.  This is depicted in Figure 2.6.  This tier, which

is often simply referred to as the web tier, receives incoming HTTP requests from

clients  [KC2003].   Load  balanced  servers  running  web  server  software,  such  as

Apache [ASF2005a]  or Microsoft  Internet Information Services (IIS), handle these

requests.  A HTTP response containing the requested data is sent back to the client.
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Load balancing involves spreading the traffic load generated by clients over a number

of servers.  Each server handles a subset of the incoming requests.  Dynamic web

applications implemented using technologies such as JSP/Servlets, ASP, PHP or CGI

can generate customised content based on user requests.

Application Service Tier

Application server software hosted by one powerful server or several smaller servers

is  tasked with performing the application logic [KC2003].   The application server

performs processing in response to requests from the presentation tier [AP2004].  This

tier  connects  to  the  data  service  tier  to  read  and write  data  to  persistent  storage.

Standards  such  as  ODBC  or  JDBC  are  used  to  communicate  with  a  database.

Examples  of  application  servers  include  BEA Weblogic  Server  [BEA2005],  IBM

WebSphere  Application  Server  [IBM2005i]  and  Oracle  Application  Server

[OC2005b].  The application tier can also connect to other systems such as SAP or

legacy software [KC2003].  Often the application service tier is just referred to as the

application tier.

Naming Service Tier

The naming service tier is regarded as a separate tier in an N-Tier design by Kakadia

and Croucher [KC2003].  This is not always classified as a separate tier [AP2004].

Naming service servers store various types of information such as host addressing data

and other settings.

Data Service Tier 

This tier stores and manages application data [KC2003].  This data can be accessed by

the application tier [AP2004].  Security is very important for the data tier to prevent

any unauthorized access to data [KC2003].  Relational database software is generally

used  to  manage  this  data.   Examples  of  database  server  software  include  Oracle

Database  Server  [OC2005a],  IBM  DB2  [IBM2005g]  and  Microsoft  SQL  Server

[MS2005b] among others.
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2.6 Servers and Storage
In addition to software components such as enterprise applications and databases, data

centres  also  consist  of  physical  elements  such  as  servers,  storage and networking

equipment.   Although networking  equipment  plays  an  important  role  in  any data

centre, a detailed discussion of the various network devices and topologies is beyond

the scope of this study.  The focus is on servers and their role in the data centre.  The

different  types  of  storage  are  discussed  because  this  equipment  can  be  seen  as  a

logical extension of the servers, providing access to data locally or over a network.

Servers
Examining  applications  from  a  logical  tiered  view  is  one  perspective.   Another

perspective is a server-centric perspective.  The applications and services provided by

a data centre are dependent on the underlying hardware to perform processing tasks.

Servers have different instruction set architectures (ISAs).  Instruction sets commonly

used by servers include x86 (IA32), x86_64 [AMD2001], POWER [IBM2005d], PA-

RISC  [HP2005b], SPARC  [SI2005] and IA64 (Itanium) among others.  The role a

server fulfils depends on the type of server software installed on it.  Each physical

server can perform more than one function.  There are many different types of servers.

An application-centric  list  of  common server types is  presented by Arregoces and

Portolani [AP2004]:

Web Servers

The role of web servers is to provide presentation layer functionality by responding to

HTTP requests.

Application Servers

Application  servers  perform  the  bulk  of  the  logic  and  processing  tasks  of  an

application.  This corresponds to the application tier discussed previously.

Database Servers

Database servers runs database server software such as Oracle or IBM DB2 in order to

provide persistent storage of data.
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E-mail Servers

Email is an example of a collaboration application.  Email servers store and forward

email  messages  which  are  accessed  by  end  users  on  the  client  using  user  agent

software.   Examples  of  e-mail  server  software  includes  Microsoft  Exchange  and

Sendmail.

File Servers

File  servers  store  files  which  can  be  accessed  by users  and  other  servers  over  a

network.  The Network File System (NFS) and Common Internet File System (CIFS)

protocols are used.  NFS is used by Unix systems and CIFS by Windows systems.

Directory Servers

Information about users, servers and other components is stored by directory servers.

The Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) is an example of a protocol used

to access this information.  Oracle Internet Directory and Microsoft Active Directory

are examples of directory servers.

DNS Servers

Domain  Name  Service  (DNS)  servers  translate  domain  names  into  IP  addresses.

Cisco Network Registrar and Microsoft DNS server are examples of DNS servers.

DHCP Servers

Clients such as workstations on a network are provided with IP addresses by Dynamic

Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) servers.  IBM DHCP Server and Cisco Network

Registrar are examples of DHCP servers.

RADIUS and AAA Servers

Remote Access Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) and Authentication,  Authorization

and Accounting (AAA) servers  are used to authenticate users.  These users include

dial-up users, virtual private network (VPN) facilities users and desktop users among

others.   Microsoft  Windows 2000 Internet  Authentication Server  (IAS) and Cisco

Secure Access Control Server (CSACS) are examples of authentication servers.
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Certificate Authority (CA) servers

Public keys are distributed by CA servers for applications such as E-commerce or

virtual  private  networks  (VPNs),  which require  these keys for  secure socket  layer

(SSL) or IP Security (IPsec) operations.  Examples include Microsoft Windows CA

Server and Entrust Server.

Streaming Servers

Streaming servers provide streamed video content to users.  Apple QuickTime

Streaming Server and Progressive Real Server are examples of streaming servers.

TN3270 Servers

TN3270 servers are used to provide Telnet access to IBM mainframe applications.

IBM mainframes make use of the Systems Network Architecture (SNA) protocol.  In

order for TCP/IP clients to access such mainframes, TN3270 servers can communicate

using both protocols.

Storage
The storage and management of data is essential to any organization.  Data is acquired

over time and is often irreplaceable and unique to an organisation [IBM2003c].  The

need for  capacity to  store  this  data  is  growing exponentially [Int2004a].   Storage

options available to data centres include:

• Storage Area Networks (SAN)

• Network Attached Storage (NAS)

• Server Attached Storage (SAS)

Storage Area Networks (SAN)

The need to manage increasing volumes of data and numerous storage devices has led

to the adoption of Storage Area Networks (SAN) [IBM2003c].  The Storage Network

Industry Association (SNIA) defines SAN as  “a network whose primary purpose is

the transfer of data between computer systems and storage elements” [IBM2003c].
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Storage elements are dedicated storage devices such as disk arrays or tape backup

systems.  SANs enable organisations to centralise the storage of data [IBM2003c].

This enables storage devices to be decoupled from servers [Int2004a].

A number of advantages of SANs are listed by IBM [IBM2003c]:

• Improved performance of applications

• Consolidation of storage

• Improved availability of applications due to redundant paths to data

• Centralised data easier to manage.

A number of other advantages and characteristics of a SAN are listed in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Storage Area Network (SAN) Overview [IBM2003c]

Fibre  Channel  technology  is  often  used  to  connect  servers  to  storage  devices

[AP2004].   Fibre  Channel  makes  use  of  Fibre  Channel  Protocol  to  issue  Small

Computer  Systems  Interface  (SCSI)  commands  over  fibre  optics  (copper  also  an

option) [Int2004a].  Due to the cost of Fibre Channel switches standards such as iSCSI

and Fibre Channel over IP (FCIP) are emerging to enable IP infrastructure to be used

instead.
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Figure 2.8 depicts a storage area network connected using Fibre Channel switches.

The servers are connected to the SAN which provides  tape backup and a pool of

storage resources.

Figure 2.8: A Storage Area Network [Int2004a]

Network Attached Storage (NAS)

Another approach to shared storage is Network Attached Storage (NAS).  NAS makes

use of the Network File System (NFS) for Unix and Common Internet File System

(CIFS) protocols for Windows to share files with other servers.  A NAS server is a file

server attached to a LAN which enables other servers to access files over a network

[IBM2003c].

Figure 2.9 lists some of the attributes of NAS systems.
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Figure 2.9: Network Attached Storage Overview [IBM2003c]

Server Attached Storage (SAS)

With server-attached storage a storage device is attached directly to the bus of a server

[IBM2003c].  This approach results in a tight coupling between the storage device and

server.  Unlike NAS and SAN server attached storage attaches a dedicated storage

device directly to a single server.  Many legacy systems make use of server-attached

storage.

Figure 2.10 lists some of the characteristics of server-attached storage systems.
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Figure 2.10: Server Attached Storage Overview [IBM2003c]

2.7 Common Data Centre Problems
Like any complex facility, data centres are prone to a number of problems.  Some of

these  problems  are  often  highlighted  in  material  used  to  market  virtualisation

software.  Seven major problems mentioned in the data centre literature will now be

discussed.

Poor Resource Utilisation
This  problem  is  mentioned  frequently  in  material  about  virtualisation  software,

especially partitioning systems.  According to [HP2004d] utilisation rates of HP-UX

[HP2005c] users vary, but are typically around thirty percent.  According to Cisco

[CS2002a] Windows servers average twenty five percent utilisation.  Sources such as

Sun [SM2004c] and VMware [VMW2004b] put current server utilisation at between

six  percent  and  fifteen  percent.   Carolan  and  Radeztsky  [CRS+2004]  state  that

utilisation is “often well below 25 percent to 30 percent”.  A study of six data centres

collectively containing about 1000 servers by Andrzejak  et al. [AAR2002] supports

these claims.  Although the numbers vary they are typically low.  According to Sun
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[SM2004g], utilisation rates are currently the lowest that they have ever been.  This is

a waste of resources as excess capacity is not being used.  As a result the hardware is

not being used to its full potential.

A data centre should be able to cope with resource outages, widely varying service

demands  and  congestion.  [HP2004a].   Data  centre  applications  typically  have

dedicated  resources  assigned  to  them  [SM2004b].   This  “silo”  effect  results  in

applications being over-provisioned to meet peak demand [HP2005f].  A consequence

of this is applications with fixed capacities and poor resource utilisation.

High Costs
According  to  Carolan  et  al.  [CRS+2004]  reducing  costs  is  currently  the  highest

priority for the data centre.  Managing existing systems consumes around 69% of IT

budgets [MS2004e].  The costs incurred to keep service at an acceptable level are very

high,  according  to  Cisco  [CS2003a].   Many of  these  costs  are  a  result  of  other

problems highlighted in this section.  The total amount of money spent on data centres

looks set to rise further.  According to [Sim2004] the market for data centre products

and services is projected to rise by 47% by 2007.

Server Sprawl
Many organisations have deployed large numbers of servers in their data centres.  This

setup is difficult to manage and is referred to as server sprawl [PH2002].  Managing

hundreds of servers is costly according to Sliwa and Vijayan  [SV2002].  The large

number  of  interdependencies  between  these  systems  compounds  this  problem

[CRS+2004].

According to [PH2002] a number of factors contribute to server sprawl.

• Multitiered applications typically host different tiers on different servers.

• Separate servers used for development, testing and training to ensure isolation

from the production systems.  

• Separate servers for disaster recovery and equipment failures 
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Security Threats
The  number  of  attacks  against  data  centres  is  on  the  rise  with  new  approaches

constantly being devised to threaten the data centre [AP2004].   The tools  used to

launch these  attacks are  becoming increasingly sophisticated  [AP2004].   Many of

these tools are easy to use and can be downloaded from the Internet.  To complicate

matters further, there are also a number of new security issues to deal with, as a result

of extranets being used by partners and suppliers, according to Cisco [CS2002a].  

Difficulty Adapting to Changing Requirements
This refers to the difficulty of managing changing requirements in both the short and

long term.   Making changes  to  a  data  centre  is  time-consuming due  to  the  large

number  of  systems  to  be  managed [SM2004g].   The  diversity  of  these  systems

hampers the ability of an organisation to respond to opportunities [CS2003a].  In the

short  term this lack of flexibility results in data centres which are often unable to

respond to fluctuations in service demand in a timely manner [CRS+2004].  

Managing Multiple Operating Systems and Hardware Platforms
Data centres make use of multiple operating systems such as Unix (including many

versions  such  as  Solaris  [SM2005b],  HP-UX  [HP2005c] and  AIX  [IBM2005e]),

Windows  [MS2005a] and  Linux  among  others  [CS2003a].   This  results  in

compatibility issues and increased management overhead.  In addition, mainframes,

minicomputers and servers are commonly found in data centres [CS2003a].

Variety of Application Architectures
Data  centres  typically host  a  mix  of  monolithic  mainframe applications,  two-tier,

three-tier  and N-tier applications  [CS2003a].   This  is  not  to be confused with the

previous point, which focuses on hardware and operating system heterogeneity rather

than the architecture of applications.
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2.8 Conclusion
Literature about data centres often focuses on physical and legal requirements such as

fire  suppression,  cooling,  power  consumption  and  compliance  with  government

regulations.  Information about logical aspects of data centres such as applications,

benefits and types of data centres is scarcer.  Unlike in Chapter 3, the majority of

information in this chapter is sourced from vendors such as Cisco and IBM.  This is a

result of the strong association between data centres and the major vendors.

A basic understanding of what data centres are and the applications which are hosted

by  these  facilities  is  essential  for  contextualising  the  discussions  in  subsequent

chapters.  Chapter 5 presents a framework for evaluating server virtualisation systems.

This discussion focuses on factors which are of relevance to commercial data centres.

Based on the classification by Cisco, two types of data centres were identified in this

chapter.  These two types, namely Internet data centres (specifically those of service

providers) and enterprise data centres, are particularly relevant to the discussion of

virtualisation applications presented in Chapter 3.  These data centre types are also of

relevance to the framework criteria presented in Chapter 5.

Although the overview of data centres presented in this Chapter is fairly high-level, it

is sufficient for the purposes of introducing the data centre environment.
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Chapter 3: Virtualisation

3.1 Introduction
An understanding of virtualisation is essential for effectively designing a framework

for  evaluating  server  virtualisation  systems  in  order  to  compare  them.   The

information presented in this chapter is used to inform the selection of criteria for this

framework.  This chapter is the second of three literature study chapters.

The recent increase in virtualisation research has been described as a “renaissance” by

Figueiredo et al. [FDF2005].  Although this increase is relatively new, the principles

on which this work is based is not.  Virtualisation has been a subject of research for

decades.  The first virtual machine was designed and implemented by IBM in the mid

1960s by Adair et al. [ABC+1966].  This paper is referenced by one of its authors, R.

J.  Creasy,  some fifteen  years later  in  a  historical  discussion  [Cre1981]  of  virtual

machine work at IBM.  This original virtual machine system was created for the IBM

360/40 [ABC+1966].

This chapter includes the following main sections:

• Virtualisation defined

• Virtual machines and server partitioning

• Approaches to virtualisation

• Advantages of server virtualisation

• Applications of virtualisation in data centres

3.2 Virtualisation Defined
According to Denning [Den2001] the term virtual originated from the field of optics

before being adopted by Computer Scientists to describe a number of ideas ranging

from virtual machines and virtual memory to virtual reality.
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In this and subsequent chapters the focus will be on the term virtual as it applies to

virtual machines and server partitioning systems.  Smith and Nair [SN2005] provide

an explanation of virtualisation: 

“Virtualization provides a different interface and/or resources at the  same level of

abstraction”  with the consequence that  “the real  system is  transformed so that  it

appears to be a different, virtual system or even a set of multiple virtual systems”.

This is different from abstraction because abstraction is used to simplify an interface.

Another definition according to Singh [AS2004] is:

“Virtualisation  is  a  framework  or  methodology  of  dividing  the  resources  of  a

computer into multiple execution environments, by applying one or more concepts or

technologies such as hardware and software partitioning,  time-sharing,  partial  or

complete machine simulation, emulation, quality of service, and many others.”

3.3 Virtual Machines and Server Partitioning
As stated in Chapter 1, the focus of this study is on virtualisation as it applies to server

partitioning.   There  are  various  approaches  to  implementing  server  partitioning.

These are discussed in greater detail in subsequent sections.  Virtual machines and

virtual machine monitors (VMMs) will be examined first.

Popek and Goldberg [PG1974]  define a virtual  machine as  “an efficient,  isolated

duplicate  of  the real  machine”.   Multiple  duplicate  machines  can be  hosted  on a

system using a virtual machine monitor (VMM).  A VMM is defined by [PG1974] as

a piece of software with three “essential characteristics”: 

1) “provides an environment for programs which is essentially identical with the

original machine”

2) “programs run  in  this  environment  show at  worst  only  minor  decreases  in

speed”

3) “the VMM is in complete control of system resources”.
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Interestingly Popek and Goldberg [PG1974] exclude emulators and complete software

interpreters from being classed as virtual machines due to the second requirement of

efficiency.  This classification is at odds with that of Smith and Nair [SN2005], which

includes virtual machines which do not satisfy the efficiency requirement.  Smith and

Nair  refer  to  Popek  and  Goldberg's  requirements  as  those  for  efficient virtual

machines.  Their classification is outlined later in this section.  Popek and Goldberg

also exclude  the  “usual  timesharing operating system” from being classified as a

virtual machine due to the fact that it does not provide an identical environment.

A similar set of “essential characteristics” was also identified by Belpaire and Hsu

[BH1975]:

• Logical equivalence between real machine and virtual machine environment

• The only performance degradation should be due to sharing of resources

• Virtual machines isolated by “impassable walls”.

In short  a  VMM is a layer of virtualising software used to host virtual  machines.

These virtual machines being hosted are referred to as guests.  This is depicted in

Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Virtual Machine Monitor Hosting Virtual Machines [SVL2001]
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As can be seen in Figure 3.1 virtualisation can be used to make a single physical

server  appear  as  multiple  virtual  servers.   The  applications  of  this  are  discussed

towards the end of this chapter.  

According to Popek and Goldberg [PG1974] a virtual machine monitor consists of

three components:

• Dispatcher: This  component  handles  hardware  traps  and  calls  the  other

modules.  System instructions trigger traps when executed in user mode.

• Allocator: As the VMM is in control of all system resources any requests for

resources by guest operating systems need to be handled by the VMM.  The

allocator module is called by the dispatcher to perform this task when a guest

issues a system instruction to allocate resources.

• Interpreter: If a guest issues a system instruction which is not used to allocate

resources, the dispatcher calls an interpreter module instead of the allocator to

simulate the instruction.

An interesting property of some virtual machines is recursiveness.  Recursive virtual

machines were examined by Belpaire and Hsu [BH1975] and defined as follows: 

“If the VMM can run on a Virtual Machine to generate another level of VMs, the

system is a Recursive Virtual Machine System. Its structure is a potentially infinite

tree of VMs.”.

This  property enables virtual  machines to  be layered above other layers of virtual

machines.

Virtual machines are divided into two main categories by Smith and Nair [SN2005],

namely  process  virtual  machines  and  system  virtual  machines.   Process  virtual

machines  such  as  high-level  language  virtual  machines  and  binary optimisers  are

created to support a single process.  System virtual machines provide entire virtual

systems which can host operating system instances.  The focus of this study will be on
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system virtual machines because these are used for server partitioning.  Process virtual

machines  such  as  the  Java  Virtual  Machine  (JVM)  are  beyond  the  scope  of  this

discussion.  

The different types of virtualisation systems which are used for server partitioning are

covered in the next section.  Figure 3.2 provides a high-level taxonomy of virtual

machines.  Instruction set architectures (ISA) feature prominently in this taxonomy.

Figure 3.2: A Virtual Machine Taxonomy [SN2005]

3.4 Approaches to Virtualisation
As mentioned previously the focus of  the framework which is  the subject  of  this

research is server partitioning systems.  For the remainder of this document the term

virtualisation will be used to refer to server partitioning systems.

A number of approaches have been taken to implementing this type of virtualisation.

Some of these approaches, such as physical partitioning systems and containers, are

not generally referred to  as virtual machines, as can be gathered from Tucker and

Comay [TC2004].   Interestingly,  Smith  and  Nair  [SN2005]  use  the  term  virtual

machine  monitor  when  discussing  physical  partitioning  systems.  The  different
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partitioning techniques are arranged in a taxonomy by Smith and Nair [SN2005].  This

is depicted in Figure 3.3.  Each of these approaches will be examined in the sections

which follow. 

Figure 3.3: A Taxonomy of Partitioning Techniques (adapted from [SN2005])

System Virtual Machines
System  virtual  machines  can  be  divided  into  three  categories  based  on  the

implementation approach employed.  This classification is discussed by Robin and

Irvine  [RI2000]  and  King  et  al.  [KDC2003]  based  on  earlier  work  by Goldberg

[Gol1972] cited by both these sources.  This classification is also discussed by Smith

and Nair  [SN2005], using slightly different terminology.  This terminology will be

adopted for this document as the author believes that it is the most descriptive.  The

three categories are:

• Native virtual machine monitors
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• User-mode hosted virtual machine monitors

• Dual-mode hosted virtual machine monitors

These three types of virtual machine systems will now be discussed.

Native Virtual Machine Monitor

This is also referred to as a Type I VMM [KDC2003].  With this approach the VMM

forms  a  virtualisation  layer  directly  between  the  underlying  hardware  and  guest

operating  system  instances.   The  virtual  machine  monitor  executes  in  a  higher

privilege mode than any other software on the system [SN2005].  This often results in

the supervisor mode of guest operating systems being simulated in software by the

VMM.  There  is  no  host  operating  system between  the  hardware  and  the  virtual

machine monitor.  The VMM is responsible for resource management and scheduling

of guests [RI2000]  This improves performance, but increases the complexity of the

implementation.  A native virtual machine monitor cannot take advantage of the I/O

facilities provided by a host operating system.  A native virtual machine monitor is

depicted in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: A Native Virtual Machine Monitor (based on figures in [KC2002] and

[SN2005])
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User-Mode Hosted Virtual Machine Monitor

A second, but less efficient approach is to host the VMM entirely on a host operating

system.  This is simpler as the VMM can take advantage of the services offered by the

host operating system.  This is also known as a Type II VMM [KDC2003].  Each

guest typically executes as a process on the host.   A Type II VMM is depicted in

Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: User-Mode Hosted Virtual Machine Monitor (based on figures in

[KC2002] and [SN2005])

Examples of this type of VMM include User Mode Linux (UML) [UML2005] and

UMLinux [UM2005].  For these systems the kernel is ported to the system call

interface of a host operating system [Dik2001a].  Höxer et al. [HBS2002] examined

the issues encountered when implementing this type of system.  The most common

issue is dealing with system calls from applications running on a hosted kernel.  To

prevent these calls from executing in the host kernel, a trace process is used to

intercept system calls and redirect them to the hosted kernel.  
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Memory for each virtual machine is usually implemented using a memory mapped file

on the host.  The size of this file is the same as the quantity of physical memory the

virtual machine believes it has.  Interrupts and exceptions also need to be emulated.

Hardware devices are virtual, using functionality provided by the host [Dik2000].

These implementation issues result in significant overhead.  This is well known and

documented by Barham  et  al.  [BDF+2003]  and Surányi  et  al.  [SHH+2005].   The

overhead of context switching between processes is the most significant performance

issue [Dik2001b].   According to this source, UML was created to facilitate kernel

development, but has other applications including virtual web hosting.  The benefits to

kernel developers far outweigh the performance overhead.  For data centres hosting

web sites this overhead may be an issue.

This approach is not compatible with all existing applications.  According to Dike

[Dik2001b], emulators and certain types of installation programs are not compatible

with UML.

The security of a Type II (user-mode) VMM is also dependent on the security of the

host operating system [RI2000].  A weakness in the host operating system could be

exploited to compromise the security of the VMM.

Dual-Mode Hosted Virtual Machine Monitor

A dual-mode virtual machine monitor is hosted partially in nonpriveleged mode and

partially in privileged mode.  This is also referred to as a hybrid VMM [KDC2003].

According to this source a hybrid VMM accesses the hardware directly, but relies on a

host operating system support  for I/O.  Switching between the VMM and the host

operating system during I/O operations results in increased CPU overhead [SVL2001].

The  major  advantage  of  this  type  of  VMM is  that  it  can  use  the  device  drivers

provided by the host operating system [KC2002].  

A dual-mode hosted VMM consists of three components [SN2005]:
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• VMM-n (native): This component executes directly on hardware and is tasked

with handling guest operating systems' attempts to directly execute privileged

instructions.  It may also be used to patch sensitive instructions which do not

trigger traps.  This is discussed further in the section on processor virtualisation.

• VMM-u (user): This user-mode process makes use of the host operating system

to perform I/O and allocate other resources.

• VMM-d (driver): This component is installed in the host as a device driver.

This provides a communications channel between VMM-u and VMM-n.

VMware Workstation [SVL2001] and Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 [MS2004c] are

examples  of  this  type of  VMM.  Figure 3.6 depicts  a  dual-mode virtual  machine

monitor.

Figure 3.6: A Dual-Mode Hosted Virtual Machine Monitor (based on figure in

[SN2005])
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Resource Virtualisation (Including Paravirtualisation and Other
Optimisations)

One of the properties of virtual machine monitors identified by Popek and Goldberg

[PG1974] was  that  of  resource  control.   The  VMM  must  control  all  access  to

resources.   These  resources  need  to  be  virtualised  so  that  the  VMM can  ensure

integrity and compatibility.  The approaches to virtualising different types of resources

will be examined shortly.

A  recent  trend  in  virtualisation  which  is  relevant  to  this  discussion  is

paravirtualisation.  This term was proposed by the creators of Denali [WSG2002a]

and later adopted by the creators of Xen [BDF+2003].  Paravirtualisation involves

modifying an architecture in order to make it more suitable for virtualisation.  Guest

operating systems are  “aware”  that  they are  hosted by a  VMM.  Denali  and Xen

sacrifice compatibility with existing operating systems in the name of performance.

As demonstrated by Xen this does not have to come at the cost of incompatibility with

existing  applications.   As  noted  in  the  Xen  paper  [BDF+2003],  only  a  simple

operating system was originally ported to Denali.  Since then a full operating system

(NetBSD) has been ported [WCS+2004].  Paravirtualisation is discussed further under

each of the resource types.

Smith and Nair [SN2005] note that handshaking, a concept in use since the 1970s in

the IBM System/370, is similar to paravirtualisation in the sense that it also involves

modifying guest operating systems in order to improve performance.  Handshaking

enables a number of optimisations by allowing the VMM and guest operating system

instances to communicate.  This improves coordination between them and can be used

to reduce the duplication of functionality between guest and VMM.  Providing the

VMM with access to the workings of guest operating systems is similarly beneficial.
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Processor Virtualisation

Popek  and  Goldberg  [PG1974]  formally  defined  a  set  of  requirements  that  an

instruction  set  architecture  (ISA)  must  satisfy in  order  to  be  virtualisable.   Their

findings are presented in the form of theorems.  The main theorem (Theorem 1) of this

paper contains a number of terms which will be defined first:

• A privileged instruction is defined as one which traps when executed in user mode,

but not in system mode.  

• A control sensitive instruction is an instruction which attempts to alter the privilege

level or resource allocation of a virtual machine.  

• A behaviour sensitive instruction is one whose behaviour depends on the privilege

level in which it is executed or its location in memory.

• A  sensitive  instruction is  an  instruction  which  is  either  control  sensitive  or

behaviour sensitive.

Popek and Goldberg's [PG1974] main theorem is as follows:

“For any conventional third generation computer, a virtual machine monitor may be

constructed if the set of sensitive instructions for that computer is a subset of the set

of privileged instructions.”

This means that an ISA is not virtualisable if it contains sensitive instructions which

do not trap (can be executed in user mode).

It is worth mentioning that ISAs which do not meet this requirement can be, and have,

been virtualised using less elegant approaches.  Consider the example of the x86 ISA.

It is well known that the x86 architecture does not meet the formal requirements for

virtualisability.  This  was examined in detail  by Robin  and Irvine [RI2000].   The

Pentium instruction set exposes sensitive instructions to non-privileged users.  This

compromises  the  isolation,  and  therefore  security,  of  virtual  machines.   Virtual

machine  monitors  for  x86  such  as  VMware  [Wal2002] currently  employ  binary

rewriting (translation) of instructions to work around this problem.
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Paravirtualisation  systems  such  as  Xen  [BDF+2003]  modify  the  guest  operating

systems to execute in a lower privilege mode.  The modified Xen architecture also

differs from the x86 architecture in that the need for binary translation of sensitive

instructions  which do not  trap  is  removed.   In order  to  boost  performance  a  fast

handler for system calls is installed by guest operating systems to prevent system calls

made by guest applications from being received via the VMM.  A similar mechanism

for page faults was not possible due to privilege restrictions.

Clearly  paravirtualisation  systems  which  require  guest  operating  systems  to  be

modified do not meet Popek and Goldberg's [PG1974] equivalence requirement for

virtual machine monitors.

Another  recent  development  is  Intel's  VT-x  (Vanderpool)  technology which,  like

AMD's Pacifica [AMD2005] is designed to simplify the task of implementing VMMs

for x86 and improve performance.  VT-x is discussed by Uhlig  et al. [UNR+2005].

These  provide  hardware  support  for  processor  virtualisation  with  features  such as

additional privilege levels and new instructions for transitions between the VMM and

guests.  Sensitive instructions which did not result in traps now trap when executed by

guests.   The  idea  of  modifying  the  hardware  to  provide  improved  virtualisation

support is not new.  Smith and Nair [SN2005] discuss hardware assists which were

added to the IBM System/370 to improve performance:

Memory Virtualisation

The  approach  taken  to  implementing  memory  virtualisation  depends  on  the

architecture.   This  is  discussed  by Smith  and  Nair  [SN2005]  and  Barham  et  al.

[BDF+2003].  For this discussion some understanding of virtual memory concepts is

assumed, although some basic terms will briefly be explained.

A page table is a data structure used to map virtual pages to real pages.  Each guest

operating  system maintains  a  page  table  for  each  application  it  hosts.   When  an

operating system is executing on bare hardware these real pages correspond to pages

in physical (machine) memory.
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The translation lookaside buffer (TLB) is a cache used to speed up lookups in the

page table.

A TLB miss occurs when an attempt is made to access a page whose mapping is not

cached by the TLB.

In some architectures  the page table  is  architected,  while  in  others  the translation

lookaside buffer (TLB) is architected.  If the page table is architected, it means that

page  table  management  instructions  are  built  into  the  instruction  set  architecture

(ISA).  In the event of a TLB miss, a traversal of the page table occurs in hardware to

locate the appropriate key-value pair.  This mapping is then cached by the TLB.  The

x86 and IBM System/370 ISAs are examples of page table architected architectures.

In these types of systems memory is typically virtualised using shadow page tables.

The virtual pages of the guests are mapped to real pages using the pages tables of the

guest operating systems.  The role of the shadow page tables, which are managed by

the VMM, is to map these real pages to physical (machine) pages.  This extra level of

mapping results  in a  performance overhead for this  type of system.  Waldspurger

[Wal2002] and Rosenblum and Garfinkel [RG2005] discuss the use of shadow page

tables in VMware.

If the TLB is architected, there are instructions defined in the ISA for managing the

TLB.  For these architectures a TLB miss results in a trap into the operating system to

find the appropriate page table entry.  According to Barham  et al. [BDF+2003] the

TLB is architected in the Alpha, MIPS and SPARC ISAs.  In order to virtualise these

systems the TLB needs to be virtualised.  One approach is to copy the TLB of a guest

operating system over the physical TLB when it becomes active.  Of course the real

pages will  first  have to be translated to physical (machine) pages before the copy.

This approach results in significant overhead.  An alternative approach is to use the

address space identifiers (ASIDs) of the TLB.  Each entry in the TLB includes an

ASID to associate different entries with different applications (address spaces).  These

can be used to identify different guest operating system address spaces allowing the

TLB to be shared between all guests.
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For more information on these memory virtualisation techniques refer to [SN2005].

According  to  Barham  et  al.  [BDF+2003]  keeping  shadow page  tables  up  to  date

results  in  significant  overhead  for  update-intensive  tasks.   Paravirtualisation  can

improve  the  performance  of  memory virtualisation.   Xen requires  guest  operating

systems to be modified to only access memory pages allocated to them by Xen VMM.

These pages may be discontiguous.  All updates to the page table are validated by the

Xen VMM.  Performance is improved because shadow page tables do not need to be

maintained  and  memory  can  be  accessed  without  a  second  level  of  mapping

(indirection).  Despite this improvement validating page table updates results in some

performance overhead.

Similarly handshaking, which was introduced at start of this section, can also be used

to eliminate the use of shadow page tables by using  nonpaged mode.   Operating

systems hosted by the IBM System/370 can define a real address space which is as

large as the largest virtual address space it will require.  The guest disables dynamic

address translation so only one level of mapping takes place.

Pseudo-page-fault handling, which is also discussed by Smith and Nair [SN2005], is

another handshaking optimisation.  When a page fault occurs due to the VMM having

swapped the pages of one virtual machine out for another, the operating system is

notified  that  a  special  type  of  page  fault  has  occurred.   This  enables  the  guest

operating system to schedule another process, while the fault is being handled by the

VMM.

Other optimisations are examined in [SN2005].

Intel's VT-x and AMD's Pacifica which were discussed under processor virtualisation

also provide assists for memory virtualisation.  For more information refer to a recent

presentation by AMD [AMD2005].
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Input/Output (I/O) Virtualisation

One of the challenges facing those implementing virtualisation systems is supporting a

wide range of hardware.  Hardware vendors such as Sun [SM2004d], Hewlett Packard

[HP2004e]  and  IBM [IBM2004b]  only have  to  support  a  relatively limited  set  of

hardware when virtualising non-x86 systems.  Virtualisation systems for x86 such as

VMware  [SVL2001],  Xen  [FHN+2004] and  Microsoft  Virtual  Server  [MS2004c]

have to support  many more devices.   The compatibility advantage of a user-mode

hosted or dual-mode hosted VMM is that the drivers of a host operating system can be

used by the VMM, at the cost of performance overhead.  This approach is discussed

by Sugerman et al. [SVL2001] and Rosenblum and Garfinkel [RG2005].  These types

of VMMs were discussed earlier in this chapter.  Native virtual machine monitors

such as VMware ESX Server [Wal2002] usually need to include device drivers for the

devices they support.  An alternative approach is to access devices via a dedicated I/O

virtual machine.  IBM Logical Partitions (LPARs) for pSeries servers  [IBM2005b],

which are examined further in Chapter 4, make use of a dedicated I/O Server virtual

machine.   This  was  recently  implemented  for  Xen  [FHN+2004].   An  important

advantage  of  this  approach  is  the  isolation  of  virtual  machines  from  being

compromised  by  device  driver  failures  which  would  otherwise  have  executed  in

privileged mode as part of the virtual machine monitor.

Smith and Nair [SN2005] identified five ways in which a device can be virtualised:

• Dedicated devices: Each device is assigned to a single partition.

• Partitioned devices: Devices such as disks can be partitioned into multiple logical

devices.

• Shared devices: Multiple virtual machines have access to the same device

• Spooled devices: Spooled devices such as printers write their output to a buffer

which is processed by the device.  This is similar to sharing except that it takes

place on a much coarser timescale.
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• Nonexistent devices: Virtual machine monitors can provide a virtual device to a

virtual machine, even if the device does not exist physically.  A virtual network

adapter linking virtual machines is a classic example.

Smith and Nair [SN2005] discuss three levels at which a device can be virtualised:

• I/O  Operation  Level:  I/O  operations,  whether  implemented  as  privileged

instructions such as on mainframe and x86 systems, or by memory mapping on

RISC platforms, represent a low-level interface at which devices can be virtualised.

Each time I/O takes place a number of I/O operations are performed.  In order to

virtualise  a  device  at  this  level,  the  VMM  has  to  examine  the  stream of  I/O

operations to determine the sequence of actions they represent.

• Device Driver Level: The device driver interface is another level at which a device

can be virtualised.  This involves providing a virtual device driver for each device

type to be virtualised.  This device driver needs to be ported to each guest operating

system which is to be supported.  Calls to the interface of this virtual device are

translated to calls to the driver interface used by the VMM.

• System Call Level: A high-level approach to virtualising devices is to implement

this at the system call interface.  System calls, such as read, need to be emulated

for each operating system supported.

Resource Scheduling and Guarantees
Virtualisation  is  also  useful  for  insulating  applications  in  one  partition  from  the

resource demands of other applications.  Virtual machine monitors have control over

system resources  and  can  therefore  enforce  resource  guarantees.   These  types  of

guarantees  are  not  exclusively  the  domain  of  system  VMMs.   Other  types  of

virtualisation systems such as operating system containers, which will be discussed in

the next section,  and logical partitions, can also enforce these types of guarantees.

This is also useful against  denial of service attacks [AG2001].  Resources such as

CPU  processing  capacity,  memory,  disk  bandwidth,  disk  space  and  network

bandwidth can be allocated to  partitions.   This is  particularly important to service
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providers who wish to assign resources to customer Web sites based on the relative

importance of customers according to Sullivan and Seltzer [SS2000].  This will be

discussed further in Chapter 5.

Resources can be managed by operating systems and system virtual machines using

scheduling techniques.  Schedulers exist for all of the main resources types, including

disk bandwidth, network bandwidth and  processor capacity.  Examples of these types

of schedulers are cited in Chapter 5, and their applicability to virtualisation systems is

discussed.

A detailed study of a wide range of schedulers and their implementation details is

beyond the scope of this study.  Lottery and stride scheduling, which were proposed

by Waldspurger [Wal1995], are discussed next as an illustrative example.

Waldspurger discussed these scheduling algorithms in the context of other scheduling

schemes used by operating systems.  The most common approach used by operating

systems is priority based scheduling.  In order to control the relative rate at which

tasks  are  executed  alternative  scheduling  algorithms  are  required.   Fair  share

scheduling  and  proportional  share  scheduling  algorithms  are  two  well  known

approaches.  Fair share schedulers aim to control resource allocation averages over a

period of time.  These schedulers are implemented by varying process priorities in

order to achieve its goals.  

Proportional  share  schedulers  allocate  resources  on  a  much  finer  time  scale.

Examples  of  proportional  share  scheduling  algorithms  are  stride  scheduling  and

lottery scheduling.   These were both proposed by Waldspurger  [Wal1995].   With

lottery  scheduling  each  process  is  assigned  a  number  of  tickets.   Resources  are

assigned to the task which was assigned the “winning” lottery ticket.  A winning ticket

is periodically chosen by random selection.  More important tasks are assigned more

tickets,  and thus have a  higher probability of “winning” the lottery.   Stride based

scheduling involves calculating how often each task should be assigned resources.

This interval is called a stride.
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In  order  to  improve  resource  utilisation  while  maintaining  resource  guarantees

Sullivan and Seltzer [SS2000]  extended the lottery scheduling approach by adding

ticket exchanges.  Each task is assigned separate tickets for each type of resource.

Consider two tasks which each have tickets for resources that the other requires.  If

one task has excess CPU tickets while the other has excess memory tickets the two

can exchange tickets.  This does not affect the proportion of tickets assigned to other

tasks.  This is illustrated in Figure 3.7.  Tasks A and B exchange fifty tickets for each

resource type in this example.

Figure 3.7: Ticket Exchange [SS2000]

These types of schedulers can be  used in  conjunction with resource containers or

system virtual machines to provide resource guarantees.

Operating System-Based Partitioning – Containers
An alternative approach to using a classic system virtual machine to partition a server

is to create a virtual execution environment within a single operating system instance.

For the remainder of this document the term container will be used to generically refer

to this type of partitioning system.  The term container was adopted because this term,

unlike others, has been used by more than one source.  The term “resource container”

is  used by Banga  et  al.  [BDM1999]  to  refer  to  a  system used  to  logically group

resources.  Sun uses the term “Solaris Container”  [SM2004e] to refer to their OS-

based partitioning system.  
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Containers  provide  varying  degrees  of  isolation  within  a  single  operating  system

instance.   Systems  like  FreeBSD  jails  [KW2000],  Linux  VServer  [LVS2005,

BL2005], Virtuozzo  [Vir2005] and Solaris Containers [SM2004e, TC2004] provide

an isolated environment to  users which appears similar  to  a separate  server.   The

degree of similarity and types of isolation provided depend on the system.  For more

information on the different types of isolation refer to Chapter 5.

Before discussing the container-based approach to partitioning servers, the relevance

of  resource containers to this type of partitioning is discussed.  Although  resource

containers  [BDM1999]  do  not  provide  virtualisation  functionality  the  resource

management  concepts  outlined  by this  source  are  essential  for  providing  resource

isolation for container-based systems.  For this  reason  resource containers will  be

discussed next.

A resource  container  is  defined by [BDM1999] as  “an abstract  operating system

entity that logically contains all the system resources being used by an application to

achieve a particular activity”.  This approach overcomes a number of shortcomings of

general-purpose  operating  systems  identified  by  this  source.   In  these  operating

systems  processes  are  treated  as  independent  activities.   This  is  contrary  to  the

behaviour  of  many server applications  which often create multiple  processes.   An

example of this is an HTTP server which creates one process per connection.  This is

depicted in Figure 3.8.  
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Figure 3.8: One Process Per Connection [BDM1999]

Many processes are used to service client requests.  Service providers often wish to

provide prioritised service to certain clients.  It is incorrect to treat each process as a

completely independent entity.  Another common scenario mentioned by [BDM1999]

occurs when a single process (or one process per CPU) handles all requests.  This

occurs when a one thread per client approach is used as can be seen in Figure 3.9 or an

event driven approach as shown in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.9: One Thread Per Connection [BDM1999]
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Figure 3.10: One Process for All Connections [BDM1999]

Another issue with such operating systems is that processing carried out by the kernel

is often not counted as resources consumed by a process.  This can happen in interrupt

driven applications such as networking.  Alternatively this processing is accounted as

that of the process which is active at the time of the interrupt.  This hidden processing

is depicted below the line in Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11: Processing Accounted Incorrectly [BDM1999]
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Resource containers can be used to overcome these resource management challenges.

These containers group related activities.  This together with accurate resource usage

accounting can significantly improve the resource management facilities offered by an

operating system.   Resources  can  be assigned to  containers  rather  than  individual

processes.

Allocating and managing resources is only one aspect of a container-based system.

For  the  remainder  of  this  document  only  container-based  systems  providing

virtualisation features will be considered.  Container-based virtualisation systems (to

varying degrees) present the user with what  appears to be multiple virtual servers.

These are in fact containers which may share the kernel with many other containers.

Securing and isolating these containers from each other is an important goal, as is

providing the illusion of a separate operating system instance.  According to Kamp

and Watson [KW2000]  this approach is  compatible with virtually all  applications.

Each container has its own root password, IP address and a subset of the original

filesystem.  Processes in one container cannot access information about processes in

other containers.

In order to implement this functionality significant changes usually have made to the

underlying operating system.  New security restrictions have to be enforced to prevent

the security of containers from being compromised.  For example only a subset of the

process table is visible to each container.  An alternative approach to making these

changes to the operating system is to implement this functionality in user space.  This

was successfully implemented by Surányi et al. [SHH+2005].  Security provided by

these “pot spaces” is claimed to be equivalent to that of a FreeBSD jail [KW2000].

Like jails, this approach also has very little overhead.  Solaris Containers, a term used

to refer to Zones which make use of resource management, are also claimed to have

little or no overhead [TC2004].  These containers can be rebooted individually and

have resources assigned to them.  Solaris Containers are examined in greater detail in

Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7.
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Containers  result  in  lower  performance  overheads  compared  to  other  approaches.

Fewer resources are consumed by containers than multiple operating system instances.

System virtual machines make use of the latter approach and consume more resources

as a result.  

A container-based approach does not have to deal with many of the challenges facing

system  virtual  machine-based  systems  such  as  architectures  which  are  not

virtualisable.   Virtualisation  takes  place  at  the  system  call  level.   The  main

disadvantage of containers, is that a single kernel is shared between the containers.  If

one container triggers a crash in the kernel, all the other containers will be affected.

Thus the stability of the kernel is an important consideration when opting for this

approach.

Interestingly the merits of virtual machines versus virtualising the operating system

were considered by IBM in the early 1970s [BH1973].  The CMS operating system in

use at the time did not support multiple users.  A virtual machine providing multiple

CMS instances  was  considered  superior  to  modifying  CMS  for  multi-user  access

because  CMS  did  not  provide  support  for  resource  sharing  and  other  protection

mechanisms.  Although the “virtual operating system” idea discussed was that of the

classic  process  virtual  machine  there  are  parallels  between  this  approach  and  the

container-based systems of today.  Both require operating system modifications and

share a single OS instance, providing a lower level of isolation than a classic system

virtual machine.

Physical Partitioning
Physical  partitioning  is  a  hardware-based  approach  to  server  partitioning.   Each

partition has dedicated physical resources assigned to it.  This is not to be confused

with  virtualising  hardware  using  a  virtual  machine  monitor  or  with  containers.

Partitions  are  physically  isolated  from  each  other,  providing  a  higher  degree  of

isolation than any other virtualisation approach.  Hardware failures in one partition do

not affect other partitions [HP2004b].  Complete software isolation is another benefit
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of this approach.  Each partition hosts a separate operating system instance.  These

operating systems do not have to be the same version, or in some cases even the same

operating system.  

Resources are assigned at a coarse level of granularity.  Typically one or more system

boards  containing  multiple  CPUs  and  gigabytes  of  memory are  assigned  to  each

partition.  Figure 3.12 depicts a server which has been physically partitioned.  System

boards are connected via a high speed interconnect.

Figure 3.12: A Sun Server Physically Partitioned into Two Domains [SM2003b]

Some physical partitioning systems support dynamic resource reallocation.  Resources

such such as memory and CPUs can be migrated from one partition to another without

rebooting any of the partitions.

Physical partitioning is currently restricted to larger systems.  Support for this type of

virtualisation  needs  to  be  built  into  the  server.   Hewlett  Packard  Node Partitions

(nPars)  [HP2004i] and Sun Dynamic System Domains  [SM2004f] are examples of
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this type of virtualisation system.  For more information on these systems refer to

Chapters 4 and 6.  High-end server models such as the HP Superdome and the Sun

Fire E25K provide physical partitioning functionality.

Logical Partitioning
Logical partitions are similar to system virtual machines.  Multiple operating system

instances are hosted on a single server.  As with system VMs the underlying hardware

resources of different partitions are not physically isolated.  

For logical partitioning systems the virtualisation layer between the hardware and the

partitions  is  referred to  as a  hypervisor.   This  corresponds to  the  virtual  machine

monitor  of  a  system virtual  machine  system.   Smith  and  Nair  [SN2005]  make  a

distinction between logical partitioning and system virtual machines.  A hypervisor

requires hardware support and executes in a “special mode”.  This mode enables the

hypervisor to  execute in a higher privilege mode than the guest operating systems

without  the  guests  having  to  execute  in  user  mode.   Hardware  support  includes

features such as replication of registers to support context switches and registers to

store the state of the hypervisor.  Hypervisor state registers can include registers to

store the lower and upper memory address bounds of each partition.

Interestingly the Xen [BDF+2003] project has adopted the term hypervisor to refer to

their virtual machine monitor.  This is despite the fact that the underlying hardware

does  not  support  any  special  privilege  mode  (not  without  VT-x  [UNR+2005]  or

Pacifica [AMD2005] support).   Xen makes use of three of the four x86 privilege

levels  (rings).   Xen itself  is  hosted  in  ring 0  (most  privileged).   Guest  operating

systems,  which  would  normally  execute  in  ring  0,  are  ported  to  ring  1.   User

applications  of  these  guests  execute  in  ring  3  (least  privileged)  as  normal.   This

approach  enables  Xen  to  execute  in  a  more  privileged  level  without  resorting  to

hosting  the  guest  operating  systems  in  the  least  privileged  mode  alongside  user

applications.   Ring  0  can  hardly  be  considered  a  special  mode  designed  for

hypervisors.
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It could be argued that any x86 VMM which is enhanced to take advantage of the new

privilege modes provided by Intel VT-x [UNR+2005] or AMD Pacifica [AMD2005]

could be referred to as a hypervisor.

Older  logically  partitioned  systems  relied  on  microcoded  logical  partitioning

instructions whereas newer systems make use of a standard ISA, supplemented with a

“special” mode as discussed previously.  For more information on this topic refer to

[SN2005].  IBM Logical Partitions (LPARs), which take the newer approach, will be

examined in Chapters 4 and 6.  

As noted by Smith and Nair [SN2005] the reliance of logical partitioning systems on

hardware  support  prevents  them  from  hosting  other  layers  of  logical  partitions

recursively.  

3.5 Advantages of Server Virtualisation
The advantages of server virtualisation put forward by researchers working on this

technology are numerous.  Some of these advantages such as using virtual machines to

facilitate  operating  system  debugging  and  development  are  not  relevant  to

commercial data centre environments.  Only advantages which are relevant to data

centres will be discussed here.  The most significant of these advantages are identified

and presented next.

Improved Server Utilisation
One of the common data centre problems identified in Chapter 2 was that of poor

server utilisation.  This was confirmed by the work of Andrzejak et al.  [AAR2002].

When multiple applications are hosted on the same server the resources of that server

are pooled.  Smith and Nair [SN2005] also list improved system utilisation as one of

the benefits of virtualisation.

With  many server  virtualisation  systems,  resources  can  be  reassigned dynamically

based on application demand or other performance goals.  Those promoting the use of

virtualisation emphasise that this results in improved utilisation.   As mentioned in

Chapter  2,  utilisation  rates  of  servers  in  data  centres  are  currently  low.   Server
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virtualisation enables multiple applications each running on a separate underutilised

server to be consolidated onto a single server  [MS2004a].  This results in improved

utilisation.  This is clearly illustrated in Figure 3.13.

Figure 3.13: Consolidation and Server Utilisation [IBM2004c]

Isolation of Settings
Applications with conflicting settings can also be placed in separate partitions.  In this

way conflicts resulting from installation of new applications are avoided.  Application

installation  settings  need  to  be  isolated  according  to  Jiang  et  al.  [JXE2004].

Virtualisation  provides  this  type  of  isolation.   Port  conflicts,  another  common

problem, can also be avoided [PT2004].  Virtualisation also enables different versions

of  the  same  application  to  safely  coexist  on  the  same  server  simultaneously.

Partitioning can also be used to isolate operating system settings such as kernel tuning

parameters.

Reduced Administration and Hardware Costs
Manageability is improved as applications with conflicting settings can now be safely

installed on the same system.  Utilisation improvements are also claimed to result in

reduced hardware expenditure [VMW2004c].  If hardware can be better utilized, less

equipment needs to be purchased.   This also results in a smaller number of servers to

manage [HP2002].  Fewer servers are easier to manage and administrative costs are
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reduced  [HP2004d] as a result.   This corresponds to the problem of server sprawl

identified in Chapter 2.  Server partitioning enables administrative rights for partitions

to be safely delegated to different groups according to Kamp and Watson [KW2000]

and Price and Tucker [PT2004].

Support for Multiple Time-Zones on a Single Server
Server  virtualisation  systems  such  as  those  examined  in  Chapter  4  enable  each

partition to be set to a different time zone.  This is especially useful for servers which

provide services to different  regions in  different time zones.   Using virtualisation,

downtime can be scheduled for each geography separately, even though these systems

share the same physical server [SN2005].

Simpler Enforcement of Quality of Service (QoS) Guarantees
Virtualisation  enables  administrators  to  cleanly  separate  workloads  into  isolated

partitions.   This  is  an  improvement  over  the  traditional  approach  of  allocating

resources to individual processes.  Banga et al. [BDM1999] explored the concept of

resource containers.  The difficulties of using a traditional operating system to enforce

resource  guarantees  were  explored  in  the  section  on  container-based  systems.   A

virtual  machine  monitor  is  also  able  to  manage  resource  allocations,  because

according to  Popek and Goldberg  [PG1974]  the  VMM must  be  in  control  of  the

system resources.  This can be used to implement quality of service (QoS) guarantees.

Improved Security
Security  isolation  is  very  important  to  service  providers  who  host  websites  for

different customers securely on the same server.  One web application should not be

able to access the data or applications belonging to other customers.  The growing

number of security threats facing data centres was discussed in Chapter 2.  Belpaire

and Hsu [BH1975] identified the need to isolate virtual machines from one another as

one of the essential characteristics of virtual machines.  This and other characteristics

were discussed earlier in this chapter.
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Improved Fault Isolation
The application of virtualisation to isolate faults  was investigated by Buzen  et al.

[BCG1973].  Faults can be localised and isolated to a single partition.  This results in

improved system availability.  An application running within a software partition is

able  to  survive  software  faults  which  may  occur  in  other  partitions  [HP2002].

Similarly, applications running within physical partitions can operate unaffected by

hardware failures in other hard partitions [HP2002].  

Reduced Downtime
A logical  result  of  fault  isolation is  a reduction in server downtime.   Clark  et  al.

[CFH+2005] discuss the migration of virtual machines to other servers to facilitate

server repairs.  In this manner service can continue.  In order to test a new system a

new partition can be created for testing the system while the original system continues

to run uninterrupted in another partition [SN2005].  Thus the new system does have to

be installed over the old version.  Faults  in the new system could otherwise have

resulted in downtime.

Flexible Hardware Configuration
In  a  virtual  system  a  configuration  can  be  different  from  the  actual  hardware

[Gol1973].  Devices not present in the real system can be simulated.  Virtual resources

such as memory or CPUs can be added or removed.  This is useful for assigning a

subset of the available hardware resources to a new system to prevent unrealistic user

expectations  of  performance during the testing phase.   Other applications  such as

facilitation  of  the  development  of  systems  software  are  beyond the  scope  of  this

discussion.

Support for Different Operating Systems
Some partitioning systems support concurrent execution of multiple operating systems

or multiple versions of the same operating system.  Goldberg included this advantage

in a list of advantages provided in a 1973 paper [Gol1973].  This enables applications
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which require different operating systems or versions of the same operating system to

execute in separate partitions.  Smith and Nair [SN2005] also discuss the usefulness

of this feature.

An example of a system which supports this is VMware [VMW2004a] which supports

virtually all of the major x86 operating systems.  This is beneficial to data centres

which  have  a  wide  variety  of  operating  systems.   Difficulty  managing  multiple

operating systems was identified as a common data centre problem in Chapter 2.  This

advantage does not apply to all server partitioning systems as not all support multiple

operating systems.

New Servers can be Provisioned More Rapidly
Instead of acquiring a new server, a new virtual server can rapidly be provisioned on

an existing server.  This new partition provides an execution environment similar to a

separate server.  This is described by Hewlett Packard [HP2002].

3.6 Applications of Virtualisation in Data Centres
Two types of data centres were identified in Chapter 2, namely Internet data centres

and  enterprise  (corporate)  data  centres.   The  most  common  applications  of

virtualisation in each of these data centre types are described here:

Internet Data Centres

Shared Hosting

Service providers often make use of shared hosting.  A single server is  shared by

multiple  customers [RMS+2000, WSG2002b].   This is  also known as  virtual web

hosting, and is one of the applications of virtualisation listed by Tucker and Comay

[TC2004],  Barham  et  al.  [BDF+2003]  and  Surányi  et  al.  [SHH+2005].   Each

customer's data is isolated from other customers sharing the same server.  The ease

with which virtualisation systems facilitate the implementation of quality of service

(QoS) guarantees also makes virtualisation appealing to service providers.  This was

discussed in the previous section and explored further in Chapter 5.
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Enterprise (Corporate) Data Centres

New System Testing and Transition

The  isolation  qualities  provided  by  virtualisation  enable  a  new  application  or

operating system to be tested alongside a production system in a separate partition.

Instead  of  purchasing  a  development  server  a  new  system  can  be  testing  in  a

development partition without compromising the integrity of the production system.

This can reduce or eliminate the need for a separate server used purely for testing.

One  advantage  of  this  approach  is  that  the  test  environment  is  identical  to  the

production system.  Hewlett Packard provides information about a number of case

studies of  organisations  which used partitions  to facilitate  new system testing and

transition [HP2002].  Smith and Nair [SN2005] also discuss this application.

Server Consolidation

A traditional definition of server consolidation provided by IBM [IBM2005c] is: “the

process of merging the uses of two or more servers to a single server”.  A single

larger server is used to replace multiple smaller servers.  This is linked to improved

utilisation as discussed in the previous section.  The problems of server sprawl and

poor resource utilisation were identified as common data centre problems in Chapter

2.  A decision may also be taken for a new system to purchase a single large server

instead of a number of low-end servers.  Each tier of a multitier application can be

deployed in a separate partition instead of purchasing separate servers for each tier.

Multitier  applications  were  examined  in  Chapter  2.   Hewlett  Packard  provides

information about a case study in which this approach was taken [HP2002].  Server

consolidation is a common application of server virtualisation as noted by Barham et

al. [BDF+2003] and Tucker and Comay [TC2004].  Server consolidation is frequently

cited  by  vendors  as  an  application  of  virtualisation  [HP2002],  [SM2005d]  and

[IBM2005a].
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3.7 Conclusion
Virtualisation research has a rich history.  The principles on which current

virtualisation systems are based originated in the 1960s and 1970s.  An interesting

observation is that the majority of virtualisation papers were published either in this

period or in the last ten years.  Despite decades of research, different sources still

interpret the terminology differently.  Terms such as virtual machine and hypervisor

are not used consistently by different researchers.  This introduces some confusion

when classifying different virtualisation systems.  The classification of Smith and Nair

[SN2005] formed the basis of the classification discussion in this chapter.  This source

provides what is almost certainly the only recent classification framework which

includes all of the major virtualisation approaches in current use.  Given the wide

variety of virtualisation systems and approaches formulating this type of classification

is a non-trivial problem.  This is a fairly high-level classification.  In addition to the

many approaches to virtualisation there are also many variations in the

implementation of each approach.  Add to this the wide variety of optimisation

options available and changes between different versions of systems.

In this chapter virtualisation was explored from a theoretical perspective, focusing on

research sources.  The advantages and common applications of virtualisation were

identified.  This chapter forms part of the theoretical foundation for the framework

presented in Chapter 5.  In order to obtain a deeper understanding of virtualisation

systems, seven current virtualisation systems are examined in Chapter 4.  The focus of

Chapter 4 will be on information provided in the product manuals of these systems.
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Chapter 4: Current Virtualisation Systems

4.1 Introduction
The purpose of the framework which will be presented in Chapter 5 is to evaluate

server  virtualisation  systems  in  order  to  compare  them.   Data  centres  and  the

theoretical aspects of virtualisation were explored in the previous two chapters.  This

chapter  is  the  third  of  three  literature  study chapters.   In  order  to  construct  this

framework, a solid understanding of current virtualisation systems is required.  To this

end seven current virtualisation systems will now be examined.  As the focus of the

framework is on server virtualisation in the data centre, the systems reviewed here are

representative of those which are most likely to be used in a data centre environment.

This resulted in virtualisation systems from the major vendors being selected.  These

vendors  include  International  Business  Machines  (IBM)  [IBM2004b],  Sun

Microsystems [SM2004d], Hewlett Packard (HP) [HP2004e], VMware [VMW2004a]

and Microsoft [MS2004b].  Systems from these vendors are described in this chapter

primarily from the point of view of an administrator of these systems.  This is because

information  had  to  be  gathered  primarily  from  server  manuals  and  other  system

documentation.

This chapter includes the following sections:

• Current Virtualisation Systems

• Solaris 10 Containers

• Sun Dynamic System Domains

• HP Node Partitions (nPars)

• HP Virtual Partitions (vPars)

• IBM Logical Partitions (LPAR)

• VMware ESX Server

• Microsoft Virtual Server
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4.2 Current Virtualisation Systems

Solaris 10 Containers (Container-Based System)
As indicated by the title,  Solaris  10 Containers  [SM2005d] take a container-based

approach to implementing virtualisation.  Sun uses the term Solaris Container to refer

to Zones which make use of the Solaris Resource Manager.  Zones provide security

and namespace isolation,  while the Resource Manager is  used to manage resource

allocation.

Zones were available in Solaris 9, but additional support for virtualisation was added

for Solaris 10 [SM2005b].  This discussion will focus on Zones in Solaris 10.

The Resource Manager will be examined first,  followed by a discussion of Zones.

The  Solaris  Containers  Administration  Guide  [SM2005d] provides  additional

information about containers.

Resource Manager

The Solaris  10 Resource Manager is  used to manage resources such as CPUs and

memory.  Resource Manager can be used to manage resources of processes assigned

to  tasks  or  projects.   This  discussion  will  only consider  this  tool  as  it  applies  to

assigning resources to zones.

CPU Resource Allocation

The default Solaris scheduler is the timesharing scheduler.  With this scheduler all

zones  have  equal  access  to  processor  resources.   In  order  to  provide  zones  with

guaranteed CPU resources, the fair share scheduler (FSS) can be used.  Each zone is

assigned  a  number  of  CPU  shares.   These  shares  are  used  by  the  scheduler  to

determine the quantity of CPU resources to allocate to each zone.  The actual number

of shares assigned to a zone is not enough to determine the CPU allocation it will

receive.   The  CPU  allocation  a  zone  receives  depends  on  the  number  of  shares

assigned to it relative to the total number of shares assigned to other zones.  The actual

proportion  of  CPU resources  allocated to  each zone  is  derived using the  formula

which is depicted in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Zone CPU Resource Allocation (adapted from figure in [SM2005d])

If a zone is not using all of the CPU resources assigned to it, those resources can be

assigned to processes belonging to other zones which need them.  Thus it is possible

for a zone to receive more resources than it was allocated shares for.  This ensures that

CPU cycles are not wasted.   CPU shares only limit  resource usage when there is

contention for resources between zones.

Even if a zone has been assigned many shares, actual CPU utilisation depends on the

degree of parallelism of the workload in each zone.  A zone without parallel processes

or threads actively using the CPU cannot take full advantage of a multi-CPU system.

Remaining CPUs can be used by other zones.  An example of this is outlined by Sun

[SM2005d].  This example was adapted,  and appears in Figure 4.2.  Zone B is only

able to use one CPU because it only has one process (single-threaded), despite having

a much larger shares allocation than Zone A.
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Figure 4.2: Zones Shares Allocations (adapted from figure in [SM2005d])

CPUs can also be grouped into processor sets.  Processor sets can be used to dedicate

a subset of the CPUs to one or more zones.  Since processor sets isolate physical

CPUs, processor utilisation will typically be lower than when using only scheduler-

based  isolation.   Even  if  excess  capacity  is  available  in  one  processor  set,  CPU

resources  will  not  reassigned by default.   Dynamic resource pools,  which will  be

covered  later  in  this  discussion,  enable  CPUs to  be reallocated  from one zone to

another.  A zone can only be assigned to one processor set.  The fair share scheduler

can be used to allocate CPU resources within a processor set.  Resources within a

processor set are assigned to zones based on the number of shares assigned to each

booted zone assigned to that processor set.

Memory Allocation Controls

Physical memory usage of zones can be limited.   This is enforced by the resource

capping  daemon.   This  process  periodically  measures  the  memory  usage  of  all

processes within a capped zone.  The default sampling interval of this daemon is five

seconds.  The minimum is one second.  If memory usage is found to exceed the cap

value  when  sampled,  physical  memory  usage  is  reduced  by  swapping  to  disk.

Memory usage is not monitored between samples.  As a result, memory usage may

briefly exceed the cap value specified.  Shortening the sampling interval reduces the
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chances of memory usage significantly exceeding the cap value.  A disadvantage of

using a shorter sampling interval is that it increases overhead.  This is especially true

if a large number of processes need to be monitored.  If the memory cap for a zone is

set  too low,  it  will  result  in  increased swapping to  disk,  which negatively affects

system performance.  Thus it is important to choose a suitable memory cap.

Memory caps are only enforced once physical memory usage of the system climbs

above a  certain  threshold value.   This  threshold  value  can be set.   It  is  therefore

possible for the physical memory usage of a zone to exceed its memory cap.  This

occurs if the system memory capping enforcement threshold has not been exceeded.

This  enables  capped zones to  use more memory when the system has memory to

spare.  The overhead of the resource capping daemon is also reduced if the threshold

has not been exceeded.

Dynamic Resource Pools (DRPs)

Dynamic resource pools can be used to dynamically reallocate resources which are

assigned  to  zones.   Currently  this  functionality  is  restricted  to  managing  CPUs

allocated to zones.  Resources are allocated based on objectives.  There are three types

of objectives which can be set, namely locality, wt-load and utilisation.  

A locality objective for a pool can be set to “tight”, “loose”, or “none”  [SM2005d].

Locality of  components  such as  CPU and memory are  measured using latency to

determine relative  distances between components.   If locality is  set  to  “tight” the

system will  attempt  to  use  configurations  which  maximize  locality.   Similarly,  if

locality  is  set  to  “loose”,  the  system  will  attempt  to  use  configurations  which

minimize locality.  A locality value of “none” results in locality not being taken into

account when creating a configuration.  This is the default setting.  

A utilisation objective can be set to achieve specific resource utilisation goals.  The

utilisation objective can be set  to “less than”, “greater than” or “about” a specific

value [SM2005d].  A range using both “less than” and “greater than” can be specified.

If a wt-load objective is set the system will try to match resource supply to demand.
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A default  pool  and a default  processor set  always exist  when the pools  feature is

enabled.   Resource  pools  have  a  processor  set  (pset)  property.   A  pset  can  have

pset.min  and  pset.max  properties  set.   These  values  specify  the  minimum  and

maximum number of CPUs which can be assigned to a processor set.  These settings

are used as constraints when resources are being assigned to pools.  Each resource

pool can use a different scheduling algorithm.

A processor can be dedicated to a particular pset using the pset.pinned property.  This

prevents that processor from being assigned to another partition.

The  pools  dynamic  resource  controller  (poold)  is  responsible  for  managing  pool

resources.  It monitors information about the system to determine how to meet the

objectives.  If an objective is not being met corrective measures, such as moving a

CPU from one processor set to another, can be taken.  A decision history stores a

record  of  measures  taken.   This  is  to  prevent  the  system  from  repeating  a

reconfiguration which did not yield a successful outcome.

The resource management features of Solaris 10 are all available using command line

utilities.  A subset of these can be accessed using the Solaris Management Console

(SMC) GUI.  A screenshot of the SMC GUI appears in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Solaris Management Console [SM2005d]

Solaris Zones

Using Solaris Zones a single instance of Solaris 10 can be partitioned into multiple

isolated “execution environments” [SM2005d].  Each of these zones shares a common

operating system instance with a single OS kernel.  Zones provide the appearance of

multiple operating system instances, when there is in fact only a single instance of

Solaris.   For  more  information  about  the  container-based  approach  to  server

virtualisation refer to Chapter 3.

Zones enable multiple virtual servers to be created from a common physical server or

system domain.   Zones  which are  used in  conjunction with resource  management

controls are referred to as Solaris Containers.
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There are two types of zones, global and non-global.  The global zone is the only zone

which can observe and manage non-global  zones.   Zones can only be created and

destroyed from this global zone.  It is also the only zone which has access to all file

systems and automatically has access to all devices.  The global zone is the global

operating system instance shared between all zones.

Zones  can  be  configured  using  command  lines  tools,  or  a  web-based  graphical

interface  [SM2005a].   A  sample  script  is  provided  in  the  Solaris  Containers

Administration  Guide  [SM2005d], which  can  be  customized  to  automate  zone

creation.

As can be seen in Figure 4.4, the file system of a non-global zone is a subtree of the

file system of the global zone.  The root directories of the non-global zones a,b and c

can be seen in this diagram.  The dotted lines indicate loopback mounts which are

used to provide a mapping between non-global zones and directories in the global

zone.  The root directory of a non-global zone is referred to as its zonepath.  

Figure 4.4: Filesystem Subtrees for Non-global Zones [SM2005d]
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Each new non-global zone is claimed to require about 100 MB of disk space for the

standard Solaris packages.  Each zone has its own set of software packages installed.

Disk space limits can be placed on zones using partitions.  This prevents one zone

from consuming a disproportionate amount of disk space.

Up to 8192 zones can exist simultaneously on a single system, although it is more

likely that the actual number will be limited by the physical resources available.  Non-

global zones can be booted separately.  These reboots are much faster than system

reboots.

Each zone, whether global or non-global is assigned an ID.  The system assigns the ID

0 to the global zone.  Non-global zones are completely isolated from each other in

software.   Processes  in  different  zones  cannot  signal  each  other.   Monitoring  of

processes in other zones is prohibited.  Each zone can have one or more IP addresses.

Zones  sharing  a  network  card  using  multiple  logical  interfaces  cannot  read  each

other's traffic despite using the same card.  Different zones can also bind to the same

network port with different IP addresses simultaneously.

This level of isolation offers a number of advantages.  If the security of one non-

global zone is compromised, the security breach is restricted to that zone.  Different

versions of the same application can exist simultaneously in different zones without

conflict.   Figure 4.5 depicts  different versions of various applications consolidated

onto the same server.  The distinction between the global zone and the non-global

zones is clear.
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Figure 4.5: A Server Hosting Various Applications within Zones [SM2005d]

The performance overhead of zones is claimed to be very low.  This is illustrated in

Figure  4.6,  which  presents  the  performance  measurements  of  Tucker  and  Comay

[TC2004].
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Figure 4.6: Zone Performance Relative to Non-Zone Performance

Sun Dynamic System Domains (Physical Partitioning System)
Sun Dynamic System Domains  [SM2004f] provide physical partitioning.  It enables

multiple instances of Solaris to be installed on a single physical server.  A single Sun

Fire 15K for example can have up to 18 domains [SM2003b].  Domains are isolated

from software  and  hardware  faults  in  other  domains.   This  is  similar  to  Hewlett

Packard's nPartitions [HP2004i].

Each domain has a separate boot disk with an instance of Solaris installed [SM2003b].

Resources  assigned  to  domains  are  located  on  system  boards.   Currently

CPU/Memory boards can contain up to 4 CPUs and 32 GB of RAM.  An I/O board

contains 4 PCI slots.   Resources are  assigned to domains along board boundaries.

Each domain can be assigned a number of system and I/O boards.  Figure 4.7 depicts a

system board.
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Figure 4.7: A System Board [SM2003b]

Dynamic Reconfiguration (DR) is used to add, remove or reconfigure components in

domains without shutting down the system [SM2004f].  Resources such as memory

and CPUs can be dynamically moved between domains [SM2003b].  Figure 4.8 and

4.9  show  resources  being  reassigned  in  a  dynamic  reconfiguration  operation.   A

system board (SB1) is being moved from domain B to domain A [SM2001].  No I/O

boards (IBs) are reassigned.
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Figure 4.8: Configuration before DR

Operation [SM2001]

Figure 4.9: Configuration after DR

Operation [SM2001]

The  advantages  and  uses  of  domains  are  similar  to  those  of  other  partitioning

technologies discussed in this chapter.  One of the primary advantages is having the

ability to consolidate workloads running on multiple separate servers onto a single

server with both hardware and software isolation.

HP Node Partitions (nPars) (Physical Partitioning System)
Node partitions, like Sun Dynamic System Domains [SM2004f], are an example of a

physical partitioning system.

Node partitions  can be used to partition servers such as the HP Superdome which

consists of a number of cell boards (or cells).  Each of these cells contains CPU and

memory resources [HP2004b].
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A  single  physical  server  can  be  partitioned  into  multiple  node  partitions  (nPars)

[HP2004i] each consisting of one or more cells  [HP2002].  This effectively divides

the  server  into  multiple  smaller  servers  along  cell  boundaries.   A  64-way  HP

Superdome for example can be divided into a maximum of 16 nPartitions (one cell

per nPar).  More than one cell can be assigned to a node partition.

Hard  partitioning  provides  electrical  isolation  between  nPars.   This  prevents

component  failures  in  one  partition  from affecting others  [HP2002].   Figure  4.10

depicts the architecture of a server containing 2 cells.  Each cell can be assigned to a

separate Node Partition.  Note the physical separation of the two boards.

Figure 4.10: A Hewlett Packard Server with Two Cell Boards [HP2004c]
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Each nPartition has a separate  instance of the operating system [HP2004b].   Thus

nPars provide both hardware and software isolation.  Operating system (OS) errors in

one  partition  will  not  affect  others   One advantage  of  this  approach  is  that  each

partition can use a different operating system version.  Node partitions on PA-RISC

systems support HP-UX.  Different operating systems can be used in different nPars

with Itanium-based Integrity servers [HP2005e].   These servers  support  Windows,

HP-UX, OpenVMS and Linux for nPartitions [HP2005i].  On PA-RISC systems an

nPartition can contain multiple vPars (discussed in the next section) which each run a

separate operating system instance.

Hardware isolation also ensures that each nPartition has dedicated CPU, memory and

I/O  resources  assigned  to  it  [HP2004b].   Partition  Manager  is  used  to  manage

nPartitions.  If resources need to be added to or removed from a nPar, that nPar has to

be rebooted.  To prevent disruptions to other nPartitions, each nPar can be rebooted

independently.  

HP Virtual Partitions (vPars) (Logical Partitioning System)
Virtual  Partitions  (vPars)  enable  multiple  instances  of  the  HP-UX  [HP2005c]

operating system to coexist within a single node partition or server [HP2004b].  Node

partitions  can  be  further  subdivided  into  multiple  vPars  [HP2004j].   Figure  4.11

depicts the relationship between nPars and vPars.
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Figure 4.11: Virtual Partitions [HP2004b]

Isolation

Virtual  partitioning  is  an  example  of  software  partitioning.   Unlike  nPars  which

provide physical partitioning, vPars are not isolated from hardware failures in other

partitions.  Virtual partitions are isolated from software faults in other vPars such as

operating system (OS) panics [HP2003a].  Unlike container-based systems each vPar

has a separate instance of the operating system.  Each vPar within a server or nPar

must run the same version of HP-UX [HP2005h].  Each HP-UX instance may have a

different patch level however [HP2004k].  This is very useful if different applications

on a server may require different OS patch levels.  Figure 4.12 depicts a number of

virtual partitions with various patch levels and applications.
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Figure 4.12: vPar Software Isolation and Compatibility [HP2004k]

Virtual Partitions are supported on PA-RISC and Itanium systems, but HP-UX is the

only operating system supported..

As a logical partitioning system virtual partitions provide isolation from application

faults and OS kernel panics in other vPars.  A footnote in [HP2004k] states that this

isolation does not extend to panics in the underlying vPar monitor itself.

Only root users can create, modify or delete vPars [HP2003a].  One security concern

with vPars is that a root user in one partition can affect other partitions using vPar

commands [HP2004k].  These commands could be used to reboot another partition for

example.

Resource Management

Each vPar is assigned one or more CPUs.  The number of CPUs assigned must be an

integer as  there  is  no  time-slicing of  CPUs  between vPars  [HP2003a].   Thus  the

lowest level of granularity provided is a single CPU [HP2004b].  This is better than

the multi-CPU granularity offered by nPartitions.   Physical memory is allocated to

vPars in multiples of 64 MB [HP2003a].  Resources can only be dedicated to one vPar

at a time [HP2004j].  This prevents resource conflicts between partitions [HP2004k].

Processors are classified as either bound or unbound.  A bound processor can receive
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I/O interrupts  for  a  vPar  while  an unbound CPU cannot  [HP2004k].   Each  vPar

requires at least one bound CPU so that I/O can be processed.  Only unbound CPUs

can be shifted from one partition to another dynamically (without the need to reboot).

It  is  recommended  that  more  bound  CPUs  should  be  assigned  to  I/O  intensive

applications.  Reallocating memory between partitions requires a reboot [HP2003a].

Figure 4.13 depicts server resource subsets allocated to each vPar.

Figure 4.13: Assigning Resources to Virtual Partitions [HP2004k]

Resource requirements for vPars are listed in [HP2004j].  Each partition requires a

minimum of 1 CPU, a unique LAN card, a unique boot device and depending on the

server between 256 MB and 512 MB of memory for a HP-UX instance.  Although at

least 1 GB of memory per CPU is recommended.
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A virtual partition monitor is responsible for booting vPars [HP2004k].  To create the

impression of multiple  physical servers the vPar monitor  emulates  some firmware

calls.  The vPar monitor also assigns resources to partitions based on settings in the

vPars partition database.  This database stores information about the settings of vPars.

Figure  4.14  depicts  a  hard  partition  which  is  divided  into  two  vPars.   The  vPar

monitor fits in between the HP-UX instances and the hardware.

Figure 4.14: Virtual Partitions [HP2004k]

Managing Virtual Partitions with HP-UX Workload Manager

HP-UX Workload Manager (WLM) is covered in this section as an example of a tool

for managing resources assigned to partitions with the goal of meeting service level

objectives (SLOs).   Workload Manager can manage resources within and between

separate vPars [HP2004h].

Goal-based SLOs specify measurable goals.  These goals can either be metric or usage

goals.  Usage goals are used to ensure CPU utilisation remains at a certain level.  If

usage drops below a certain threshold, CPUs can be assigned to other groups.  Metric

goals  specify  other  types  of  measurable  goals  such  as  transactions  per  second

[HP2004d].  
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Priorities can be assigned to a service level objective.  A SLO priority of 1 is the

highest permitted.  Priorities of 2 or more are of lesser importance.  Lower priority

SLOs are only considered if all higher priority SLOs are currently being met.

Constraints  can be used to  ensure that  CPU resources assigned to  a  certain group

remain within a specified range.

The conditions in an SLO specify criteria that must be met before a SLO is activated.

An example could be a certain number of users need to connect to a system before the

SLO is in effect.

Sometimes additional metrics are required to effectively measure the performance of

applications.   For  this  reason  Workload  Manager  toolkits  are  available  to  gather

metrics  for  popular  applications  such  as  Oracle  and  Apache  [HP2004g].   These

metrics can be used as conditions and goals of SLOs.  

Workload Manager can move processors from one vPar to another vPar dynamically

in order to meet service level objectives.

IBM Logical Partitions (LPARs) (Logical Partitioning System)
The term LPAR is used to refer to partitioning of both POWER-based servers and

IBM mainframes such as the zSeries [IBM2004d].  In this chapter only the POWER-

based pSeries systems [IBM2004e] will be considered.

Multiple operating system instances can be hosted simultaneously on the same system

using LPARs [BE2004].  AIX and Linux are supported on pSeries servers.

The Hypervisor

The POWER hypervisor forms a layer between the hardware and the guest operating

systems.   This  acts  as  an  abstraction  layer  [IBM2004a]  and  is  implemented  in

firmware [IBM2003a].

As the name suggests IBM Logical Partitioning is a logical partitioning system.  This

approach to virtualisation was discussed in Chapter 3.
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The POWER hypervisor makes use of paravirtualisation [BE2004].  The operating

system  kernel  is  modified  to  make  use  of  special  hypervisor  calls.   These  calls

improve the efficiency of LPARs by enabling partitions to release processor resources

when idle.   Support  for  the hypervisor  is  build  into  the  POWER4 and POWER5

processors.   This  is  implemented  by providing  a  higher  privilege  state  called  the

hypervisor  state.   This  state  restricts  access  to  certain resources  to  the  hypervisor

alone.

A Hardware Management Console (HMC) is used to manage partitions.  This is a

Linux  based  appliance  which  connects  to  the  system  via  a  serial  connection

[IBM2003b].  A screenshot of the HMC user interface can be seen in Figure 4.15.  

Figure 4.15: Hardware Management Console [IBM2004h]

Partition Types

There are two types of partitions supported, namely, dedicated and shared.  Each of

these partition types will now be discussed.
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Dedicated Partitions

With dedicated partitions resources can only be allocated to one partition at a time.

There is no sharing of resources between partitions [IBM2003a].  Systems based on

the POWER4 processor only support dedicated partitions.  Both memory and CPUs

are  dedicated  to  the  partition.   Figure  4.16  depicts  the  assignment  of  dedicated

processors to each partition.  This figure is of an iSeries system, but the principle is

the same for pSeries servers.

Figure 4.16: Dedicated Processor Partitions [IBM2002b]

Shared Partitions

The second type of partition is a shared partition.  This feature is also referred to as

Micro-Partitioning  [IBM2004f].   Shared  partitions  enable  processors  to  be  shared

between more than one partition [IBM2004a].  All shared processor partitions share a

common pool of physical processors.  Each partition can be assigned a minimum of

1/10th of a CPU  [BE2004].  This is implemented using virtual processors,  each of

which  represent  between 10% and  100% of  the  capacity  of  a  physical  processor

[IBM2004f].   This  feature  is  implemented  in  the  underlying  hardware  and  the

hypervisor.  Each virtual processor is dispatched to a physical CPU at regular intervals

by the  hypervisor.   The  hypervisor  can  dispatch  each  virtual  CPU to  any of  the

physical CPUs available [IBM2005b].  It attempts to maximise memory affinity when

doing  so.   The  dispatching  process  takes  the  form of  a  dispatch  wheel.   This  is

illustrated in Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.17 The Dispatch Wheel [IBM2004f]

The duration of each rotation of the dispatch wheel is 10 milliseconds.  There is a

latency between successive timeslices on a physical CPU as a result.  The maximum

latency  which  can  occur  is  18  milliseconds.   This  is  occurs  if  a  virtual  CPU

representing the minimum entitlement of 10% runs in the first  millisecond of one

dispatch cycle and in the last millisecond of the next.  

Shared partitions are only supported since the POWER5 processor [IBM2004f].  This

feature extends the dedicated partitioning functionality available on POWER4-based

systems.
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Having a larger number of virtual processors per physical processor results in reduced

efficiency due  to  each virtual  processor  getting  smaller  time  slices  on  a  physical

processor.   It  also  results  in  decreased  cache  efficiency due  to  frequent  memory

context switches.

Mixing Partition Types

Both dedicated and shared processor partitions  can be used simultaneously on the

same system [IBM2004f].  In a dedicated processor partition physical processors are

assigned to that partition and cannot be shared with other partitions.  This is the only

type of  partition  available  on  POWER4 based  systems.   As discussed  previously,

shared processor partitions make use of virtual processors to share physical processors

between partitions.  In Figure 4.18 dedicated and shared processor partitions are being

used on the same system.  Eight CPUs are shared in a pool between six partitions.

Each partition is assigned a number of virtual CPUs from this pool of processors.

Three other dedicated partitions are also depicted.

Figure 4.18: Mixing Partition Types [IBM2004f]
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Virtual I/O

Multiple virtual I/O devices can share a single physical device [IBM2004f].  This

functionality is provided by the Virtual I/O Server which is a special partition

dedicated to providing I/O support to other partitions [IBM2005b].  It is interesting to

note that the use of specialised virtual machines providing services to neighbouring

virtual machines dates back to the 1970s [BFH+1975].  Virtual I/O devices can be

assigned to client partitions which share physical devices in the Virtual I/O Server

partition [IBM2005b].  This enables a system to have more partitions than it has slots

for I/O devices [IBM2004f].  Partitions can have a mixture of physical devices

dedicated to them and virtual I/O devices.  Examples of virtual I/O include Shared

Ethernet Adapter (SEA) and virtual SCSI [IBM2005b].  Virtual SCSI is shown in

Figure 4.19.  Client partitions 1 and 2 access a shared disk via the virtual I/O server

partition.  These client partitions have virtual SCSI client software installed which is

used to communicate with the virtual SCSI server software installed in the I/O server

partition.

Figure 4.19: Virtual SCSI [IBM2005b]
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Similarly, Shared Ethernet Adapter enables a single Ethernet adapter dedicated to the

Virtual I/O Server to be used to connect other partitions to the external LAN.  Virtual

Ethernet  provides  network  connectivity  between  partitions  without  having  any

physical  adapters  [IBM2004f].   This  is  implemented  using a memory based inter-

partition LAN.  Figure 4.20 depicts two partitions connected via Virtual Ethernet. 

Figure 4.20: Virtual Ethernet [IBM2004f]

Resource Management

Capping Shared Partitions

There  are  two  types  of  shared  processor  partitions  namely capped  and  uncapped

[IBM2004f].  Capped partitions have a limit on the quantity of CPU resources which

they  can  consume.   This  is  enforced  even  if  there  are  idle  resources  available.

Uncapped partitions can take advantage of excess capacity in the shared processor

pool enabling it to exceed the entitlement for that partition.  In Figure 4.21 a capped

partition is given a resource ceiling of 9.5 physical processors from the pool of 16

processors.  The excess capacity is not used even though it is available.
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Figure 4.21: A Capped Partition [IBM2004f]

In Figure 4.22 an uncapped partition is permitted to use all available CPU resources in

the shared processor pool.  It is clear from this Figure that utilisation is higher.

Figure 4.22: An Uncapped Partition [IBM2004f]
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Hypervisor Resource Management

Each shared partition is assigned a number of values.  The minimum and maximum

processing  units  specify  limits  on  the  number  of  processing  units  which  can  be

assigned to a partition [IBM2004a].  Each of these is expressed as fractional number

of CPUs (e.g. 0.3 or 2.5).  Similarly a desired number of processing units which is

between the minimum and maximum is also specified for each partition.  No partition

can have less than 0.1 processing units (10% of a CPU) [IBM2004a].  As mentioned

previously,  shared  partitions  can  be  configured  as  either  capped  or  uncapped.

Uncapped partitions are assigned a weight between 0 and 255.  This weight is used to

calculate  the  quantity  of  excess  capacity  each  uncapped  partition  is  entitled  to

[IBM2004a].   Excess  capacity  is  assigned  to  partitions  which  are  competing  for

resources in proportion to their weightings.

A minimum, maximum and desired number of virtual processors is also specified.

The number of virtual  processors assigned to a partition  will  affect  the degree of

concurrency that can be achieved.

Dedicated partitions have dedicated physical CPUs assigned to them.  A minimum

and maximum number of processors is also specified.  The role of the minimum and

maximum values will be explained in the dynamic logical partition section.

Each  partition  whether  shared  or  dedicated  has  a  dedicated  quantity  of  memory

assigned to it.   Minimum and maximum memory limits  are set [IBM2005b].   For

POWER5 based systems memory is assigned in blocks of at least 16 MB, although the

block size varies, depending on the amount of memory in the system.  This is smaller

than the minimum 256 MB blocks of POWER4 based systems.

Dynamic Logical Partitioning (DLPAR)

Dynamic  logical  partitioning  (DLPAR) is  a term used to  describe  the  addition  or

removal of resources assigned to a partition without having to shut down or reboot it

[IBM2004a].  The topic of dynamic logical partitioning is relevant to the next section

on the Partition Load Manager (PLM) as this tool makes extensive use of DLPAR
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operations.  The maximum and minimum values mentioned in the previous section are

fixed limits on the quantity of resources which can be assigned to or removed from

each partition [IBM2005b].  DLPAR operations are constrained within these limits.

Memory, processors, physical and virtual I/O adapters can be added or removed using

DLPAR operations.  Currently DLPAR memory operations are not supported by the

Linux operating system [BE2004].  A number of additional operations are supported

for shared processor partitions [IBM2005b].  These include modifying the number of

virtual  processors,  shared  processing entitlement  and   for  uncapped  partitions  the

excess  weighting.   Partitions  can also  be  switched between capped and uncapped

mode.

Partition Load Manager (PLM)

Partition  Load  Manager  makes  use  of  dynamic  logical  partitioning  (DLPAR)

operations to manage resource assignment to partitions.  It can manage memory and

processor  resources  [IBM2004a].   PLM manages the  allocation  of  entitlements  to

partitions.  It can only be used to manage AIX partitions.  

Partitions  are organised into one or more groups by PLM [IBM2005b].   For each

partition which is to be managed a number of values need to be set for each resource

to  be  managed.   These  include  minimum,  maximum  and  guaranteed  resource

assignments.  Notification thresholds and a weighting are also specified.

There are two types of thresholds, upper and lower.  If an upper threshold is reached

the partition responsible is marked as a resource requester.  Conversely if  a lower

threshold is reached by a partition it is marked as a resource donor.

For processor resources the CPU utilisation of the partition is used as the measure for

the  thresholds  [IBM2004g].   For  memory  the  utilisation  percentage  and  page

replacement rate are used [IBM2004a].  When a partition needs additional resources

three sources are checked.  First  the free pool is inspected to  see if there are free

resources which can be assigned.  If the free pool cannot satisfy this demand, PLM
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checks if there are any resource donors which can provide the resources.  Finally if

there are no donors available the shares assigned to the partitions are used to reassign

resources.  Excess resources are distributed based on the following formula:

Proportion of excess resources to receive = (num shares) / (sum of shares of active

partitions in the group) [IBM2004g].

This mechanism is used for managing both CPU memory resources.  Where necessary

PLM will also change the number of virtual processors [IBM2005b].

PLM will act after a threshold value is reached a number of times [IBM2004g].  The

default number is six times, but this value can be set.  Samples are taken at ten second

intervals.  Clearly this results in much higher latencies when managing resources.  A

delta value setting is used to reassign resources.  For memory this is the quantity of

memory in megabytes which is to be reassigned.  For shared CPU resources this is the

percentage by which the resource entitlement should be modified.  The default value

is ten percent.

PLM can manage both dedicated and shared CPU partitions [IBM2005b], but each

group can contain partitions of only one type [IBM2004a].

VMware ESX Server 2.5 (Native-Mode System VMM)
VMware  has  three  server  virtualisation  systems  namely  VMware  Workstation

[SVL2001],  VMware  GSX  Server  [VMW2005e]  and  VMware  ESX  Server

[Wal2002].  ESX Server is the most advanced of the three.  This section will focus on

ESX server for this reason.  Unlike VMware Workstation this system is intended for

use in the data centre.  As stated previously VMware Workstation is a hybrid virtual

machine.  It is hosted on a host operating system which provides device driver support

which is used for I/O operations.  According to  [SVL2001] applications in a guest

operating  system  execute  directly  on  hardware  until  I/O  operations  need  to  be

performed.  The host operating system provides this  functionality.  In this manner

device drivers provided by the host  operating system provide compatibility with a

wide range of hardware.
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ESX Server is a native virtual machine monitor (VMM).  As such, it cannot rely on

the device driver support of a host operating system.  Device drivers are provided by

ESX Server.  This limits compatibility as fewer devices are supported.  The reason for

this choice is performance.  A Type I VMM does not need to switch between guest

operating system instances and a host operating system to provide I/O support.  These

costly context switches are eliminated.  Figure 4.23 depicts guest operating systems

hosted on the ESX Server Type I VMM.

Figure 4.23: The Architecture of VMware ESX Server [VMW2005a]

Implementation Issues and Memory Management

As stated in Chapter 2 the x86 instruction set contains a number of instructions which

are not virtualisable.  All of the VMware systems use instruction rewriting of these

privileged instructions to ensure the integrity of the system.  Another challenge faced

when hosting multiple guest operating systems is that each is designed to run directly

on hardware.  Each guest needs to be provided with an address space starting at zero.

ESX Server  handles  this  by translating  addresses.   Memory management  in  ESX

Server is described in greater detail by Waldspurger [Wal2002].  The address space

seen by the guest OS is different from the actual hardware address space.  Shadow

page tables are used to map the one address space onto the other.  Another issue is that
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operating systems typically do not support changes to the quantity of physical memory

while running.  Each ESX Server virtual machine is provided with a constant physical

memory allocation.  In practice this quantity can vary using a ballooning mechanism.

A balloon module which is installed in each guest operating system instance  can be

“inflated” to free up memory for other virtual machines.  This is depicted in Figure

4.24

Figure 4.24: Balloon Driver [Wal2002]

The guest OS decides which pages should be swapped out of memory.  This is

advantageous as the guest can make a more informed choice about which memory

should be freed than the VMM.  The size of the balloon can be varied to manage the

quantity of memory available to the virtual machine.  Even though the quantity of

memory varies using this mechanism, the guest operating system still believes that it

is has the original constant memory allocation.

ESX Server can reduce overall memory usage by sharing pages between partitions.

The memory of each VM is scanned searching for pages with identical content.  These

pages are shared between the guests.  This enables the VMM to overcommit memory.

The quantity of memory saved depends on the degree of similarity between the

applications, data and operating systems of each VM.
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Many of the details of resource management by ESX Server are provided in the

administration guide for this system [VMW2005a].  Each virtual machine can be

assigned minimum and maximum memory allocation values (in megabytes) and a

number of memory shares.  The ESX Server VMM must ensure that the minimum

memory allocation of each virtual machine is always available to it.  The maximum

value is the quantity of physical memory that the guest operating system believes is

present.  This value can only be changed when the virtual machine has been shut

down.  

Shares are used to calculate the quantity of memory to assign to each VM.  This actual

allocation will also depend on the minimum and maximum limits specified.  The

actual quantity of memory assigned to each VM is varied using the ballooning

technique described previously.  Memory which is not actively being used by one VM

can be reclaimed for use by others.  This is implemented using an idle memory tax

[Wal2002].  Virtual machines are charged more shares for memory which they are not

actively using.  The formula used to calculate the ratio of shares per page is given in

Figure 4.25.  

Figure 4.25: Memory Tax Formula [Wal2002]

Where S is the number of memory shares held by a virtual machine.  P is the number

of pages allocated to that VM based on the traditional proportional shares approach, f

is the fraction of active pages and (1-f) is the fraction of inactive pages.  The idle page

cost is k, where k = 1/(1-τ).  The tax rate τ is a value such that 0 ≤ τ < 1.  The default

value for  τ is 0.75.  For values approaching 1 all idle memory is reclaimed.

Due to memory overhead not all of the memory in a physical server is available for

use by the virtual machines.  There are various sources of memory overhead

mentioned in [VMW2005a].  
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• The ESX Server 2.5 virtual machine monitor consumes 24 MB of memory.  

• The service console used to manage virtual machines requires 192 MB for eight or

fewer virtual machines.  This quantity increases as the number of virtual machines

grows.  

• The VMM ensures that approximately 6% of memory is free at all times to respond

to requests for additional memory.  

• Data structures and buffers require at least 54 MB per virtual machine.  The larger

the VM the larger the memory overhead.

This is offset to varying degrees by page sharing between the virtual machines.

CPU Resource Allocation

A virtual machine may have a maximum of two CPUs  [VMW2005a].  The Virtual

SMP [VMW2004d] add-on to ESX Server is required to enable the use of a second

CPU.

Each virtual machine can be assign a minimum and a maximum CPU allocation as

well as a number of CPU shares.  The minimum and maximum values are specified as

percentages.   With  the  Virtual  SMP add-on these  percentages may be  as  high  as

200% (two CPUs), otherwise the limit is 100% (a single CPU).  The minimum value

is a guarantee.  Even under load the system can provide this processing capacity to the

VM.  The maximum value is a ceiling on the CPU capacity available to a partition.

As with memory management, shares are used to manage CPU allocations.  The CPU

resources which can be assigned to a partition are restricted by the minimum and

maximum values.   Idle processing capacity of  one partition  can be used by other

virtual machines as long as no maximum CPU allocation limits are exceeded. 

Network and Disk Bandwidth Allocation

Both network and disk bandwidth allocations can be managed.  Network bandwidth is

only supported for outbound traffic  currently.  Network allocation settings include

average bandwidth, peak bandwidth and burst size.  These can be set for each VM.
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Disk bandwidth is managed using shares.  Each virtual machine can be assigned a

number of disk shares which entitle it to a proportional share of disk bandwidth.

Migrating Virtual Machines

Virtual  machines  can  be  migrated  to  other  physical  servers.   VMware  VMotion

[VMW2005d] provides this functionality.  This migration is useful for responding to

variations in service demands [VMW2004c].  

Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 (Dual-Mode System VMM)
Virtual Server 2005  is an example of a dual-mode system virtual machine monitor.

For more information about this type of virtualisation system refer to Chapter 3.  As

can be  clearly seen  in  Figure  4.26  Virtual  Server  2005 requires  a  host  operating

system  (Window  Server  2003).   This  is  similar  to  the  architecture  of  VMware

Workstation  [SVL2001].   The host accommodates multiple guest operating system

instances.  Virtual Server runs as a service on the host operating system and each

virtual machine executes as a thread  [MS2004c].  This virtual machine monitor fits

between the  host  operating  system and the  virtual  machines.   The  host  operating

system device drivers  are  used to  provide I/O support  which occurs in  a separate

thread for each virtual machine.  The lowest block in this diagram indicates that the

underlying hardware is x86-based (IA32). 
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Figure 4.26: Architecture of Virtual Server 2005 [MS2004c]

Operating System Support

According to Microsoft  [MS2004a] Virtual Server 2005 can host most popular x86

server operating systems.  Microsoft only offers support services for Windows Server

2003, Windows Server 2000 and Windows NT 4.0 Server and some variants of these

operating systems.

Resource Management

Currently each virtual machine is limited  to 3.6 GB of memory  [MS2004a] and a

maximum of a single physical processor  [MS2004c].  This single CPU limit is the

same as that of VMware ESX Server without the SMP Server add-on  [VMW2004d].

The number of virtual machines which can be hosted on a system depends on the host

hardware resources [MS2004c].  To manage CPU resources each virtual machine can

be allocated minimum and maximum CPU usage (percentage) limits.  Each virtual

machine is also assigned a priority between 1 and 10000 which is used as a weighting

when handling resource contention  between virtual  machines.   Processor  resource
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allocations  can  be  allocated  dynamically.   Currently memory resources  cannot  be

allocated dynamically.  Each virtual machine can be assigned a subset of the RAM

memory of the host system.

Virtual Hard Disks

Virtual machines are assigned storage in the form of virtual hard disks (VHD).  A

virtual hard disk is stored as a file by the host operating system [MS2004c].  These

virtual disks can reside on remote storage systems such as SAN and NAS or local IDE

or SCSI disks.

There are various options for creating virtual disks.  One option is a differencing disk,

which stores changes made relative to a parent disk.  Each parent disk can have many

children.   The  parent  disk  must  not  be  altered,  otherwise  the  contents  of  any

differencing disks relying on it will become invalid.  Another option is to create an

undo disk which records any changes made to the virtual disks of a virtual machine.

An undo disk can be used to restore a virtual disk to a  former state.  It is also possible

for a virtual disk to make use of an entire physical disk.  This is referred to as a linked

virtual hard disk.

Virtual Networking

Virtual machines can communicate with external networks  [MS2004c].  As with all

I/O  the  virtual  machines  rely  on  the  host  to  provide  this  functionality.   Virtual

networking  can  be  used  to  connect  virtual  machines  on the  same system without

relying on physical networking facilities.  This network is implemented by copying

data in memory rather than transmission of packets.  Communication with the host

operating system is also possible via a loopback adapter.

Management

Virtual Server exposes a COM interface to enable automated control of the system via

external applications.  A virtual machine is stored as a virtual hard disk file and an

XML configuration file.  Virtual machines are managed using a web interface.  Figure

4.27  is  a  screenshot  of  this  interface  being  used  to  manage  multiple  Windows

operating system guests.
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Figure 4.27: Virtual Server Management Interface [MS2004c]

4.3 Conclusion
Understanding  virtualisation  systems  and  their  capabilities  is  critical  for  learning

about the current state of the art in server virtualisation.  Together with Chapter 3, this

literature study provided a clearer picture of the relative strengths and weaknesses of

different virtualisation systems and the approaches taken.  This information will be

used in Chapter 5 to inform the selection of criteria for the framework.

For the literature study presented in this chapter, information had to be gathered from

numerous sources.   Vendor websites provide an abundance of marketing material.

As an objective study this chapter focused on the technical information.  Research
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papers,  white  papers  and  lengthy  product  manuals  were  examined.   Relevant

information  was  often  found  deep  in  lengthy  technical  documents  and  even  in

footnotes.   The  majority of information in this  chapter was gathered from system

administration guides.  These guides proved to be a rich source of information about

the features provided by these systems.  Unlike virtualisation systems originating in

academia, few papers have been published on commercial virtualisation systems.  A

clear  exception  is  IBM,  whose  researchers  have  been  publishing  papers  about

virtualisation systems since the 1960s.
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Chapter 5: Virtualisation Systems Comparison
Framework

5.1 Introduction
The framework which is the subject of this research is presented in this chapter.  The

design of this framework is based on the literature study conducted in Chapters 2, 3

and 4.  To set the scene, some additional background information is discussed first.

There is a wide variety of virtualisation systems.  These range from research projects

such as UMLinux  [HBS2002] and Denali [WSG2002a] to those which are used in

commercial environments.  The systems covered in Chapter 4 are all examples of the

latter.  

In order to determine the capabilities of these systems information has to be collected

from many sources.  It is often necessary to examine research papers, white papers,

vendor websites and lengthy product manuals.  Other challenges obtaining this type of

information include:

• Difficulty in locating some documentation.

• Available information lacks structure

• Relevant information dispersed through numerous sources, requiring synthesis.

• Differences  in  nomenclature  and  definitions  of  concepts  across  related

documents.

• Ambiguous and sometimes conflicting information, requiring critical evaluation.

This makes it difficult for researchers and practitioners to learn about the state of the

art in server virtualisation systems.
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As  far  as  the  author  is  aware  there  is  currently  no  independent  framework  for

evaluating server virtualisation systems.  Existing comparisons such as those by the

Edison  Group  [EG2004],  IBM  [IBM2002a]  and  Sun  [SM2004a]  available  from

vendor websites emphasise strong points of vendor systems compared to competing

systems.

It would help researchers and practitioners if there was a standard set of criteria for

evaluating server virtualisation systems.  Information from evaluations using such a

set of criteria could be gathered together in a structured form.  A framework would

satisfy these requirements, because, according to the Federal CIO Council [FCC1999]

a framework is defined as ‘a logical structure for classifying and organizing complex

information’.  The framework proposed in this chapter is used to classify and structure

a  set  of  evaluation  criteria  for  server  virtualisation  systems  and  the  information

obtained from evaluations.  

The only independent comparison of server virtualisation systems that the author is

aware of is  a table found in a related work section in a paper by Reumann  et al.

[RMS+2000].   This  table  compares  the  resource  controls  provided  by  eight

“Resource- and service-oriented server management solutions”.  These range from

schedulers  and  resource  management  tools  to  server  virtualisation  systems.   Only

three  of  these  systems  are  widely used.   The  eleven  criteria  provided  are  mostly

concerned with resource management.  Articles in the IT press such as [IN2004] and

[CN2004],  although  independent,  are  insufficiently  detailed  for  any  meaningful

comparison between server virtualisation systems.

This following topics are covered in this chapter:

• Description of intended audience and applications of the framework.

• The structure of the framework and the development of a ranking system

• The framework criteria and the selection process

• Interpreting results
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• Defining  the  concept  of  a  virtualisation  requirements  filter  and  discussing
related applications

5.2 Intended Audience

Researchers

Researchers  implementing  server  virtualisation  systems  could  use  the  framework

criteria to evaluate their systems.  This would enable them to compare their systems to

other systems which have been evaluated using the same criteria.  The framework

could be used to identify areas for improvement.  When designing a new virtualisation

system,  researchers  could  consult  the  framework  to  help  them  select  features  to

implement and learn about other virtualisation systems.

The  potential  of  the  framework  is  not  limited  to  those  researchers  who  are

implementing  virtualisation  systems.   Independent  researchers  could  use  the

framework to conduct independent evaluations of systems.  These evaluations could

be submitted for inclusion in the body of knowledge.  A researcher who is new to the

field could use the framework to learn about the functionality provided by different

systems.

Vendors

Vendors could use the framework in a similar manner to researchers.  Evaluations of a

vendor's virtualisation system(s) conducted by an independent researcher using the

framework could be used to identify the strengths and weaknesses of these system(s).

This information could be used to identify areas for improvement for future releases.

An evaluation of  a  new system could  be  conducted  internally, prior  to  release  to

understand how it compares to competitors' systems.  

Data Centre Managers

Decision-makers  such  as  data  centre  managers  could  use  the  body of  knowledge

structured around the framework to understand the relative strengths and weaknesses

of the systems available.  This information could be used to identify systems which

are  best  suited  to  their  individual  requirements.   Decision-makers  can  define

virtualisation requirements  filters, consisting of a set  of rules based on framework
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criteria, to specify requirements.  These rules can then be used to “filter” a set of

available systems to identify suitable those which are the most suitable.  Virtualisation

requirements filters are discussed later in this chapter.

5.3 Applications
The following applications have been identified based on the preceding discussion:

• Evaluating a new server virtualisation system in order to compare it to existing
systems

• Identifying comparative strengths and weaknesses of current systems

• Identifying areas for improvement for an existing server virtualisation system

• Guiding requirements definition for a new server virtualisation system

• Using a virtualisation requirements filter to formally define requirements for a
given user's environment

• Using this type of filter to identify suitable virtualisation systems to facilitate
decision-making

• Using the framework and filters as the foundation for a decision support tool

• Structuring information about virtualisation systems in a standard format

5.4 Clarifications
Before presenting the framework structure and criteria, two points need to be clarified:

A Note on Terminology
Throughout this chapter the term “partition” will be used as a generic term to refer to

any type  of  virtual  server  abstraction.   This  includes  virtual  machines,  operating

system  containers  and  physical  partitions.   These  approaches  to  virtual  server

abstraction were examined in Chapter 3.  The term partition was selected because it is

more  generic  than  the  term “virtual  machine”.   This  is  because  the  term “virtual

machine”  is  not  commonly used  to  refer  to  container-based  systems  and physical

partitioning systems.  This was discussed in Chapter 3.
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The use of the term partition in this context  is  not to be confused with hard disk

partitions!  In some cases when discussing hard disks the term “virtual server” will be

substituted to avoid confusion.

Comparison vs Classification
The purpose of the framework is to evaluate server virtualisation systems in order to

compare them using criteria which are relevant to data centre environments.  This is

not to be confused with classifying virtualisation systems into a taxonomy like the one

presented in Chapter 3.

When  examining  approaches  to  server  virtualisation  in  Chapter  3  and  current

virtualisation systems in Chapter 4, the wide variety of implementation approaches

and variations thereof became apparent.  Although the implementation details of each

system will  affect  its  functionality, the focus  of  the  framework is  on the features

provided  by  each  system,  rather  than  how  this  functionality  was  achieved.   The

incorporation of this type of information would have resulted in an overlap between

framework criteria.   The inclusion of low-level implementation details would also

have resulted in an overly complex framework lacking generality.

The preceding discussion can be summed up with the following statement:

The focus of  the  framework  is  on  characteristics  which  influence  the  practical

applicability  of  virtualisation  systems  in  data  centres  rather  than  low-level

implementation details.  

5.5 Framework Criteria Selection
The framework criteria were selected based on characteristics which are desirable for

common  applications  of  virtualisation  technology  in  commercial  data  centre

environments.   These  applications  include  virtual  web  hosting,  data  centre

consolidation  and  new  system  testing  and  transition.   These  applications  were

identified in Chapter 3 and correspond to the Internet and organisational data centre

types identified in Chapter 2.  For additional information about the applications of

virtualisation in the data centre refer to Chapter 3.
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The framework criteria were selected based on the literature.  In Chapters 2, 3 and 4

data centres, virtualisation and current virtualisation systems were examined.  This

information was used to inform the selection of criteria.  The high-level framework

criteria were selected through a process of inference.  While examining virtualisation

literature and technical information about current virtualisation systems for Chapters 3

and 4, seven themes emerged.  These themes resulted in the seven high-level criteria

or categories which form the foundation of the framework.  These high-level criteria

were  further  justified  by  research  papers  which  identified  characteristics  of

virtualisation systems and their applications.  These papers are referenced under the

relevant framework categories.  

The seven high-level categories are depicted in the upper half of Figure 5.1.  These

categories and the lower level criteria presented in this chapter are contextualised in

terms  of  data  centres.   This  is  because  the  primary  application  of  virtualisation

systems is on server systems which are usually deployed in data centres.  All of the

high-level categories represent desirable qualities for server virtualisation systems in

the context of data centres.  For an overview of data centres refer to Chapter 2.  

The  low-level  criteria  were  selected  based  on  research  papers,  the  framework

objectives presented in the previous section and the above-mentioned study of existing

virtualisation  systems.   Relevant  literature  is  referenced  throughout  this  chapter.

Only characteristics whose usefulness in a data centre environment could be justified

from literature were included.

The absence of certain criteria needs to be justified.  The reasons why some criteria

were not deemed worthy of inclusion in the framework are discussed immediately

after the framework criteria are presented. 

The structure and components of this framework are discussed in greater detail later in

this chapter.
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5.6 Structure of the Framework
The framework can be represented in the form of a tree structure as depicted in Figure

5.1.  The framework is divided into seven high-level criteria.  These high level criteria

are further split into one or more levels of additional sub criteria.  The invisible leaves

represent the most specific criteria and the ancestors the less specific.  The framework

criteria are discussed in the next section.

Figure 5.1: The First Two Levels of the Framework Structure
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5.6.1 Structure of Evaluations
The  structure  of  an  evaluation  using  the  framework  criteria  needs  to  be  clearly

defined.  This is to ensure clarity, and is essential for the virtualisation requirements

filter  mechanism presented later  in  this  chapter.   For  each criterion an evaluation

consists of two pieces of information, a value and an optional comment.

Value

The  value  represents  the  result  of  evaluating  a  system  using  the  criterion  under

consideration.   This  value  needs  to  conform  to  the  data  type  specified  for  that

criterion.  A data type will be specified for each of the framework criteria presented in

the next section.  Valid response types are listed in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Response Data Types

Data type Description
Boolean Valid values for this data type include “Yes”, “No” or N/A

(not applicable).  An example of a criterion with this data

type  is  scripting  support.   Either  a  system  supports

scripting support or it does not.  “Yes” and “No” are used

instead of true/false to improve readability.
Numerical range A numerical range consists of an upper and a lower bound

e.g.  16-24.   A  value  of  N/A  (not  applicable)  is  also

permissible  where  appropriate.   Values  need  not  be

integers.  Floating point bounds are also permissible e.g.

0.45-3.25.  This data type is especially useful for responses

which depend on the configuration of a system.

A single number is also a valid value for this data type.  In

such cases this value is taken as both the upper and lower

bound.
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Data type Description
List The list type can be used for criteria which require multiple

responses.   An  example  of  this  is  operating  systems

supported.  Responses are provided in a comma-separated

list e.g. FreeBSD, Windows, Linux.

A list containing a single element “none” can be used to

represent an empty list.  Duplicate values are not permitted.
Number The number data type can be used to  represent  a  single

numerical value, positive or negative.  This value can be an

integer or a floating point value.

Additional response types could be added in future if required due to the addition of

new criteria.

Optional Comment

A  comment  can  be  used  to  provide  additional  information.   Examples  include

information about optional settings, system configurations or any other clarifications.

For examples of evaluations conforming to the valid response types refer to Chapter 6.

5.7 Ranking System
Identifying the relative strengths and weaknesses of virtualisation systems is one of

the applications of the framework.  Initially no attempt was made to rank the systems

within each leaf criterion or non-leaf criterion (category).  Interpretation was subject

to  inspection  of  the  evaluation  data  for  each  criterion.   In  order  to  facilitate

comparison a ranking system was adopted for each leaf criterion.  This was relatively

straightforward once data types were defined for each of the criteria.  Systems with

more  favourable  values  for  a  given  criterion  are  ranked  above  those  with  less

favourable values.  In most cases the ordering is obvious.  If the approach to ranking

systems for a given criterion is not obvious the ranking process will be described for

that criterion.  A ranking is represented by a number, where smaller numbers indicate
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a better ranking position.  In some cases there will be a tie between two or more

systems when ranking.  Thus it is possible for more than one system to have the same

ranking position for a given criterion.

Ranking  the  systems  using  a  specific  criterion  is  relatively easy.   Constructing  a

ranking  system for  a  category spanning  multiple  criteria  is  a  more  complex  task.

Different criteria within a category may have multiple  incompatible data types.  A

mixture  of  lists,  booleans  and  numerical  ranges  makes  these  values  difficult  to

compare  directly.   Another  concern  was  that  representing  a  category as  a  single

ranking value would be an over-simplification.

Due to these considerations the author was initially reluctant to adopt any kind of per-

category ranking system.  In order to overcome the challenge of multiple data types a

ranking system based on the rankings for each of the criteria within a category was

adopted.  As rankings are all numerical values this solved the problem of multiple

data types.  For simplicity each of the criteria within a category are weighted equally.

This is a reasonable simplification.  The framework criteria within categories do not

have any clear order of importance.  Criteria correspond to different resource types,

types  of  compatibility  or  similar  concepts  where  equal  priority  is  a  reasonable

assumption.  Where necessary multiple similar criteria were condensed into a single

criterion.  This was done to avoid such criteria having a disproportionate influence on

the  results  given  the  equal  weighting  system  adopted..   This  also  simplified  the

framework by reducing the number of criteria.

Developing  an  equally  weighted  ranking  system  for  categories  proved  more

challenging than  anticipated.   Simply taking  the  average ranking for  each system

within a category is insufficient.  Consider the example of a leaf criterion where there

are a large number of systems tied for ranking positions.   If there are no ties for

another  criterion  then  that  criterion  will  have  a  larger  influence  on  the  average

ranking.  This is because a large number of ties results in a lower average ranking for

a criterion.  A solution considered was to weight the criteria based on the number of

ties.  A weighting multiplier is ineffective however, as ties only dilute the rankings of
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systems which form part of a tie.  As a result a weighting multiplier should only be

applied to the rankings of systems which are tied.  If there are multiple ties within a

criterion, more than one multiplier value will be required.  A simpler solution which is

much easier to explain was adopted.  For each criterion points are awarded based on

rankings.  If n systems have been evaluated using the framework first place is awarded

n points.  Second place is awarded n-1 points, third place n-2, and so on.  In the event

of a tie the points which would have been awarded for the positions which the tie

spans are averaged.  This average value is the number of points which is awarded to

each system participating in the tie.  This is analogous to the way prize money is

awarded as some sports events.  If there is a two-way tie for second place the prize

money for second and third place is combined and divided evenly between the two

players.  Using these points an equally weighted ranking can be determined for each

category.  The average number of points awarded to each system in all of the leaf

criteria within a category is used to rank the systems within that category.  If a value

of N/A (not applicable) is recorded for a system for a criterion, then points average

calculation for that system will exclude that criterion.  Using a points system also

makes the data  easier  to  interpret  as  higher  numbers  are  intuitively interpreted as

better.

This ranking system is used to rank the systems evaluated in Chapter 6.  The resultant

rankings for each category are presented.  The calculations are omitted, but can easily

be reproduced using the explanation provided in this section.

Before the ranking system was introduced the relative strengths and weaknesses of

these systems were identified by examining the data resulting from the evaluations.

The  per-category  rankings  were  only  calculated  later.   Interestingly  the  findings

resulting  from  manually  inspecting  the  evaluation  data  were  consistent  with  the

rankings.   The  purpose of  the ranking system is  to  provide  a  quick reference  for

comparing systems.  For a more accurate reflection an analysis of the bare evaluation

data  is  recommended.   A  section  on  interpreting  results  is  included  later  in  this

chapter.
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No  overall  ranking  system  has  been  adopted  for  rankings  spanning  all  of  the

categories.  Such a category-spanning ranking would be near-meaningless.  Not only

are the categories not directly comparable, but are unlikely to be of equal importance

if  they were.   The  relative  importance  of  these  categories  would  be requirements

dependent.   If  users  wish  to  use  the  framework  to  select  a  virtualisation  system

meeting their requirements, the virtualisation requirements filter mechanism presented

later in this chapter is recommended.  This approach is recommended because the

most suitable system for a given user, such as a data centre manager, will depend on

their specific requirements.

5.8 Framework Criteria
Each of the criteria is numbered.  This number appears in brackets after the name of

each criterion.

5.8.1 Compatibility (C 1)
Compatibility corresponds to one of the “essential characteristics” of virtual machines

identified by Belpaire and Hsu [BH1975], namely that the execution environment of

the virtual machine must be logically identical to the real machine, enabling software

compatible with one to be compatible with the other.  Compatibility was also an

important reason why a virtual machine approach was taken for an early virtualisation

system, namely VM/370 [Cre1981].  Some of the compatibility criteria selected for

the framework presented in this chapter relate to software compatibility which is also

a characteristic of virtual machines and virtual machine monitors according to

Rosenblum [Ros2004].  The importance of compatibility is discussed further with

additional references under each of the compatibility criteria.

While not all virtualisation systems are virtual machines in the strictest sense of the

word compatibility is clearly important.  Current virtualisation systems such as those

examined  in  Chapter  4  are  only compatible  with  certain  hardware  and  operating

system combinations.  Compatibility is especially important given the heterogeneous

mix  of  hardware  and software  in  data  centres  [CS2003a].   The  compatibility and

management issues associated with heterogeneous environments were listed among
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common  data  centre  problems  in  Chapter  2.   Another  problem  was  high  costs.

Compatibility with existing hardware and software reduces the need for disruptive

changes when introducing a virtualisation system.  Thus virtualisation systems which

are compatible with existing hardware are of greatest benefit.

The five dimensions of compatibility are shown in Figure 5.2 and presented in the

next section.

Figure 5.2: Compatibility Criteria
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Instruction Set Architectures (ISA) Supported (C 1.1)
Heterogeneous  data  centres  contain  a  wide  variety  of  hardware  with  different

instruction set architectures (ISAs) [CS2003a].   Instruction sets commonly used by

servers  include  x86,  x86_64  [AMD2001],  POWER  [IBM2005d],  PA-RISC

[HP2005b],  SPARC  [SI2005] and  IA64  (Itanium)  among  others.   Virtualisation

systems, such as those covered in Chapter 4, typically support only one or two ISAs.  

ISA compatibility is therefore an important requirement if organisations are to use

virtualisation with existing hardware.  It is also logical that ISA compatibility will

influence the selection of new hardware or virtualisation systems.

All  ISAs supported  by a  system should  be  listed  when conducting an evaluation.

When ranking systems those which support more ISAs are to be ranked ahead of those

which support fewer.

Response Type: List

Operating System Compatibility (C 1.2)

A wide  variety  of  operating  systems  are  used  in  data  centres  [CS2003a].   Some

virtualisation systems only support  a single operating system while  others support

multiple  operating  systems.   Solaris  Containers  [TC2004]  for  example  are  only

supported  on  Solaris.   VMware  ESX  Server  [VMW2005a]  is  an  example  of  a

virtualisation system which supports multiple operating systems.  For more details on

these systems refer to Chapters 4 and 6. 

Some applications are only compatible with a specific operating system.  Microsoft

SQL  Server  [MS2005b]  for  example  is  only  available  for  Windows.   Other

applications  require  a  specific  operating  system  version  or  patch  set  [HP2004b].

Virtualisation systems compatible with multiple operating systems therefore provide

compatibility for more applications.  Data centre staff may also have specialised skills

in a particular operating system.  A virtualisation system which requires switching to

another operating system may result in retraining costs.  
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This  criterion is  not rendered redundant  by the subsequent criteria  which consider

support for multiple operating systems being hosted  concurrently.  To illustrate this

point consider the example of Virtuozzo [Vir2005].  This is a container-based system

which supports multiple operating systems, but cannot host multiple operating system

instances  simultaneously  unless  used  in  conjunction  with  another  virtualisation

system.

Another  factor  to  consider  is  that  some  virtualisation  systems  require  custom

modifications to be made to existing operating systems.  Current examples of systems

requiring operating system modifications include the Denali  [WSG2002a] and Xen

[BDF+2003]  paravirtualisation  virtual  machine  monitors.   Unless  these  extensions

become standard, vendors are unlikely to support and certify such systems.

All  operating systems supported by a system should be listed when conducting an

evaluation.  For systems which require modified operating system builds, the word

“modified” should be included alongside each operating system which requires such a

build.  An example of this type of response is: Linux (modified), FreeBSD (modified).

Information about version numbers can be included in the comment section.

The  number  of  operating  systems  supported  is  the  measure  to  use  when  ranking

systems.

Response Type: List

Device Compatibility (C 1.3)

Virtualisation  systems  such  as  VMware  Workstation  [SVL2001] and  Virtuozzo

[Vir2005] take advantage of the drivers provided by existing operating systems.  This

provides compatibility with a wide range of devices.  For more information on this

topic refer to Chapter 3.  Other systems such as VMware ESX Server [VMW2005a]

provide their own device drivers or modified device drivers.  This restricts hardware

support  to  a  smaller  set  of  supported  devices  [VMW2005b].   Compatibility  with

existing device drivers enables virtualisation systems to be employed on a wide range

of systems.
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A system which supports at least 90% of the devices supported by an non-virtualised

system is considered to satisfy this criterion.  Devices not relevant to server systems

are not considered.  For virtualisation systems designed by vendors to work with their

own servers this criterion is satisfied trivially.

Response Type: Boolean

Compatibility with Existing Applications (C 1.4)

Data centres host a wide variety of applications.  Examples are listed in Section 2.5.

Given the cost and effort of developing such applications it is important that the use of

virtualisation does not result in incompatibilities.  Most virtualisation systems provide

compatibility  with  existing  applications.   Some  virtualisation  systems  achieve

compatibility with  both  applications  and operating systems by providing  a  virtual

machine interface which appears identical to a real machine.  An example of such a

system  is  VMware  ESX  Server  [VMW2005a].   It  is  also  possible  to  maintain

compatibility  with  existing  applications  even  if  there  are  incompatibilities  with

existing operating systems [BDF+2003].  Some systems such as Solaris Containers

[TC2004] and User Mode Linux [Dik2001b] provide compatibility with the majority

of applications, but can be a source of incompatibility in a small number of cases.

Any system which  supports  the  majority  (95%+)  of  existing  user  applications  is

considered to satisfy this criterion.  Information about exceptions can be included as a

comment.

Response Type: Boolean

Concurrent Operating Systems Compatibility (C 1.5)

Most virtualisation systems, with the exception of container-based systems, provide

support  for concurrent execution of multiple operating system instances.  Some of

these  systems  support  more  than  one  operating  system.   Other  systems  support

multiple instances of the same operating system or different versions or patch levels

thereof.   This  is  useful  because  some  applications  are  only  compatible  with  a

particular version of an operating system.  Running different operating systems or
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different versions of the same operating system was also listed by Goldberg [Gol1973]

as  an  application  of  virtual  machines.   The  three  types  of  operating  system

compatibility will now be discussed.  These include support for different operating

systems, different operating system versions and different patch levels.

Support  for  multiple  operating  systems  is  particularly  important  given  the

heterogeneous mix of hardware and operating systems found in data centres.  This was

examined in  Chapter 2.   Examples  of  operating systems commonly found in  data

centres include HP-UX [HP2005c], AIX [IBM2005e], Solaris [SM2005b], Linux and

Windows  [MS2005a]  among  others.   Clearly  this  needs  to  be  considered  when

comparing or selecting virtualisation systems.  This capability is currently provided by

physical  partitioning  systems  such  as  HP  Node  Partitions  [HP2004i],  logical

partitioning  systems  and virtual  machine  monitor  (VMM)  based  systems  such  as

VMware ESX Server  [VMW2005a].   These systems were reviewed in Chapter  4.

Virtual machine monitors, logical and physical partitioning were examined in Chapter

3.  Container-based systems do not provide this capability, unless used in conjunction

with one of the other approaches.  For more information about containers refer to

Chapter 3.

Some systems do not support more than one operating system, but enable different

versions of the same operating system to be hosted simultaneously.  Sun Dynamic

System  Domains  is  an  example  of  such  a  system  [SM2004f].   This  provides

compatibility with applications which require a specific operating system version.

Other applications have even stricter requirements and are only certified for a specific

patch level.  In such cases systems which provide support for different patch levels are

more suitable.  HP Virtual Partitions [HP2003a] provides support multiple HP-UX

instances, each with different patch sets [HP2004k].  Each instance must be the same

HP-UX version though [HP2005h].
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When  evaluating  a  system  using  this  criterion  the  levels  of  operating  system

compatibility provided by that  system are  recorded in  a  list.   Valid  list  elements

include “different OS”, “OS version”, “OS patch level” and “none” where OS is an

abbreviation for operating system.

If a system supports concurrent execution of different operating systems in different

partitions a “different OS” element is added to the list.  It should be noted that the

term partition here does not refer to a disk partition.  Clearly different versions of the

same operating  system e.g  Windows  NT and  Windows  2003,  are  not  considered

different operating systems for this criterion.

An  “OS  version”  element  is  to  be  added  to  the  list  for  a  system  if  it  supports

concurrent  execution  of  different  operating  system versions  in different  partitions.

Similarly an “OS patch level” element is to be added to this list  if a system must

support different patch levels in different partitions simultaneously.

If a system supports none of these features a value of “none” is to be entered in the

list.

The following list summarises the relative importance of list elements when ranking

systems:

1. Different OS

2. OS version

3. OS patch level

4. None.

Response Type: List

5.8.2 Isolation (C 2)
Isolation is one of the characteristics of virtual machines [Ros2004].  It is not difficult

to  see  that  this  applies  to  virtualisation  systems  in  general.   The  importance  of

isolation  to  virtualisation  is  discussed  in  greater  detail  with  additional  references
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under each of the isolation sub-criteria.  There are three types of isolation considered

by the framework.  These are fault isolation, resource isolation and lastly security and

namespace isolation.  Security and namespace isolation is a single category.  It could

alternatively have  been  named  administrative  isolation,  but  the  term  security  and

namespace isolation was selected because it is more descriptive.

Isolation often comes at the expense of granularity [TC2004].  This trade off is a result

of  the  different  approaches  to  implementing  virtualisation  systems  and  became

apparent when investigating various virtualisation systems in Chapter 4.  The different

approaches to virtualisation were examined in Chapter 3.  Granularity is considered in

Section 5.4.5.

The three types of isolation under consideration are depicted in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Types of Isolation

Fault Isolation (C 2.1)
Fault isolation is critically important.  This is necessary to ensure high availability of

applications.  It has long been known that virtual machines can provide software fault

isolation  [BCG1973].  A contemporary example is that of web applications whose

users expect these applications to be available [AID2002].  Availability was identified

in Chapter 2 as one of the benefits of data centres  [Fir2002].  This is therefore an

important requirement for any type of data centre application.
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In order to compare the degree of fault isolation of different systems the framework

includes criteria focusing on the type of isolation provided by a system.  These criteria

are presented in the next section and depicted in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: Fault Isolation Criteria

Physical Isolation Between Partitions (C 2.1.1)

Physical  partitioning  isolates  partitions  from  hardware  failures  in  neighbouring

partitions  [HP2004b].   This  is  a  clear  benefit  over  software  partitioning.   For

additional  information  on  physical  partitioning  refer  to  Chapter  3.   Examples  of

physical  partitioning  systems  include  HP  Node  Partitions [HP2004i] and  Sun

Dynamic  System  Domains  [SM2004f].   Cells  or  system  boards  are  assigned  to

partitions to ensure that hardware components are isolated.

In order to satisfy this criterion a system must provide each partition with dedicated

hardware components providing protection from hardware failures in other partitions.

Response Type: Boolean

Separate Operating System Kernel for Each Partition (C 2.1.2)

Separate  operating system instances  provide each partition  with  a  separate  kernel.

Physical  partitioning  systems  such  as  HP  Node  Partitions  [HP2004i] and  Sun

Dynamic System Domains  [SM2004f] and virtual  machine monitor  based systems
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such  as  Xen  [BDF+2003]  and  VMware  [VMW2005a] take  this  approach.   For

additional  information  about  virtual  machines  and  physical  partitioning  refer  to

Chapter 3.

Software partitioning provides isolation from software faults.  It has long been known

that  virtual  machine  monitors  can  isolate  systems  from  software  failures,  even

operating system failures,  occurring in  neighbouring virtual  machines  [BCG1973].

This prevents software faults in one operating system instance from propagating to

other partitions.

Container-based systems such as BSD jails  [KW2000], Linux VServer [LVS2005],

Solaris  Containers  [TC2004,  PT2004],  Pot  Spaces  [SHH+2005]  and  Virtuozzo

[Vir2005] share a single operating system kernel and are therefore only isolated from

application faults, not operating system faults.  Partitions are therefore dependent on

the stability of  a  single  operating system instance.   The  stability of the particular

operating system under consideration will have a major influence on the stability of

the  system as  a  result.   A  more  detailed  discussion  of  containers  is  provided  in

Chapter 3.

The issue of separate kernels is complicated by the fact that many partitioning systems

which use  separate  operating  system instances  rely on  a  virtual  machine  monitor,

which is  shared between all  partitions.   As noted by Hewlett  Packard  [HP2004k]

virtual machine monitors (VMMs) and hypervisors are not immune to faults.  If the

VMM or  hypervisor  fails,  all  operating  system instances  will  be  affected.   More

research  is  needed  to  determine  the  frequency of  virtual  machine  monitor  faults

relative to operating systems faults.  Clearly this will depend on the specific operating

systems and virtual machine monitors under consideration.

This only requirement for this  criterion is  that each partition must host a separate

operating system instance.

Response Type: Boolean
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Resource Isolation (C 2.2)
Another important type of isolation is resource isolation.  The resource demands of

one partition should not affect the performance of other partitions.  This requirement

is  referred to  by Whitaker  et  al.  [WSG2002b]  and Verghese  et al.  [VGR1998] as

performance isolation.  

Users have come to expect predictable performance according to Loosley and Douglas

[LD1998]  and  Aron  et  al. [AID2002].   Another  expectation  of  users  is  that  of

reasonably small delays according to Shen et al. [STY+2002].  If adequate resources

are not available server delays can reach unacceptable levels.  This is of particular

importance  to  service  providers  which  need  to  assign  resources  to  different

applications  based  on  the  relative  importance  of  customers  [SS2000].   In  these

scenarios  servers  are  often  shared  by  multiple  customers  [RMS+2000].   This

corresponds to one of the applications of server virtualisation identified in Chapter 3,

namely that of shared hosting by Internet data centres.  Improved resource utilisation

as  a  result  of  sharing  was  identified  in  Chapter  3  as  one  of  the  advantages  of

virtualisation.   This  needs  to  be  balanced  against  Quality  of  Service  (QoS)

requirements  [AID2002].   Quality  of  Service  contracts  are  used  to  differentiate

customer service levels.  In order to meet these agreements each partition needs to be

isolated from the resource demands of other partitions on the same server.  Systems

which cannot  assign a  larger  portion  of  resources  to  important  partitions  are  less

suitable as platforms for service providers as a result.

Isolation of resources is also important for other applications which were identified in

Chapter 3 including new system testing and transition and server consolidation.  The

types of resource controls considered in this category can protect production systems

from the resource starvation which could otherwise have occurred as a result of a bug

in a new system sharing the same server.  For server consolidation projects it is also

important that each partition can be provided with a guaranteed quantity of resources.

Systems which were once deployed on dedicated servers should not  be negatively

affected by a move to a virtualised system.
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Various approaches have been taken to managing resources.  Resources classes are

divided by Aron  et al.  [AID2002] into two categories, namely time-scheduled and

space-scheduled.   Examples  of  time-scheduled  resource  classes  include  network

bandwidth, disk bandwidth and CPU time [AID2002].  Examples of space-scheduled

resource classes include memory and disk space [AID2002].   Resource scheduling

was discussed in Chapter 3 and implemented by the systems reviewed in Chapter 4.

One approach proposed by Abdelzaher and Lu [AL2000] is to use a model to manage

resource utilisation.

Some systems share resources such as CPUs and network adapters between partitions,

while others dedicate resources to partitions with little or no sharing.  Some systems

provide both options for one or more resources.  This can involve trade-offs between

isolation and utilisation.  Both types will be considered for the framework.  

Resource isolation does not only refer to guaranteeing resources for a partition.  It can

also refer to limiting access to excess resources.  At first glance this may appear to run

counter to one of the goals of virtualisation systems identified in Chapter 3, namely

improved resource utilisation.  In some cases, such as managing user expectations for

a new system, it is useful to limit resources.  Managing user expectations is important

because Keil et al. [KCL+1998] identified the failure to manage end user expectations

as a risk factor for software projects.  Although managing performance expectations is

only one aspect of managing user expectations, it is relevant.  Users of systems expect

consistent performance from a system, according to Loosley and Douglas [LD1998].

Response  times  can  become  unpredictable  if  the  performance  of  one  partition  is

dependent on the quantity of resources freed up by other partitions.  This variability in

response  time  can  therefore  lead  to  negative  perceptions  of  a  system.   User

expectations  can  be  managed by limiting  the  quantity  of  resources  available  to  a

partition.  This application of virtualisation technology is mentioned in virtualisation

systems documentation [HP2004b, SM2005d].  Access to excess shared resources can

be capped using scheduling techniques.  Dedicated resources are implicitly capped.

For this reason only capping of shared resources is considered in this section.
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The five resource isolation criteria considered for the purposes of the framework are

depicted in Figure 5.5.  These are discussed further in the next section.

Figure 5.5: Resource Isolation Criteria

CPU Resource Isolation (C 2.2.1)

The importance of allocating and isolating CPU resources is well known [BDM1999,

Wal1995,  BGO+1998, AID2002, VGR1998, SS2000].  There are two approaches to

providing CPU resource guarantees.  These will both be discussed.
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The first approach to isolating processor resources is to dedicate one or more CPUs to

each partition.   This can reduce contention as  only processes  in  that  partition  are

competing  for  the  same  CPUs.   The  alternative  approach  is  to  share  processors

between partitions, but this results in higher cache miss rates [IBM2004f].  Processors

dedicated to one partition are therefore better isolated from workload fluctuations in

other partitions.  These resources are always guaranteed to be available.  Systems such

as HP Virtual Partitions [HP2003a] and IBM Logical Partitions [IBM2004a] are just

two examples of virtualisation systems providing this feature.  

The second approach deals with allocation of CPU resources at a sub-CPU level.  As

discussed  in  Chapter  2  virtual  web  hosting,  a  common  application  of  server

virtualisation, involves sharing a single physical server between multiple customers

[RMS+2000, WSG2002b].  The number of virtual hosts will usually outnumber the

physical CPUs available.  Resource isolation is also needed at this level of granularity.

The importance of resource isolation was discussed in more detail in the introduction

to this section.  Processor scheduling can be used to provide resource guarantees for

shared CPUs [Wal1995, SS2000, BGO+1998].  

When evaluating a system using this criterion the types of CPU resource isolation are

to be listed.  Valid list elements include “dedicated”, “scheduled” and “unscheduled

shared”.  A system may support more than one type of isolation.  

In order to record a value of “dedicated”, a system must provide support for allocating

one or more CPUs to a specific partition.  Virtual CPUs are excluded as these may

share a physical CPU with other virtual CPUs.

A value of “scheduled” will  be recorded if  a particular system supports  scheduler

based proportional allocation of processor resources.  The scheduling algorithm used

by each system is not considered.  

A value  of  “unscheduled  shared”  is  to  be  recorded if  a  system does  not  provide

scheduler-based isolation despite supporting sharing of CPUs between partitions.
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If a system supports capping of excess scheduled CPU resources a value of “scheduled

capping” is to be recorded.  For ranking purposes scheduled capping is considered the

least  important  isolation type.  Capping via dedicated CPUs (which is  implicit)  is

already taken into account as dedicated CPUs is the most important type of resource

isolation for ranking.  

The  following  list  summarises  the  order  of  precedence  for  ranking  the  various

combinations  of  input.   Square  brackets  indicate  optional  values.   For  more

information about the ranking system refer to the section on ranking earlier in this

chapter.

1. Dedicated [and scheduled ] [and scheduled capping]

2. Dedicated and unscheduled shared  [and scheduled capping]

3. Scheduled [and scheduled capping]

4. Scheduled capping

5. Unscheduled shared

Response Type: List

Memory Resource Isolation (C 2.2.2)

An important space-scheduled resource is memory [AID2002].  The need for isolating

this resource and approaches to achieving this have been explored by a number of

sources [SS2000,  BGO+1998, Wal2002, PP1973].   This prevents memory leaks in

one partition from starving other partitions of memory resources.  Memory resource

isolation can be achieved either by dedicating a guaranteed quantity of memory to a

partition or by enforcing a memory usage cap for each partition.  The former approach

is more common.

System  virtual  machines,  logical  partitioning  systems  and  physical  partitioning

systems typically allocate a guaranteed quantity of memory to each partition.  All of

the systems reviewed in Chapter 4 support this feature.  The alternative is to enforce a

memory usage cap using via a mechanism such as a resource capping daemon.  Solaris
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Containers [TC2004] (which only provides memory usage capping currently) supports

this feature.  Due to the asynchronous enforcement of this cap memory consumption

can sometimes exceed the cap value.

A system may provide more than one type of memory resource isolation.  For this

reason  the  data  type  for  this  criterion  is  a  list.   Each  of  the  memory  isolation

approaches  supported  by  a  system  are  to  be  listed.   Valid  elements  include

“guaranteed allocation”, “capping” and “none”.

If memory can be allocated a partition in such a manner that no other partition is able

to access that guaranteed quantity of memory then a value of “guaranteed allocation”

is to be added to the list.

A value of “capping” is to  be included in the list  if  a system supports  a capping

mechanism.

For ranking operations “guaranteed allocation” is considered superior to “capping”,

which  is  considered  better  than  “none”.   This  is  summarised  in  the  following

precedence list (optional values appear between square brackets):

• Guaranteed allocation [and capping]

• Capping

• None.

Response Type: List

Disk Bandwidth Isolation (C 2.2.3)

Disk bandwidth is a time-scheduled resource [AID2002].  Bandwidth guarantees for

shared  disks  have  been  researched  by  a  number  of  sources  [SS2000,  Wal1995,

VGR1998, BGO+1998 and AID2002].  This is one of two approaches to providing

isolation of disk bandwidth.  Both approaches will now be examined.  Note that the

term “virtual server” is substituted for “partition” in this section to avoid confusing

this term with hard disk partitioning.  
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The  first  approach,  which  applies  to  systems  with  multiple  disks,  is  to  dedicate

separate disks to each virtual server.  Dedicating a disk to a single virtual server also

ensures that  the hard disk buffer cache (not to be confused with operating system

filesystem cache) is not shared with other virtual servers.  By allocating individual

disks to virtual servers isolation of disk controllers can also be achieved with some

knowledge of which disks belong to which controllers.

Dedicating disks to  a virtual  server  can be achieved on virtually any system with

multiple  disks,  by installing  the  virtual  servers  on  separate  disks.   Based  on  the

previous statement one may question why this criterion is included in the framework.

The fact that this is available on virtually all systems does not diminish the importance

of  this  feature for  isolating disk resources  between virtual  servers.   This  criterion

provides  information about  the resource  isolation  provided by a  system.  For  this

reason this criterion is included in the framework.

The second approach is to provide disk bandwidth guarantees for shared disks.  This is

for  cases  where  disks  are  shared  between multiple  virtual  servers.   In such  cases

allocating disk bandwidth to virtual servers is critical for ensuring resource isolation,

especially for disk constrained applications.

Similarly to the CPU isolation criterion, the response type for this criterion is a list.

The types of disk bandwidth isolation provided by each system are to be listed.  The

isolation types include “dedicated”, “scheduled” and “unscheduled shared”.  A system

may support more than one type of isolation.  

A value of “dedicated” to be included in the list for a system if a disk can be assigned

to a virtual server in such a way that no other partition is able to access that disk.

Any system which provides support for guaranteeing disk bandwidth for a shared disk

to a virtual server is to have a value of “scheduled” recorded in the list.

If a system supports shared disks but does not provide any scheduling mechanism a

value of “unscheduled shared” is to be added to the list.
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A value of “scheduled capping” is to be recorded if capping of excess disk bandwidth

is supported.  Scheduled capping is the least important type of isolation when ranking

systems.  A separate value for capping via dedicated disks is not included as this is

implicit.

Clearly the list for a given system can contain multiple elements.

For  ranking  purposes  the  following  list  summarises  the  order  of  precedence  for

ranking the various input combinations.  Square brackets indicate optional values.

1. Dedicated [ and scheduled ] [and scheduled capping]

2. Dedicated and unscheduled shared [and scheduled capping]

3. Scheduled [and scheduled capping]

4.  Scheduled capping

5. Unscheduled shared

This list is the same as for CPU resource isolation.

Response Type: List

Disk Space Usage Limits (C 2.2.4)

Disk space is a space-scheduled resource [AID2002].  Limiting disk space usage can

prevent one virtual server from consuming all available disk space and causing other

virtual servers  to fail  due to a lack of disk space.   As with dedicating disks to a

partition this is possible on virtually any system.  A virtual server can be installed

within a disk partition or on a dedicated disk.  Enforcing disk space limits is important

because according to Aron et al. [AID2002] service providers often specify disk space

quotas in service contracts.
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In order to satisfy this criterion a system must provide a means of enforcing disk usage

quotas.  Systems which only support dedicating disks to virtual servers are considered

to automatically satisfy this criterion.  For systems which enable disks to be shared

between  partitions,  another  mechanism  of  enforcing  quotas  must  be  available  to

satisfy this criterion.

Response Type: Boolean

Network Bandwidth Isolation (C 2.2.5)

Network  bandwidth  is  a  time-scheduled  resource  [AID2002].   Isolation  of  this

resource is useful for ensuring that Quality of Service (QoS) requirements are met

[AID2002,  SS2000  and  RMS+2000].   Network  guarantees  can  be  enforced  by

dedicating one or more network adapters to a partition or via scheduling for a shared

adapter.  Both of these mechanisms will now be considered.

Similar  to  the  way  dedicated  disks  provide  disk  bandwidth  isolation  dedicating

network adapters to a partition results in network bandwidth isolation.  This is because

partitions with dedicated physical network interfaces do not have to contend for the

resources  of  a  shared  adapter.   HP  Virtual  Partitions  [HP2003a],  IBM  Logical

Partitions [IBM2005b] and Sun Dynamic System Domains [SM2004f] are just a few

examples of systems which support this.

Network  bandwidth  guarantees  are  necessary  to  achieve  isolation  of  network

bandwidth  for  partitions  which  share  a  physical  network  interface.   Examples  of

systems supporting network bandwidth guarantees for shared adapters include SODA

[JXE2004] and VMware ESX Server [VMW2005a].

When  evaluating  a  system  using  this  criterion,  the  types  of  network  bandwidth

isolation  provided  need  to  be  listed.   If  a  network  adapter  can  be  assigned  to  a

partition  in  such a  manner  that  no  other  partition  is  able  to  access it,  a  value  of

“dedicated” is to be included in this list.  If a system provides support for allocating a

guaranteed quantity of network bandwidth to a partition when a network adapter is

shared between partitions, a value of “scheduled” is to be added to the list.  If a system
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does  not  provide  support  for  scheduling  despite  providing  support  for  sharing  a

network adapter between partitions, a value of “unscheduled shared” is included in the

list.  A value of “scheduled capping” is to be recorded if a system supports capping of

excess shared network bandwidth.  As with previous criteria, scheduled capping is the

least  important  type  of  isolation  when  ranking  systems.   Capping  provided  by

dedicated network adapters is not considered separately as this is implicit.  

Each system may have multiple values listed.  As with CPU resource isolation and

disk bandwidth isolation, the following list summarises the order of precedence for

the various input combinations for ranking purposes :

1. Dedicated [ and scheduled ] [and scheduled capping]

2. Dedicated and unscheduled shared [and scheduled capping]

3. Scheduled [and scheduled capping]

4.  Scheduled capping

5. Unscheduled shared.

Response Type: List

Security and Namespace Isolation (C 2.3)
Applications  of  virtualisation  identified  in Chapter  3  include  server  consolidation,

new system testing and transition and virtual web hosting.  Server consolidation and

shared hosting are commonly mentioned in virtualisation papers such as [Wal2002,

TC2004,  RMS+2000,  UVS+2004,  SHH+2005  and  JXE2004].   What  these

applications  have  in  common is  that  each  partition  needs  to  be  isolated  from the

others, both in terms of security and administration.  These two categories of isolation

were combined into one category named “security and namespace isolation”, as there

is an overlap between the criteria used to evaluate them.  A number of the security and

namespace  isolation  criteria  identified  in  this  section  correspond  to  some  of  the

requirements for application service hosting platforms (ASHP) identified by Jiang et

al. [JXE2004].  This is discussed further under the relevant criteria.  
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The importance of security isolation has been known for many years.  One of the

applications  of  virtual  machines  listed  by Goldberg  [Gol1973]  was  for  securing

critical  applications.   Security  isolation  also  corresponds  to  one  of  the  essential

characteristics of virtual machines identified by Belpaire and Hsu [BH1975], namely

that of “impassable walls” between virtual machines.  This prevents each system from

interfering  with  the  others.   More  recently  security  isolation  was  also  listed  by

Whitaker et al. [WSG2002b] as an important requirement.  This further highlights the

importance of security isolation.

The six dimensions of security and namespace isolation are listed in Figure 5.6 and

explained in more detail in the next section.
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Figure 5.6: Security and Namespace Isolation Criteria

Filesystem Isolation (C 2.3.1)

Server  consolidation,  shared  hosting  and  new  system  testing  and  transition  were

identified as applications of virtualisation in Chapter 3.  For applications such as these

each virtual server needs to have its files isolated from others to ensure integrity and

confidentiality  [KW2000].   This  criterion  is  similar  to  what  Surányi  et  al.

[SHH+2005] describes as storage isolation.
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Filesystem isolation is also related to the installation isolation criterion mentioned by

Jiang et al. [JXE2004].  This is because each customer may require different versions

of the same file stored at the same location.  Thus this criterion is important for both

security and namespace isolation.  

In order to satisfy the filesystem isolation criterion, a virtualisation system needs to

meet two requirements:

• Users of one virtual server should not  be able to  access the files  of another

virtual server unless permission to do so has been explicitly granted.

• There must be no directories shared between virtual servers as read only unless

done so to ensure the integrity of system settings.

This second requirement is to provide namespace isolation by enabling each virtual

server to store a different version of the same file at the same location within each of

their  respective  filesystems.   The  storage  isolation  approach  of  Surányi  et  al.

[SHH+2005] does not meet this second requirement.

Copy on write systems are considered to satisfy the second criterion.  This approach is

used by Microsoft  Virtual Server,  with a  differencing disk  [MS2004c].  This also

appears to be the approach taken by a project currently in progress, known as the Xen

Filesystem  or  XenFS  [Wil2005a].   Read-only  loopback  mounts  are  optional  for

Solaris Containers [SM2005d] which were examined in Chapter 4.

Response Type: Boolean

Isolation of Package Databases (C 2.3.2)

Bearing in mind the applications of virtualisation identified previously, it is clear that

different  partitions  will  often need to  have  different  sets  of  applications  installed.

Each partition  may require  a  different  version  of  the  same  library to  be  installed

[JXE2004],  which  can  result  in  conflicts.   Virtualisation  can  be  used  to  install

different versions of the same application on a server without conflicts according to

Price and Tucker [PT2004].  This criterion relates to the installation isolation criterion
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listed by Jiang et al. [JXE2004].  In order to satisfy the isolation of package databases

criterion it  must  be possible  for each virtual server to have its  own unique set  of

applications installed.

Response Type: Boolean

Isolation of Network Port Bindings (C 2.3.3)

Applications such as web servers need to bind to specific ports.  If one application has

already bound to a specific port other applications will be unable to bind to it.  As

discussed in  Chapter 2,  these types of applications  are  commonly used by service

providers managing Internet data centres and organisational intranet data centres.  The

need for isolation of network port bindings corresponds to the description of network

isolation  provided  by  [SHH+2005]  and  the  installation  isolation  requirement  of

[JXE2004].  If no restrictions are in place, an application is free to bind to any port on

all available IP addresses.  Consider the example of a web server binding to port 80.

This  would  prevent  any other  applications  from using this  port.   In one  example

described  by  Price  and  Tucker  [PT2004],  a  customer  decided  to  purchase  an

additional server just to resolve a conflict between two applications which were trying

to bind to the same port.

In order to isolate network port bindings each partition needs to be prevented from

binding to IP addresses assigned to other partitions.  Some partitioning systems isolate

port  bindings  by  hosting  multiple  operating  system  instances  [BDF+2003,

VMW2005a and HP2003a].  Other systems such as FreeBSD jails [KW2000], Solaris

Containers [TC2004] and Linux VServer [BL2005] use operating system facilities to

ensure that partitions can only bind to a single IP address.

Response Type: Boolean

Inter-partition Communication Isolation (C 2.3.4)

The  importance  of  security  and  the  principle  of  “impassable  walls” [BH1975]

between  partitions  have  already  been  discussed.   Another  important  security

requirement  emphasised  by  Tucker  and  Comay  [TC2004]  and  Surányi  et  al.
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[SHH+2005] is that processes in different partitions should not be able to observe or

communicate  with  each  other.   This  is  necessary  to  ensure  that  the  activities  of

isolated  applications  are  not  visible  to  each  other.   Inter-partition  communication

should  be  limited  to  using  standard  network  interfaces.   This  corresponds  to  the

controlled  communication  requirement  outlined  in  [JXE2004]  and  process  space

isolation described in [SHH+2005].

Any system which prevents processes in one partition from communicating with or

monitoring processes in other partitions meets this criterion.  

Response Type: Boolean

Isolation of Operating System Tuning Parameters (C 2.3.5)

Modern  operating  systems  provide  a  number  of  settings  such  as  kernel  tuning

parameters [HP2005a].  Different tuning options work better for some applications,

and therefore partitions, than others.  By isolating tuning parameters, each partition

can set parameters to best suit the types of applications which are being run.  Systems

which host multiple operating systems instances such as Xen [BDF+2003], VMware

[VMW2005a] and vPars [HP2003a] provide this functionality without any additional

work.

This criterion is met if the system supports isolation of all operating system tuning

parameters.  If a system only supports isolation of some parameters this criterion is not

met.  In these cases information about parameters which are isolated can be provided

as a comment.

Response Type: Boolean

Separate Set of Users for Each Partition (C 2.3.6)

For applications such as web hosting, service providers use virtualisation systems to

provide each partition with a separate set  of users.   This enables them to provide

customers with greater autonomy [KW2000].  Each partition can have its own root

user which has administrative authority within that partition.  
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Partitions are sometimes administered by different departments within an organisation

[PT2004].  It is therefore important to have a separate set of users for each partition,

providing administrative autonomy to each department.  This is especially important

for server consolidation where servers with different administrators are consolidated

onto a single server.

The need for separate sets of users relates to the administrative isolation requirement

listed by Jiang et al. [JXE2004].

In order to satisfy this criterion, a virtualisation system needs to provide support for a

completely separate set of users for each partition.  It must be possible to configure the

system in such a manner that users in one partition cannot log into other partitions

using the same credentials.

Response Type: Boolean

5.8.3 Manageability (C 3)
One of the common data centre problems identified in Chapter 2 was the high cost of

managing systems.  Virtualisation systems are intended to improve manageability by

replacing physical servers with virtual servers [HP2002].  The ease with which these

partitions can be managed by an administrator is therefore an important criterion to

consider  when  evaluating  virtualisation  systems.   Although  manageability  may

influence the total cost of ownership of a system, cost is not considered as one of the

framework criteria.  The reasons for this exclusion from the framework are explained

later in this chapter.  

The manageability criteria were selected based on the manageability features and tools

available for the virtualisation systems reviewed in Chapter 4.  Features offered by

other  systems  not  reviewed  in  Chapter  4  such  as  Xen  [BDF+2003],  BSD  jails

[KW2000] and Linux VServer [LVS2005, BL2005], were also considered, but these

systems did not offer any additional manageability features not covered by the other

systems.  A relatively small set of manageability criteria were selected to keep the
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framework  reasonably  concise  and  avoid  giving  the  framework  too  much  of  a

commercially oriented flavour.   The criteria  selected are  shown in Figure 5.7 and

described in the next section.

Figure 5.7: Manageability Criteria

GUI Tools for Partition Management (C 3.1)

Virtualisation systems such as Microsoft Virtual Server  [MS2004c], VMware ESX

Server [VMW2005a] and IBM Logical Partitions [IBM2004a] provide graphical tools

for  managing partitions.   Another  system, Solaris  Containers  [TC2004],  originally

provided only a command line interface for managing containers.  A web interface

was later released as a separate product [SM2005a].  Virtualisation systems which are

being developed as research projects are unlikely to provide graphical management

tools.  
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Graphical  interfaces  such  as  web-based  consoles  are  particularly  attractive  for

inexperienced  administrators.   More  experienced  users  may  not  regard  this  as

important.  In addition to catering for inexperienced users graphical tools can provide

visual feedback about the status of partitions.

Any system which provides graphical tools for configuring partitions (virtual servers)

meets this requirement.

Response Type: Boolean

Scripting Support (C 3.2)

Scripting support enables partition management tasks to be automated.  VMware ESX

Server  [VMW2005a]  and Microsoft Virtual Server  [MS2004c] for example provide

scripting APIs.  Other systems such as Solaris Containers [TC2004] and HP Virtual

Partitions [HP2003a] can be scripted by using Unix shell scripts.  Scripting enables a

complex series of commands can be saved as a script for future use, thereby providing

improved manageability.  Administrators can also configure other tools to call these

scripts.

This criterion requires a virtualisation system to support  either a specially exposed

scripting interface or management via standard shell scripts.

Response Type: Boolean

Time Taken to Install a Partition (C 3.3)

Installing software on a new system can be a time-consuming process.  If installing a

new  partition  on  a  system  is  time-consuming  for  administrators  this  will  be  a

manageability  burden.   This  time  can  become  significant  if  a  large  number  of

partitions  need  to  be  installed  on  a  system.   This  is  particularly  relevant  for

applications such as virtual web hosting [SHH+2005], which are likely to require a

large  number  of  partitions.   The  time  taken  to  install  a  partition  using  a  given

virtualisation system will be dependent on the specific hardware and operating system

used.  
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Five partitions are to be created, with the time taken to install each timed individually.

There should be no delay period between the creation of each partition.  The system

should be reset before the test commences.  The mean of the install times is to be

recorded, along with relevant system configuration details.  An example of such an

evaluation is contained in Chapter 7.

The response type for this criterion is specified as a numerical range, because the time

taken to install a partition may depend on factors such as the software or hardware

configuration.   The  upper  and  lower  bounds  of  this  range are  used  to  record  the

longest and shortest times taken to prepare a partition respectively.  The times are to

be measured in seconds.  Any relevant information about the configurations used to

record these times needs to be included in the comments section.

Response Type: Numerical range

Live Migration of Partitions Between Separate Servers (C 3.4)

Live migration entails migrating a virtual machine (or other partitioning abstraction)

from one physical server to another without terminating the execution of applications

within that partition.  According to Clark et al. [CFH+2005] live migration is a useful

tool.   This  source describes  a  number of  applications.   If  one server  needs  to  be

serviced, the partition can be moved to another machine.  Another option is to migrate

a  partition  to  a  larger  server  if  demand for  resources  exceeds  the capacity of  the

current  server.   According  to  this  source  [CFH+2005]  these  features  improve

manageability significantly.  Another  example of a live partition  migration tool  is

VMware  VMotion  [VMW2005d].   Currently  most  virtualisation  systems  do  not

support this feature.

Response Type: Boolean

5.8.4 Flexibility (C 4)
For the purposes of the framework, flexibility may be defined as the ease with which

a system can be adapted to meet changing resource requirements.  
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It is well  known that service demands on web applications can vary unpredictably

[CGS2003, WSG2002b, STY+2002].   Flash crowds can result in sudden spikes in

traffic to a website.  Fluctuations also occur in demand for other application services

such as those hosted by organisational data centres.  Traffic patterns of organisational

applications  often  depend  on  business  hours.   Organisational  data  centres  were

discussed in Chapter 2.  According to [SS2000] even if the resource requirements of

an existing application are already known, these will often change.  This is partially

related to the problem of adapting to changing requirements identified in Chapter 2.  

Given the fact that users have come to expect predictable response times [AID2002]

fluctuations in demand for resources need to be met gracefully.  

The three flexibility criteria are depicted in Figure 5.8 and are discussed in the next

section.

Figure 5.8: Flexibility Criteria
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CPU Reallocation Without Reboot (C 4.1)

Management of CPU resources is critical for many server applications.  Migration of

CPUs between partitions without rebooting in response to demand or policy changes

results in greater flexibility.  Virtualisation systems such as IBM Logical Partitions

[IBM2004a],  Solaris  Containers  [SM2005d] and  Sun  Dynamic  System  Domains

[SM2004f] support reallocation of CPUs without rebooting.  This is also known as

dynamic CPU migration [HP2004b].  For more information on these systems refer to

Chapter 4.  If a partition (or the entire server) has to be rebooted in order to migrate

one or more CPUs between partitions this results in downtime and therefore limits the

flexibility of the system.  This criterion considers reallocation of either physical or

virtual CPUs.

Response Type: Boolean

Memory Reallocation Without Reboot (C 4.2)

This  criterion  is  similar  to  the  previous  one.   The  fact  that  resource  demand  of

applications change over time, often unpredictably, was noted in the introduction to

this category.  Reallocation of memory is useful for dealing with changes in demand

for memory by partitions.  Memory needs to be reallocated in sufficient quantities to

where it is needed.

One of the challenges facing those implementing virtualisation systems is that some

operating systems do not support dynamic memory reallocation.  An example cited by

[BE2004]  is  Linux.   Consequently  some  systems  such  as  VMware  ESX  Server

[VMW2005a] and Microsoft Virtual Server [MS2004c] do not support this feature.  

In order to satisfy this criterion the quantity of memory as observed by the software in

the affected partitions needs to change.  Changing the quantity of physical memory

available  to  partitions  using ballooning  mechanisms  is  excluded as  this  is  only a

partial solution.  The ballooning mechanism was discussed in Chapter 4 in the section

on VMware ESX Server.  Rebooting of partitions should not be required to perform a

reallocation.
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Response Type: Boolean

Tools to Automate Resource Allocation (C 4.3)

The unpredictable nature of server loads make automating resource allocation policies

appealing.   Some  virtualisation  systems  provide  automated  resource  reallocation

functionality to perform this task.  There are two approaches to automated resource

management tools.  Each of these approaches will now be discussed.

The first approach involves the use of system goals.  Examples of system level goals

include utilisation, locality or simply matching resource supply to demand.  Solaris

Resource  Manager  which  is  a  component  of  Solaris  Containers  [SM2005d] is  an

example of a system providing this type of functionality.  Partition Load Manager

(PLM) for IBM LPARs [IBM2004a] is another example.  Refer to Chapter 4 for more

information about these systems.  

Another approach to managing resource allocation is to use application level metrics.

The  server  applications  themselves  provide  feedback  about  performance.   This

approach was used by Aron et al. [AID2002] for managing quality of service (QoS)

levels for web applications sharing the same server.  An example of another such

system is HP Workload Manager  [HP2004d].  For more information on this system

refer to Chapter 4.   Examples of data centre goal metrics include transactions per

second throughput for a database or web page views per second for a web application.

Additional support for specific applications is required to gather metrics [HP2004g].

A list of all automated resources management approaches provided for a given system

should be listed.   Valid list  elements include “system goal”, “application goal” or

“none”.  A system goal element is added to the list, when evaluating a system, if that

system provides a mechanism to automate reallocation of resources from one partition

to another in response to system goals.  An application goal value is to be included in

the list if the system provides a mechanism to automate reallocation of resources from

one partition to another in response to feedback from instrumented applications meets

this criterion.  A response of “none” is entered if a system does not provide either of

these mechanisms.
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A system may support  both  application  and  system goal  based  approaches.   For

ranking purposes systems which support more approaches are to be ranked higher.

Response Type: List

5.8.5 Granularity (C 5)
Granularity in this context refers to how finely resource allocations can be managed

between partitions.  For this framework category the granularity classification use by

Chandra et al. [CGS2003] was adopted.  According to this source there are two types

of granularity, namely spatial granularity and time granularity.  Time granularity refers

to the time taken to reassign resources.  Spatial granularity refers to the quantity of

resources  such  as  memory and CPUs  that  can  be  reassigned from one  service  to

another.  Figure 5.9 clearly illustrates the relationship between granularity and how

finely resources can be matched to application demand.

Figure 5.9 : Resource Allocation Granularity [CGS2003]

During the examination of current  virtualisation systems presented in Chapter 4 it

became  clear  that  granularity  and  isolation  are  often  conflicting  goals.   Physical

partitioning systems such as [HP2004i] and [SM2004f] typically offer isolation at the
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cost of granularity.  Conversely, systems such as Virtuozzo [Vir2005] and Solaris 10

Containers  [TC2004]  can  partition  even  small  servers  into  many  partitions,  but

provide lower levels of isolation.

In  the  granularity  category  of  the  framework  there  are  four  criteria  –  two  time

granularity  criteria  and  two  spatial  granularity  criteria.   To  keep  the  framework

concise, only CPU and memory resources are considered.  The four granularity criteria

are shown in Figure 5.10 and explained in the section which follows.

Figure 5.10: Granularity Criteria
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Memory Resource (Re)Allocation Quantity (C 5.1)

It should be clear from Chapter 4 that most virtualisation systems provide support for

dedicating quantities of memory to specific partitions.  This was one of the resource

isolation categories,  namely memory isolation.   The spatial  granularity of memory

allocations is now considered.  The reason for the title of this criterion will now be

explained.  For systems which support dynamic memory reallocation, the granularity

of memory reallocations is considered.  For systems which do  not support dynamic

memory reallocation, the granularity of memory allocations is considered.  Thus when

evaluating  memory  granularity  it  does  not  matter  whether  changing  the  memory

allocations  is  dynamic  or  not,  as  this  was  already  considered  in  the  flexibility

category.

When memory is allocated to a partition or reallocated between partitions, there are

sometimes limits  on the granularity of these allocations.   The quantity of memory

which may be (re)allocated may have to be a multiple of a specific value, or can be

dependent  on  the  physical  server  hardware.   In  the  case  of  physical  partitioning

systems such as HP Node Partitions  [HP2004i] and Sun Dynamic System Domains

[SM2004f] the finest level of granularity is to reallocate all of the memory on a system

board  from one  partition  to  another.   For  other  systems  such  as  virtual  machine

monitor based systems, the memory granularity may depend on the amount of memory

in the system.  Therefore this value may not be constant for a given virtualisation

system.   An  example  of  a  system  where  memory reallocation  spatial  granularity

depends  on  the  amount  of  memory  in  the  system  is  IBM  Logical  Partitions

[IBM2005b].

The response type for this criterion is specified as a numerical range.  This is because

the memory granularity may depend on the system configuration as discussed in the

previous  paragraph.  The lower  bound of this  range represents  the finest  memory

granularity  available  in  any  configuration.   If  the  finest  granularity  in  another

configuration  is  coarser,  this  should  be  recorded  as  the  upper  bound.   Relevant

information about the configurations which provide these levels of granularity is to be

recorded  in  the  comment  section.   The  only  variations  in  configuration  to  be
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considered are for physical  partitioning systems, where different servers may have

different  per-board  memory limits.   Memory granularity  for  physical  partitioning

systems is to be measured using fully configured system boards using the maximum

DIMM module size.

When ranking systems the lower bound is to be used.

Response Type: Numerical range

CPU Resource (Re)Allocation Quantity (C 5.2)

Similar to the previous criterion, the spatial granularity of CPU resource allocations is

now considered.  The explanation of this criterion is similar to that of the previous

criterion.  The granularity of  reallocations is considered for systems which support

dynamic  CPU  reallocation.   If  this  feature  is  not supported,  the  granularity  of

allocations is  to  be considered.   This  ensures generality, as  systems which do not

support dynamic CPU reallocation can also be evaluated.

The quantity of CPU resources which can be reallocated from one partition to another

depends  on  the  virtualisation  system  being  used,  its  configuration  and  possible

hardware  factors.   VMware  ESX  Server  [VMW2005a]  and  Solaris  Containers

[TC2004] are examples of systems which support fine granularity of CPU resources

and support sharing of CPUs between partitions.  Physical partitioning systems such

as HP Node Partitions [HP2004i] and Sun Dynamic System Domains [SM2004f] only

support allocating all of the processors on a system board.

The response type for this criterion is also specified as a numerical range.  The finest

level of granularity supported by the system under consideration is recorded as the

lower bound.  If the finest level of granularity in another configuration is coarser, this

is specified as the upper bound.  Consider IBM Logical Partitions [IBM2004a].  Using

dedicated processor partitions the finest level of CPU resource granularity is a single

CPU.  If shared processor partitions  are used,  the granularity is  much finer.  The

comment section of the response is used to record any relevant  information about

configurations required to achieve these levels of granularity.  Granularity is measured
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as  a  multiple  of  a  single  CPU.   For  systems  which  support  very fine  levels  of

granularity using shares, a value of 0.001 is recorded.  Granularity below this level is

not likely to make a significant difference.

When ranking systems the lower bound is to be used.

Response Type: Numerical range

CPU Reallocation Time Granularity (C 5.3)

The  time granularity  of  CPU resource  reallocation  refers  to  how long it  takes  to

migrate a CPU from one partition to another.  This is straightforward to understand.  If

a  system  does  not  support  any kind  of  dynamic  CPU  resource  reallocation,  this

measure is not applicable.

This criterion is more relevant to physical partitioning systems than other software

based approaches which provide very fine granularity.

The CPU reallocation time granularity typically depends on the configuration of the

system.  The best reallocation time measured is recorded as the lower bound of the

numerical range for this category.  Information about the configuration is recorded in

the comments section.  The worst CPU resource time granularity is recorded as the

upper bound.

When ranking systems the lower bound is to be used.

Response Type: Numerical range

Memory Reallocation Time Granularity (C 5.4)

Similarly memory reallocation time refers to the amount of time taken to reallocate

memory from one partition to another.  For systems which do not support dynamic

memory reallocation this criterion is not applicable.

This criterion is particularly relevant to physical partitioning systems, as these systems

may require partitions to be quiesced during memory reallocation.
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Similarly to the previous criterion, the lower and upper bounds represent the best and

worst  memory  reallocation  time  measurements  taken.   Information  about  the

configuration of the system when these values were recorded is to be included in the

comments section.

When ranking systems the lower bound is to be used.

Response Type: Numerical range

5.8.6 Scalability (C 6)
Scalability is divided into two categories.  The first category focuses on scaling to

larger partitions, the second focuses on scaling to a larger number of partitions.  Each

of these categories and their importance is discussed in greater detail in the sections

which follow.  The two scalability categories are depicted in Figure 5.11.

Figure 5.11: Two Types of Scalability
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Scalability – Scaling to Larger Partitions (C 6.1)
The  first  type  of  scalability  considered  is  the  ability  to  scale  to  larger  partitions.

Larger in this context refers to the quantity of resources which can be allocated to any

single partition.  Scaling to larger partitions is important for providing the necessary

throughput needed for some applications  [UVS+2004].  Larger partitions are useful

for supporting different tiers of an application on the same server.  This is illustrated

by an example in [HP2002].  More information on tiered applications is provided in

Chapter 2.  Scaling to larger partitions is also important for partitioning larger servers

such as the HP Superdome [HP2005d] or the Sun Fire 15k [SM2003b].  Each of these

servers supports over a hundred processors.

The scalability criteria  for this  type of scalability are  depicted  in  Figure 5.12 and

presented in the next section.

Figure 5.12: Criteria for Scalability – Scaling to Larger Partitions
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Maximum CPUs Per Partition (C 6.1.1)

Support for multi-CPU partitions is useful for ensuring throughput scalability which is

important for server consolidation [UVS+2004].  Limits on the number of CPUs per

partition are quite common and should be taken into consideration when comparing

server virtualisation systems.  Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 [MS2004c], which was

reviewed in Chapter 4, for example, is currently limited to a maximum of one CPU

per partition.  Other systems such as Sun Dynamic System Domains [SM2004f] and

IBM Logical Partitions [IBM2004a] are able to take full advantage of the available

hardware.

The largest number of CPUs supported for a partition is recorded as a numerical

range.  If there is no limit documented for a system, the maximum number of CPUs in

the largest server known to be compatible with the system is recorded (custom or

experimental configurations excluded).  Separate lower and upper bound are only

recorded if a system has multiple software (e.g. operating system) dependent limits.

An example of a system with this type of restriction is HP Node Partitions [HP2004c].

The term CPU is used here to refer to CPU cores.  A dual core chip for example will

count as two CPUs.

Response Type: Numerical range

Maximum Memory Per Partition (C 6.1.2)

Similar to the previous criterion, the maximum quantity of memory which can be

assigned to a partition is now considered.  With hardware such as the IBM p5-595

[IBM2005f] supporting up to 2 TB of memory there is a clear need for partitioning

systems which can scale to large quantities of memory.  The maximum quantity of

memory supported per partition is represented as a numerical range.  If there is no

limit documented for a system the maximum quantity of memory supported by the

largest  server  known  to  be  compatible  with  the  system  is  recorded  (custom  or

experimental configurations excluded).  As with the previous criterion, separate lower
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and upper bound values should only be recorded if a system has multiple operating

system dependent  limits.   An  example  of  such  as  system is  HP  Node  Partitions

[HP2004c].

Response Type: Numerical range

Scalability – Scaling to More Partitions (C 6.2)
The second type of scalability considered deals with factors which affect the number

of partitions which can be hosted simultaneously on the same server.  This type of

scalability is particularly important for service providers.  Scaling to many partitions

or  “protection  domains”  is  therefore  important  [WSG2002b].   Hardware  in  data

centres of web and application hosting providers is often shared between customers

[AID2002, RMS+2000].

This will  not be a critical requirement for data centres which only to host a small

number of partitions per server.  Some server virtualisation systems are more suitable

for hosting large numbers of partitions than others.  This became apparent during the

investigation into the different virtualisation approaches in Chapter 3 and the study of

current  virtualisation systems presented in  Chapter  4.   It  is  clear that  per-partition

resource usage has a major impact on the number of partitions which can be hosted on

a system.

The seven criteria for measuring this type of scalability are depicted in Figure 5.13

and discussed in the section which follows.
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Figure 5.13: Criteria for Scalability – Scaling to More Partitions

Maximum Partitions Per CPU (C 6.2.1)

Restrictive limits on the number of partitions per CPU prevent some systems from

scaling  to  a  larger  number  of  partitions.   Consider  the  example  of  HP  Virtual

Partitions [HP2003a] which only supports one partition per CPU.  For some systems,

particularly physical partitioning systems such as HP Node Partitions [HP2004i] and
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Sun Dynamic System Domains [SM2004f] the number of partitions per CPU may be

less than one.  A value greater than one indicates that CPUs can be shared by more

than one partition.

This criterion is not to be confused with the CPU resource granularity criterion from

the granularity category.  This is because the quantity of CPU resources which can be

reallocated  from  one  partition  to  another  is  not  the  same  as  the  minimum  CPU

resource allocation for a partition which is an important scalability consideration.

Response Type: Number

Sharing of Network Adapters (C 6.2.2)

If each partition requires a separate network adapter, this can become a factor limiting

the number of partitions per system.  This can be an issue when using HP Virtual

Partitions because adapters cannot be shared between vPars [HP2003a].

This criterion is not to be confused with the network bandwidth isolation criterion of

the resource isolation category.  Whether or not a system supports network bandwidth

guarantees for a shared adapter is not considered here.  The only fact being considered

is whether a single network adapter can be shared between multiple partitions.

Response Type: Boolean

Sharing of Disk Resources (Disk I/O Adapters and Local Disks) (C 6.2.3)

Similarly sharing of disk I/O adapters or local disks enables disks, whether local or

network attached, to be utilised by multiple partitions.  This reduces the likelihood of

the number  of  adapters  available  being a  factor  limiting the  number  of  partitions

possible.

This criterion is satisfied if a single disk can or disk I/O adapter can be shared between

multiple partitions.

Response Type: Boolean
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Memory Consumption

Each  server  has  a  limited  quantity  of  physical  memory,  therefore  the  memory

consumed  by partitions  (including  any overhead)  is  a  factor  which  could  restrict

scalability.  Once again this boils down to isolation versus overhead.  Systems such as

Xen  [BDF+2003]  and  VMware  [VMW2004a]  create  a  separate  operating  system

instance for each partition.  Container-based systems such as Virtuozzo [Vir2005] and

Solaris Containers [TC2004]  share a single operating system instance between the

partitions.   The latter approach requires less memory and can therefore be used to

create a larger number of partitions.  The downside to the container approach is that it

offers less isolation than separate operating system instances.  

Memory  consumption  consists  of  a  number  of  components.   Some  of  these

components such as memory consumption by containers or operating system instances

contribute towards memory consumption on a per-partition basis.  Others are global

such as memory consumed by a virtual machine monitor or host operating system.

This overhead also contributes to the amount of memory consumed.  The size of this

overhead  usually depends  on  how a  system is  configured.   This  is  the  case  with

systems  such  as  IBM  Logical  Partitions  [IBM2005b]  and  VMware  ESX  Server

[VMW2005a].  For more information on the memory overheads of these systems refer

to  Chapter  6.  Virtual  machine  monitors  and  logical  partitioning  systems  were

discussed in Chapter 3.

One  approach  to  reducing  memory  consumption  is  to  share  memory  between

partitions.  This can take a number of forms:  

One  approach,  which  was  examined  in  Chapter  4,  is  to  scan  for  duplicate  pages

between partition.  This approach is taken by VMware ESX Server and is described in

[Wal2002].  Duplicate pages are shared between partitions.  Any attempt to change

the contents of one of these pages results in a copy being created (copy on write).

This results in an overall reduction in memory consumption.  The degree of sharing

depends on the number of pages the partitions have in common.
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Another approach to sharing memory is to provide partitions with a shared filesystem.

Memory consumption  is  reduced  by  sharing  memory  mappings  of  files  between

partitions.  This is the approach used for a current project, namely XenFS [Wil2005a].

IBM  System/370  also  used  a  sharing  mechanism  to  share  duplicate  code  pages

between partitions [Gum1983].  

A high degree of sharing is also inherent in container-based systems as these systems

share a common operating system instance.

Based on these observations it is clear that memory consumption depends on many

different  factors.   Initially  memory consumption  was  broken  down  into  multiple

criteria  for the framework.  Each of these criteria represented a specific source of

memory overhead, or approach to reducing memory consumption.  This proved to be

difficult  given the interdependencies between the various factors affecting memory

consumption.  The author believed that this approach would have compromised one of

the  framework objectives  outlined  at  the  start  of  this  chapter.   One of  the  stated

objectives was for the framework to be useful.  As stated previously including too

many criteria would limit the usefulness of the framework by making it difficult to

interpret.   With  this  in  mind a  much  simpler  solution  was  adopted.   In  order  to

compare  the  memory  consumption  of  different  systems  a  common  measure  was

adopted.  The total memory consumption of a system with fifteen partitions booted.

This includes all of the sources of memory consumption and memory savings due to

optimisations such as page sharing.  This preserves the generality of the framework as

specific optimisations did not have to be incorporated into criteria.  Thus when new

approaches to reducing memory consumption are invented there is no need to change

the framework.

The memory consumption of fifteen partitions will often depend on the configuration

of the system.  For this reason the response type of this criterion is a numerical range.

The lower and upper bounds of this range represent the minimum and maximum per-

partition memory consumption values respectively.  This enables both the best and
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worst  case scenarios to be recorded for each system.  Relevant  information about

configuration settings which resulted in these memory consumption figures is to be

recorded in the comments section.

The number of fifteen was selected because multiple partitions are required to prevent

the global memory consumption overhead from dominating the memory consumption

measurement.  It is also low enough to be within the maximum number of partition

limits of all major systems.

When ranking systems using this criterion, the lower bound of the range is to be used.

This was chosen with likely applications in mind.  Virtual web hosting, which was

identified as one of the applications of server virtualisation in Chapter 3, is the most

likely application if the goal is to a large number of partitions.  In such cases it is most

likely that the least resource-intensive configuration will be used.

Response Type: Numerical range

Disk Space Consumed by a Partition (C 6.2.5)

Disk space consumed by each partition is another factor which can limit the number of

partitions which can be hosted on a system.  According to Aron  et al. [AID2002],

shared hosting providers provide service contracts which typically specify disk quotas.

Thus  disk  space  consumption  is  a  concern  when  scaling  to  a  large  number  of

partitions.   This  criterion  considers  the  disk  space  consumed  by a  newly created

partition.

For systems with a large number of partitions installing many copies of an operating

system consumes large quantities of disk space.  VMware ESX Server [VMW2005a]

and IBM Logical Partitions  [IBM2004a] are examples  of systems which require a

separate operating system instance for each partition.  Container-based systems such

as Virtuozzo [Vir2005] and Solaris Containers [TC2004] consume smaller quantities

of disk space per container instance.  On smaller systems where disk space is more
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likely to be a factor these systems will scale to a larger number of virtual servers.  One

approach  to  reducing disk  consumption  of  operating system instances  is  a  shared

filesystem such as XenFS [Wil2005a] which is currently under development.

The data type for this criterion is a numerical range.  This is because the amount of

disk space consumed by a partition depends on factors, such as the operating system

being installed, or the number of files shared in the case of container-based systems.

The  disk  space  consumed  needs  to  be  measured  for  each  of  the  common

configurations.   The  smallest  disk  usage  result  forms  the  lower  bound  for  the

numerical  range,  and  the  largest  the  upper  bound.   Relevant  information  about

configurations used to obtain these numbers needs to be included in the comments

section.

When ranking systems the lower bound of the range is to be used.

Response Type: Numerical range

Pooling of Memory (C 6.2.6)

One of  the benefits  of virtualisation highlighted in Chapter  3 is  that  of  improved

resource utilisation due to pooling of these resources.   Systems such as Microsoft

Virtual Server [MS2004c] and HP Virtual Partitions [HP2003a] only provide support

for allocating dedicated memory to partitions.  This memory cannot be used by other

partitions, even if it is not being used.  Scalability is therefore restricted as memory

needs  to  be  allocated  ahead  of  time.   This  results  in  the  silo  effect  discussed  in

Chapter 2.

Pooling of  memory involves  all  partitions  sharing a  global  pool  of  memory from

which processes  in  each partition  are  allocated memory.   This  improves  resource

utilisation, but will clearly come at the cost of resource isolation.  Pooling of memory

is supported by container-based systems.  Gradual shifting of unused memory from

one partition to another by workload management tools is not considered here.  This

was already considered in the flexibility category.
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Response Type: Boolean

Fixed Limits on Number of Partitions Per System (C 6.2.7)

Some virtualisation systems have a fixed upper limit on the number of partitions per

server.  This includes any limit which supersedes the limits resulting from resource

constraints.  An example of a system with such a restriction is IBM Logical Partitions

[IBM2005b] for larger pSeries servers.  For more details and other examples refer to

Chapter 6.

Values for  this  criterion are  specified as numerical  ranges because this  limit  may

depend on the type of server being partitioned.  Information about such dependencies

is to be included in the comment section.  The upper bound is to be used for ranking.

Response Type: Numerical range

5.8.7 Performance (C 7) 
Virtualisation offers a number of advantages, but it is not without drawbacks.  The

most significant drawback is the performance overhead of many virtualisation

systems.  According to Belpaire and Hsu [BH1975] the performance of a virtual

machine should be such that the only performance impact should be that resulting

from the sharing of resources.  This was identified as an “essential characteristic” of a

virtual machine by this source.  Efficiency was also identified by Popek and Goldberg

[PG1974] and Rosenblum [Ros2004] as one of the characteristics of a virtual machine

monitor.

The performance overhead of a virtualisation system depends on the implementation.

The approaches to implementing virtualisation systems were discussed in Chapter 3.

Benchmark  results  show  that  virtualisation  overhead  has  a  major  impact  on

application  throughput.   Some  systems  exhibit  significantly  higher  performance

overhead  than  others,  as  demonstrated  by  Barham  et  al.  [BDF+2003].   Another
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source, Surányi  et al. [SHH+2005],  compared the relative performance of different

virtualisation systems running the Apache HTTP Server [ASF2005a].   The results

obtained further illustrate this point.  These results are depicted in Figure 5.14.

Figure 5.14: Apache Performance with Various Virtualisation Systems [SHH+2005]

Performance tests  [BDF+2003,  SHH+2005,  MST+2005,  TC2004]  of  virtualisation

systems compare the performance of a benchmark run within a partition (virtualised)

to the performance obtained when running it on a standard (non-virtualised) system.

Two types of tests are used by virtualisation system authors to measure overhead and

compare their systems to competing systems.  
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Microbenchmarks 
The first approach is to use microbenchmarks to measure the performance of specific

operating system facilities and operations such as system calls or forking processes.

This  approach is  used by Barham  et al.  [BDF+2003]  and Alicherry and Gopinath

[AG2001].

Application Benchmarks
The second approach is to measure the performance of standard applications such as

web servers  or databases.   This approach is  taken by Barham  et  al.  [BDF+2003],

Surányi et al. [SHH+2005] and Tucker and Comay [TC2004].  It should be noted that

Barham et al. [BDF+2003] used both approaches.

Framework Performance Criteria
It  was  decided that  the  best  approach to  measuring performance  was  to  compare

performance using benchmarks.  Attempting to classify each system according to the

system specific optimisations employed was considered impractical, due to the wide

variety of systems available.  This would also have resulted in a loss of generality as

each new optimisation would need to be included in the framework, resulting in an

unmanageably large  set  of  criteria.   A much simpler  solution  was  selected.   The

efficiency of each virtualisation system can be measured in a practical manner though

the use of benchmarks.  By focusing on actual performance figures the framework was

kept simple and easy to interpret.

Benchmark Selection

In  order  to  ensure  that  the  benchmarks  are  available  to  as  wide  an  audience  as

possible,  only  benchmarks  which  are  freely  available  were  considered.   Another

challenge  when  selecting  benchmarks  is  the  portability  of  the  benchmark.

Virtualisation systems support a wide range of operating systems.  All of the major

virtualisation  systems  currently  support  Linux  and/or  Unix  [TOG2005].   For  this

reason,  compatibility  with  these  operating  systems  was  considered  a  minimum

requirement.
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A number of application and microbenchmarks were considered.  It was decided that

the  best  approach  would  be  to  focus  on  application  benchmarks.   This  will  be

discussed in greater detail shortly.

The  Apache  [ASF2005a]  web  server  benchmark  and  Sysbench  [SB2005]  on-line

transaction processing (OLTP) database benchmark were selected.  These benchmarks

are available for a wide range of operating systems, are freely available, and open

source.   The Apache benchmark measures  web server  throughput.   The Sysbench

OLTP benchmark measures database transactions per second (tps).  Web server and

database software are representative of common data centre applications identified in

Chapter 2.  These applications are also relevant to common virtualisation use cases

identified in Chapter 3, such as virtual web hosting and server consolidation.

The  Apache  benchmark  was  successfully  used  by  Surányi  et  al.  [SHH+2005]  to

measure the performance overhead of various virtualisation systems.  This benchmark

is also convenient as it is included with the Apache web server.

Initially  the  OSDB  benchmark  [OSD2005],  which  was  used  by  Barham  et  al.

[BDF+2003] to measure performance overhead, was considered.  Upon investigation,

the author found that this benchmark was not compatible with recent releases of the

popular MySQL database [MSQ2005].  Sysbench [SB2005] was found to be a more

suitable selection.  It provides similar database benchmarking functionality to OSDB

and is compatible with more recent releases of MySQL.  This benchmark was also

found to produce consistent results, and is reasonably easy to configure.

The Exclusion of Microbenchmarks

The  lmbench  [lmb1996]  microbenchmark  suite  was  considered  initially.   This

benchmark was used to evaluate the performance of the Xen virtual machine monitor

[BDF+2003].   One problem with microbenchmarks of this  type is the accuracy of

results.   In  one  specific  test  by  Barham  et  al.  [BDF+2003]  using  lmbench,

measurements for two identical implementations differed by thirty percent.  This was

ascribed to cache effects.
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After  over  80  test  runs  using  this  benchmark,  the  author  decided  to  exclude

microbenchmarks  from  the  performance  category  of  the  framework.   The  latest

version of this benchmark at the time of writing is lmbench 3.0-a5.  The output file for

each run of the operating system (OS) subset of tests was over 500 lines in length.

Incorporating these tests into the framework would have effectively added hundreds of

criteria.   This  would  have  made  framework  evaluation  results  very  difficult  to

interpret, especially for practitioners, such as data centre managers.  A wide variation

in results of lmbench was also observed by the author for a number of the tests.

Another  portable  benchmark,  libmicro  [SM2005e],  was  also  considered.   This

benchmark also includes a large number of tests (over 200).  Similar to lmbench, the

inclusion of hundreds of performance criteria in the framework would have made it

difficult to interpret.  Another concern was that the use of this benchmark may have

brought  the  objectivity  of  the  framework  into  question.   This  benchmark  was

developed by a developer at Sun Microsystems.  It was used to test the performance of

Solaris relative to other operating systems during the development of Solaris 10.

In addition  to  being simpler  for  practitioners  to  interpret,  application  benchmarks

correspond more closely to the actual usage of these systems than microbenchmarks.

The  selection  of  two  application  benchmarks,  which  correspond  to  common  data

centre applications, ensured that the framework remained concise, yet relevant.  These

benchmarks  will  also  reflect  network  and  disk  I/O  performance  overhead  in  the

results.

Apache Web Server Benchmark (C 7.1)
Benchmarks are to be conducted using the Apache HTTP Server version 1.3.  This

application  is  widely  used,  and  compatible  with  many  operating  systems.   The

performance  of  Apache  on  a  virtualised  system  is  to  be  compared  with  the

performance on a non-virtualised system.
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The Apache HTTP Server daemon is to be started on the test system.  A 10 kilobyte

web page is to be stored on this server.  Any unnecessary system services are to be

disabled.  Default settings are to be used for all operating system tuning parameters

and Apache settings.  Another separate system is needed to act as the client for this

test.  This system is to be connected directly to the test system.  The client system is to

launch the Apache benchmark tool with the following options:

./ab -n 100000 -c4 http://IP-Address/tenK.html

This simulates four clients sending 100000 requests.  These settings were based on

those used by Surányi et al. [SHH+2005].

The client system is to run this test six times, with a thirty second gap after each.  The

transfer rate, which is clearly indicated in the test output, is to be recorded in each

case.  The result of the first test is to be discarded as a warm up run.  The mean of the

remaining  five results  is  to  be  recorded,  along with  the  standard  deviation.   This

information, along with the system configuration is to be recorded in the comments

section.

After reconfiguring the server system to run as a virtualised system, both the server

and client test systems must be rebooted.  The test process is then repeated for the

virtualised case.

Once the throughput of the virtualised and non-virtualised cases have been measured

these  figures  are  to  be  recorded  in  kilobits per  second.   The  throughput  of  the

virtualised  case is  to  be  reported as a  percentage of  the  performance  of  the  non-

virtualised case.   If the performance overhead is  low, this  figure should approach

100%.

The highest percentage recorded for a given virtualisation system represents the upper

bound for  the  numerical  range.   The  lowest  percentage  recorded forms  the  lower

bound.

Response Type: Numerical range
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Sysbench OLTP Database Benchmark (C 7.2)
Unlike the  Apache benchmark,  Sysbench is  to  be run on the same system as  the

database  server.   MySQL 4.0  is  to  be  used  as  the  database  server.   The  on-line

transaction  processing  (OLTP)  test  is  to  be  run  using  the  default  settings.

Unnecessary system services are to be disabled and tuning parameters should not be

adjusted.  As with the previous criterion the benchmark is to be run six times, with a

thirty second delay after each run.  The first run is discarded as a warm up.  The

number of transactions per second (tps) is to be recorded.  The mean and standard

deviation are then calculated.  Once the non-virtualised configuration has been tested,

the virtualised configuration must be tested.  The system must be rebooted before

testing the virtualisation configuration.

Once the tests are completed, the mean number of transactions per second achieved

with  the  virtualised  configuration  is  to  be  expressed  as  a  percentage  of  the

corresponding  value  for  the  non-virtualised  configuration.   Information  about  the

system configuration and standard deviation is to be recorded in the comments section

for this criterion.

As  with  the  previous  criterion,  the  highest  percentage  recorded  for  a  given

virtualisation system represents the upper bound for the numerical range.  The lowest

percentage recorded forms the lower bound.

Response Type: Numerical range

Other Considerations

The purpose of the performance criteria is not to measure the overall performance of

server  equipment,  but  to  measure  the  performance  impact  of  a  virtualised

configuration  relative  to  a  non virtualised configuration.   To  ensure  transparency,

performance  evaluation  results  will  need  to  be  classified  according  the  server

equipment used to conduct the evaluation.
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The performance section of the framework does not  apply to physical  partitioning

systems.   There  is  no  performance  overhead  for  physical  partitioning  systems,

rendering any measurement pointless.  If a system no longer provides a non-virtual

mode of operation, a relative performance comparison is not possible.

The Exclusion of Cost as a Framework Criterion
The cost of commercial products was not included as one of the framework criteria.

There are a number of reasons for this.  The framework is only concerned with criteria

which are based on technical merit.  Pricing information is also volatile and subject to

external economic factors which have little or no relevance to the problem at hand.

Furthermore, pricing information for most high-end servers is not readily available.

5.9 Interpreting Results and Applying the Framework

General Interpretation and Identifying Strengths and Weaknesses

Identifying  the  relative  strengths  and  weaknesses  of  virtualisation  systems  was

identified  as  one  of  the  applications  of  the  framework.   This  application  is

demonstrated in Chapter 6.  

In this section a general discussion on how to interpret the results of evaluations using

the  framework  criteria  is  presented.   This  is  relevant  to  identifying  the  relative

strengths and weaknesses of different systems.

Each of the non-leaf nodes of the framework represents a category.  These categories

all represent characteristics which were identified as desirable for server virtualisation

systems in data centres.  For each category the systems which have been evaluated are

ranked.   This  ranking  system was  introduced  earlier  in  this  chapter.   A  category

ranking is intended as a quick reference, akin to an approximation.  This can be used

to identify general strengths and weaknesses.  Inspection of the lower level evaluation

data  in  the  leaf  nodes  is  recommended  for  a  more  detailed  analysis.   This  is

recommended because the effect of a category ranking is to summarise lower level

information resulting in a loss of detail.  To demonstrate this, consider a hypothetical

category consisting  of  six  boolean  criteria.   Two systems are  evaluated  and  each
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satisfies five of the six criteria.  Even though each system satisfies the same number of

criteria, these are not necessarily the same five criteria.  Inspection of the evaluation

data is therefore an important part of a comparison.

The leaf nodes of the framework represent lower level criteria which correspond to

specific characteristics or features.  These nodes can be used to determine the extent to

which a given system exhibits the higher-level characteristic represented by a parent

node.  

Ranking is also performed for each of the low-level criteria.  These rankings are based

directly on the low-level  data.   These rankings  are  an accurate  reflection  and not

subject  to  interpretation  the  way category rankings  spanning  multiple  criteria  are.

These low-level evaluations can be used to pinpoint specific weaknesses compared to

other systems.  An inspection of the low-level information is also recommended to

supplement leaf node rankings.

No attempt is made to determine an overall ranking spanning multiple categories.  The

reasons for this were discussed earlier in this chapter in the section on the rankings

system.  The most suitable system for a given user is requirements dependent.  With

this in mind we return to one of the applications of the framework proposed earlier in

this chapter, namely the use of the framework to define requirements.  

5.9.1 Virtualisation Requirements Filters
In order to  define requirements for a  given user  or in the design phase of  a new

virtualisation system the concept of a virtualisation requirements filter will now be

introduced.  The application of requirements filters, to provide users with a means of

specifying requirements  in  order  to  select  a  suitable  virtualisation  system,  will  be

discussed  first.   Users  in  this  context  are  decision-makers  such  as  data  centre

managers.  Chapter 7 provides an example of a virtualisation requirements filter which

was constructed to facilitate the selection of a virtualisation system for a small data

centre.
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Facilitating System Selection
The  selection  of  a  suitable  virtualisation  system  given  a  set  of  requirements

corresponds to the classification problem from the domain of expert systems.  The

following is a definition of the classification problem:

“Given a specimen which belongs to one of the object types (classes), establish the

property values applicable to the properties of the specimen in order to determine its

class or most likely classes” - de Kock [GdK2004]

In the context of server virtualisation, the objective is to identify a set of virtualisation

systems with properties which satisfy a set of requirements (properties).  The concept

of a virtualisation requirements filter which is proposed here is based on production

rules for expert systems.  Production rules are discussed by de Kock [GdK2004].

Filter Production Rules

A virtualisation requirements filter consists of a set of rules defined by a user.  The

rules specify a set of requirements based on the framework criteria.  It should be noted

that in practice users would specify rules indirectly with the aid of a GUI-oriented

decision support tool.  This would shield users from theoretical details such as the

syntax of rules.  This discussion presents the theory which could form the foundation

of such a tool.  The development of a decision support tool is beyond the scope of this

research.

Using these rules the requirements filter “filters” the list of available virtualisation

systems contained in a candidate set to obtain a set of recommended systems.  This is

the reason the name “virtualisation requirements filter” was selected.  As the rules are

applied the candidate set is narrowed down.  The only exception is the first rule.  The

first rule (R1) does not narrow this set.  It populates the candidate set with systems for

which evaluations are available.  An example of this type of rule is as follows:
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R1: add {Sun Dynamic System Domains, HP Node Partitions,  Fujitsu Physical  

Partitions,  Fujitsu Extended Partitions,  HP Integrity Virtual  Machines,  HP  

Virtual Partitions, Solaris Containers, IBM Logical Partitions (pSeries), 

Microsoft Virtual Server, VMware ESX Server}

Obviously the items in this set will depend on the number of evaluations available.

Subsequent rules can only remove items from the candidate set.  

Rule Priorities

As noted  previously the  importance  of  different  criteria  is  dependent  on  a  user's

individual requirements.  For this reason priority needs to play a role when defining

requirements.  Rules are specified by users in descending order of importance.  These

rules are also applied in this order.  This results in rule R2 being the most important

rule.   When a rule  is  applied  all  of  the  items remaining in  the candidate  set  are

evaluated before proceeding to the next rule.

Without  prioritisation  a  filter  would  provide  a  sub-optimal  recommendation.

Consider the example of a user who specifies a number of requirements in the form of

a requirements filter.  This user could specify an unimportant requirement as one of

the first rules.  If this rule were applied first,  systems which meet more important

requirements could be eliminated prematurely.

Users may specify requirements which are too strict, resulting in all of the candidate

systems being eliminated.  In such cases the recommended systems would be those

which were eliminated last.  These systems may not have met every requirement, but

would be  closest  matches.   Users may also wish to consider systems which were

eliminated if the most suitable systems are too expensive.

Filter Production Rules Defined

The rules for a filter will be referred to as filter production rules.  Filter production

rules are defined similarly to production rules.  For a definition of production rules

refer to de Kock [GdK2004].  The definition in Table 5.2 is adapted from this source.

Key differences which distinguish filter production rules include:
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• Only one conclusion for each rule

• Remove is the only valid action

• Additional predicates for sets are added (contains, notcontains)

• Additional  predicates  for  numerical  ranges  added  (rangecontains,

notrangecontains, belowrange, aboverange, notbelowrange, notaboverange)

The first rule (R1) of a requirements filter is an exception and is always of the form:

R1: add {item(1), item(2), ..., item(n)}

Filter production rules are defined in Backus Normal Form (BNF) in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2 Definition of a Filter Production Rule (in Backus Normal Form)

<filter production rule>  ::=  if <antecedent> then <conclusion> fi

<antecedent>                  ::=  <condition> {and <condition>}*

<condition>                    ::=  <literal> {or <literal>}*

<literal>                          ::=  <predicate> (current.<attribute>, <value>)

<conclusion>                  ::=   remove (current)

<predicate>                     ::=  same | notsame | greater | less | contains | notcontains | |

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||empty | notempty | rangecontains | notrangecontains | |

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||belowrange |  |aboverange | notbelowrange | |||||||||||||||||||||||

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||                notaboverange

Current represents the item from the candidate set currently being considered.

The additional predicate types are defined as follows:

List Predicates

As the list data type does not contain duplicate values, any list L can be represented by

a corresponding set S of elements.  If L contains a single element, “none”, then S is

the empty set.   If not,  each element in L has a corresponding element in S.   The

following predicates are defined in terms of S.  Each attribute is assumed to have a list

data type.
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empty : empty (current.attribute) is true if S = φ, false otherwise 

notempty :notempty (current.attribute) is true if S ≠ φ, false otherwise

contains : contains (current.attribute, x) is true if x ∈ S, false otherwise

notcontains : notcontains (current.attribute, x) is true if x ∉ S, false otherwise

Numerical Range Predicates

A numerical range is a set S of real numbers with an upper bound z and a lower bound

y such that:

Any value x ∈ S if x ∈ ℝ and y ≤ x ≤ z where y, z ∈ ℝ and y ≤ z

The following predicates are defined in terms of S for numerical ranges with a lower

bound of y and an upper bound of z.  Each attribute is assumed to have a numerical

range data type and x ∈ ℝ .

rangecontains : rangecontains (current.attribute, x) is true if y ≤ x ≤ z, false 

otherwise 

notrangecontains : notrangecontains (current.attribute, x) is true if x < y 

or x > z, false otherwise  

This is equivalent to: belowrange(current.attribute, x) or aboverange

(current.attribute, x)

belowrange : belowrange (current.attribute, x) is true if x < y, false otherwise

aboverange : aboverange (current.attribute, x) is true if x > z, false otherwise

notbelowrange : notbelowrange (current.attribute, x) is  true if  x  ≥ y, false 

otherwise
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notaboverange : notaboverange (current.attribute, x) is  true if x  ≤ z,  false 

otherwise

Rule Examples

The following are examples of filter production rules:

if aboverange(current.“CPU Resource (Re)Allocation Quantity”, “0.5”) then 

remove (current) fi

if notsame(current.“filesystem isolation”, “Yes”) then remove (current) fi

if notcontains(current.“operating system compatibility”, “Linux”) then remove

(current) fi

if greater (current.“Memory resource (re)allocation quantity”, “16 MB”) and 

notcontains (current.“Memory Resource Isolation”, “Capping”) then 

remove (current) fi

It is recommended, for readability and consistency, that requirements be specified as

positives.   Thus  in  order  to  eliminate  unsuitable  systems  predicates  are  typically

specified in the negative.  

Guiding Requirements Definition for a New System

Another potential application could be to use a filter to specify requirements for a new

virtualisation system during the design phase.  These requirements could be identified

with the aid of the framework by examining evaluations of current systems.

5.10 Generality and Extensibility of the Framework
The  framework  was  designed  to  be  applicable  to  a  wide  range  of  virtualisation

systems.  It is not restricted to any particular set of implementation approaches.  The

high-level framework criteria (categories) are based on general characteristics such as

compatibility and granularity.  This  makes it  possible to  extend the framework to

include additional low-level criteria in future.
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5.11 Conclusion
The goal of the framework presented in this chapter was to provide an objective set of

criteria for comparing server virtualisation systems.  The usefulness and applicability

of this framework are demonstrated in Chapters 6 and 7.  Chapter 6 documents the

evaluation results of ten virtualisation systems using the framework.  These systems

are also ranked in each of the framework categories using the ranking system which

was presented  in this  chapter.   This  ranking system is  kept  reasonably simple yet

accurate despite, the complex nature of the information.  The accuracy of the category

ranking system is discussed further in Chapter 6.  The evaluations in Chapter 6 are

based  on  literature.   Chapter  7  provides  a  case  study  of  a  complete  evaluation

incorporating practical aspects and experimentation.  The use of requirements filters

to assist in the selection of a suitable virtualisation system is also demonstrated in

Chapter 7

Designing  this  framework  was  not  a  straightforward  task.   Achieving  a  clean

separation  between the  various  framework categories  proved  to  be  a  considerable

challenge.  The resulting tree structure represents the clean separation achieved.

The need to balance the requirements of thoroughness and simplicity was identified at

an early stage of the framework's design.  To realise this goal the framework focuses

on  a  manageable  set  of  relevant  criteria.   These  criteria  were  selected  based  on

characteristics which were identified as the most useful for virtualisation systems in

data centres.

The filtering mechanism proposed in this chapter forms the theoretical foundation for

a  decision  support  system  based  on  the  framework  criteria.   Although  the

implementation of such a system is beyond the scope of this research, it does provide

an avenue for future work.
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One of the achievements of the framework was to provide a structure onto which

relevant information about virtualisation systems can be mapped.  This is particularly

valuable  given  the  fact  that  such  information  is  often  unstructured  and  dispersed

among multiple sources.
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Chapter 6: Evaluation of Existing Systems Using the
Framework

6.1 Introduction
The design of the framework was presented in Chapter 5.   In order to realise the

benefits of this framework, such as facilitating decision-making and identifying the

relative strengths and weaknesses of systems, existing virtualisation systems need to

be evaluated.  The use of the framework to evaluate a number of current virtualisation

systems  is  demonstrated  in  this  chapter.   These  evaluations  serve  a  number  of

purposes:

• Demonstrate the practicality of the framework

• Populate the framework with useful information

• Provide an example  for others  to  follow when evaluating systems using the
framework

• Demonstrate  how the  framework can be  used to  highlight  the  strengths  and
weaknesses of each system

• Demonstrate the ranking system described in Chapter 5

These evaluations are based on a literature study.  The systems selected for evaluation

were evaluated against all of the framework criteria which could be evaluated from

literature.  This was for practical reasons.  A few of the framework criteria, such as

those  requiring  performance  measurements,  need  to  be  evaluated  experimentally.

Evaluating all of these systems using experimentation would require purchasing and

deploying  an  example  of  each  system.   Budgetary  constraints  alone  made  this

infeasible.  An evaluation based on literature is valid because this literature included

detailed  system  manuals  and  white  papers,  which  contain  detailed  technical

information about these systems.
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An example  of  a  complete  evaluation,  including practical  aspects,  is  presented in

Chapter 7.   Solaris  Containers is  the subject  of this  evaluation.   This system was

selected with the aid of the framework as the most suitable system for use in the

NMMU Telkom CoE data centre.  The system selection process is also presented in

Chapter 7.

Ten  major  virtualisation  systems  have  been  evaluated  using  the  framework.   The

selected  systems  are  (in  no  particular  order)  HP  Node  Partitions,  HP  Virtual

Partitions,  Fujitsu  Extended  Partitions,  Fujitsu  Physical  Partitions,  HP  Integrity

Virtual  Machines,  IBM Logical  Partitions,  Sun Dynamic System Domains,  Solaris

Containers, VMware ESX Server 2.5 and Microsoft Virtual Server 2005.  Seven of

these  systems  were  discussed  in  Chapter  4.   In  order  to  test  the  practicality  of

evaluating systems using the framework, three systems are evaluated which were not

considered during the design phase  of the  framework.   These  systems are  Fujitsu

Extended Partitions, Fujitsu Physical Partitions and HP Integrity Virtual Machines.

This chapter consists of three main sections:

• Comparative evaluations using the framework

• Strengths and weaknesses analysis

• Evaluation feasibility

6.2 Evaluations
In  this  section  comparative  evaluations  of  ten  current  virtualisation  systems  are

presented.   These  evaluations  are  based  on  information  which  is  current  on  22

November 2005.  The evaluation data is presented in tabular form for each of the low-

level  criteria.   A general  discussion  is  provided  for  each  of  the  categories.   The

ranking system which was introduced in Chapter 5 was used to rank the systems.  For

brevity the category rankings will be presented in the form of a bar chart for each

category.  The rankings for each of the low-level criteria are included in the tables

alongside the evaluation data.
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Evaluating current virtualisation systems using the framework also serves to test the

applicability  of  the  criteria  selected  in  the  previous  chapter.   As  stated  in  the

introduction, this evaluation is based on available literature.  Some of the framework

criteria  are not applied in this section,  as these criteria require having each of the

systems to test.  These criteria are clearly marked as such in the sections which follow.

The  merits  of  the  framework  criteria  selected  were  covered  in  Chapter  5.   The

commentary on the evaluations which follow focuses on how the different systems

fare against  the  framework criteria.   This serves  to  critically compare  the  various

systems and their capabilities according to the framework criteria.

Compatibility (C 1)
The compatibility evaluation results are presented in tabular form in Tables 6.1 to 6.5.

It is clear from Table 6.1 that the majority of the virtualisation systems evaluated are

restricted to  a  single  instruction  set  architecture (ISA).   This  restricts  the type of

hardware on which a system can be used.  The exceptions are Solaris Containers, HP

Node Partitions and HP Virtual Partitions.  These systems are ranked above the others

for this criterion.  Three of the systems evaluated support the common x86 ISA.  

Seven of the ten systems evaluated are restricted to a single operating system.  Three

systems,  namely  VMware  ESX  Server,  HP  Node  Partitions  and  IBM  Logical

Partitions, support multiple operating systems.  As a result, these systems are ranked

above the others for this criterion.  The operating systems supported by these systems

are listed in Tables 6.2a and b.  These systems can all host multiple operating system

instances simultaneously on the same server.  Sun Dynamic System Domains,  the

Fujitsu  partitioning  systems  and  Microsoft  Virtual  Server  2005  support  different

versions of the same operating system simultaneously.  Refer to Tables 6.5a and b for

more details.

Interestingly nPartitions, ESX Server and LPARs support multiple operating systems

and a single ISA (IA64, x86 and POWER respectively), whereas Solaris Containers

support a single operating system (Solaris) and two ISAs (x86 and SPARC).
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Driver support is unlikely to be an issue with most of the systems evaluated as most

are designed for and supported on vendor specific hardware.  The only case where

driver support  is significantly different  between the virtualised and non-virtualised

cases is with VMware ESX Server.  This is reflected in Tables 6.3a and b, where this

system is ranked below the others.

Solaris  Containers  appears  to  be  the  only  system  evaluated  which  may  be

incompatible with some existing applications.  While the vast  majority of existing

applications are compatible with Solaris Containers, there are a number of restrictions.

Containers cannot be used as NFS servers for example, nor can a user of a partition

load a kernel module.  These and other similar restrictions are unlikely to be an issue

for most applications.  All of the systems evaluated satisfy this criterion, as per the

requirements stipulated in Chapter 5.  For this reason all of the systems in Table 6.4

are ranked in first place for this particular criterion.

Table 6.1: Instruction Set Architectures Supported (C 1.1)

Virtualisation System Rank Instruction Set Architectures
(ISAs) Supported

HP Node Partitions 1 PA-RISC, IA64 (Itanium)
HP Virtual Partitions 1 PA-RISC, IA64 (Itanium)
Solaris 10 Containers 1 SPARC, x86 
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 2 SPARC
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 2 SPARC
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 2 IA64 (Itanium)
IBM Logical Partitions 2 POWER
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 2 x86
Sun Dynamic System Domains 2 SPARC
VMware ESX Server 2.5 2 x86
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Table 6.2a: Operating System Compatibility (C 1.2)

Virtualisation System Rank Operating System Compatibility
VMware ESX Server 2.5 1 Windows,  Linux,  NetWare,  Solaris,

FreeBSD.
Comment:

Refer to  the guest OS installation guide

for more information [VMW2005c]
HP Node Partitions 2 HP-UX,  Windows,  Linux,  OpenVMS

Comment:

Windows, OpenVMS and Linux are only

supported on Itanium [HP2005i]
IBM Logical Partitions 3 AIX, Linux, i5/OS
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 4 Solaris

Comment:

Requires Solaris 8 or higher [FS2005a]
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 4 Solaris

Comment:

Requires Solaris 8 or higher [FS2005a]

(continued...)
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Table 6.2b: Operating System Compatibility (C 1.2)

Virtualisation System Rank Operating System Compatibility
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 4 HP-UX

Comment:

Requires  HP-UX  11i  v2  May  2005  or

later [HP2005g]
HP Virtual Partitions 4 HP-UX

Comment:

HP-UX 11i v1 or later for PA-RISC.

HP-UX  11i  v2  or  later  required  for

Itanium [HP2005h].
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 4 Windows

Comment:

Other  x86  operating  systems  which  are

not officially supported are compatible
Solaris 10 Containers 4 Solaris

Comment:

Only Solaris 10 is currently supported
Sun Dynamic System Domains 4 Solaris

Comment:

Requires Solaris 8 or higher [SM2004f]
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Table 6.3a: Device Compatibility (C 1.3)

Virtualisation System Rank Device Compatibility
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 1 Yes
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 1 Yes
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 1 Yes 

Comment:

Requirement  satisfied trivially as only a

selected set  of IBM servers needs to be

supported
HP Node Partitions 1 Yes
HP Virtual Partitions 1 Yes 

Comment:

Lack  of  support  for  graphics  cards  or

audio  is  not  relevant  to  server

applications.
IBM Logical Partitions 1 Yes 

Comment:

Requirement  satisfied trivially as only a

selected set  of IBM servers needs to be

supported

(continued...)
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Table 6.3b: Device Compatibility (C 1.3)

Virtualisation System Rank Device Compatibility
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 1 Yes 

Comment:

Uses emulated device drivers for virtual

machines which interact with devices via

device drivers of the host.  This provides

support  for  many  standard  devices.

Sound cards are not currently supported.

[MS2004c]
Solaris 10 Containers 1 Yes 

Comment:

Although Solaris compatibility is limited

to a hardware compatibility list,  there is

no difference between the device support

in  the  virtualised  and  non-virtualised

cases.
Sun Dynamic System Domains 1 Yes
VMware ESX Server 2.5 2 No 

Comment:

Only  a  certified  set  of  devices  are

supported  by  the  ESX  Server  VMM.

This  restricts  compatibility  compared  to

the  non-virtualised  case.   Supported

hardware is listed in a compatibility guide

[VMW2005b].
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Table 6.4: Compatibility with Existing Applications (C 1.4)

Virtualisation System Rank Compatibility with Existing
Applications

IBM Logical Partitions 1 Yes
VMware ESX Server 2.5 1 Yes
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 1 Yes
Solaris 10 Containers 1 Yes

Comment:

Most  applications  are  compatible,  but

there are exceptions.   Examples  include

kernel  modules  and  applications  which

require  a  partition  to  act  as  an  NFS

server.
Sun Dynamic System Domains 1 Yes
HP Node Partitions 1 Yes
HP Virtual Partitions 1 Yes
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 1 Yes
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 1 Yes
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 1 Yes
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Table 6.5a: Concurrent Operating Systems Compatibility (C 1.5)

Virtualisation System Rank Concurrent Operating Systems
Compatibility

HP Node Partitions 1 Different  OS  [HP2004c],  OS  version

[HP2004b], OS patch level
IBM Logical Partitions 1 Different OS, OS version, OS patch level
VMware ESX Server 2.5 1 Different OS, OS version, OS patch level
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 2 OS version, OS patch level

Comment:

(only Solaris is supported) [FS2005a]
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 2 OS version, OS patch level

Comment:

(only Solaris is supported) [FS2005a]
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 2 OS version, OS patch level

Comment:

Different versions and patch levels of HP-

UX [HP2005g]
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 2 OS version, OS patch level

Comment:

Only Windows is officially supported.

(continued...)
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Table 6.5b: Concurrent Operating Systems Compatibility (C 1.5)

Virtualisation System Rank Concurrent Operating Systems
Compatibility

Sun Dynamic System Domains 2 OS version, OS patch level 
Comment:

Different  versions  of  Solaris  supported

[SM2003b].
HP Virtual Partitions 3 OS patch level

Comment:

Only HP-UX is supported [HP2004c].

All  HP-UX instances  must  be the  same

version [HP2005h] within the same node

(server or nPartition).  Supports different

patch levels of HP-UX 11i [HP2004k]
Solaris 10 Containers 4 None

Comment:

A single  OS instance is  shared between

all containers.

Category Ranking

The overall ranking results for compatibility are depicted in Figure 6.1.  These results

are based on the ranking system presented in Chapter 5.  Unlike individual criteria,

where smaller values are better, higher category ranking values are better.  This is

because category ranking values represent the average number of points scored by a

system in a category.  Rankings for a specific low-level criterion represent positions.

As  discussed  in  Chapter  5,  the  category  ranking  system  is  intended  as  a  quick

reference,  or  approximation,  to  indicate  the  relative  strengths  and  weaknesses  of

systems within a category.  In Figure 6.1 HP Node Partitions fared the best, followed

by IBM Logical Partitions and VMware ESX server.  Node Partitions support two

ISAs and four operating systems whereas Logical Partitions support a single ISA and
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three operating systems.  VMware ESX Server supports more operating systems than

any of the others, but only supports a single ISA (x86).  This, together with limited

device driver support,  resulted in this  system being ranked in third place.  Virtual

Partitions and Solaris Containers were boosted by the fact that they each support two

ISAs.  The remaining systems all support only a single operating system (although

multiple versions) on a single ISA.  It is debatable whether Solaris Containers should

have  been  ranked  above  systems  which  support  multiple  versions  of  the  same

operating system.  The reason for this  was that  it  supports  two ISAs, boosting its

score.  As emphasised in Chapter 5, manual inspection of the low-level evaluation

data is always recommended.

Figure 6.1: Ranking Results for the Compatibility Category
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Isolation (C 2)
The  isolation  features  of  each  system are  evaluated  according to  three  groupings.

These are discussed separately in the sections which follow.

Fault Isolation (C 2.1)

The fault isolation evaluation results are presented in Table 6.6 and Table 6.7.

Fault  isolation  is  a  clear  strength  of  physical  partitioning  systems  such  as  Sun

Dynamic System Domains, HP Node Partitions and the Fujitsu partitioning systems.

This  provides isolation from hardware failures.   These systems are ranked in first

place for this criterion.  This is reflected in Table 6.6.

Software isolation is provided by nearly all of the systems evaluated.  These systems

have a separate operating system instance for each partition.  This provides isolation

from operating  system failures  in  other  partitions.   The  only exception  is  Solaris

Containers.   This  system  shares  a  single  operating  system  instance  between  all

partitions.   For  this  reason this  system is  ranked behind  all  of  the  others for  this

criterion.  This information is summarised in Table 6.7.

Table 6.6: Physical Isolation Between Partitions (C 2.1.1)

Virtualisation System Rank Physical Isolation Between
Partitions

Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 1 Yes
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 1 Yes
HP Node Partitions 1 Yes
Sun Dynamic System Domains 1 Yes
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 2 No
HP Virtual Partitions 2 No
IBM Logical Partitions 2 No
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 2 No
Solaris 10 Containers 2 No
VMware ESX Server 2.5 2 No
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Table 6.7: Separate Operating System Kernel for Each Partition (C 2.1.2)

Virtualisation System Rank Separate Operating System Kernel
for Each Partition

Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 1 Yes
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 1 Yes
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 1 Yes
HP Node Partitions 1 Yes
HP Virtual Partitions 1 Yes
IBM Logical Partitions 1 Yes
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 1 Yes
Sun Dynamic System Domains 1 Yes
VMware ESX Server 2.5 1 Yes
Solaris 10 Containers 2 No

Category Ranking

The ranking results for the fault isolation category are depicted in Figure 6.2.  The

superior isolation provided by the physical  partitioning systems is  reflected in  the

ranking results.   Solaris  Containers received the lowest  score.   This  is  because  it

shares a single operating system instance between partitions.
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Figure 6.2: Ranking Results for the Fault Isolation Category

Resource Isolation (C 2.2)

The resource isolation criteria focus on four resources, namely CPU, memory, disk

and network bandwidth resources.  The evaluations are presented in Tables 6.8 to

6.12.

Seven of the systems evaluated provide support for dedicating CPUs to partitions in at

least one configuration.  These systems are ranked in first place.  Some systems can

mix  dedicated  and  scheduled  CPUs.   IBM  LPARs,  for  example,  can  host  both

dedicated  and  shared  processor  partitions  simultaneously  on  the  same  system.

Similarly Solaris Containers supports both shares based CPU allocation and processor

sets.

Scheduling of shared CPU resources is supported by half of the systems evaluated.

Only the physical partitioning systems do not support this feature.  Systems which

only provide this type of isolation are ranked behind the others.  For more detailed

information refer to Table 6.8.
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Nearly all of the systems evaluated can allocate a guaranteed quantity of memory to

each partition.   Solaris Containers is the only system which does not support this.

Only memory usage capping is supported currently.  As a result, Solaris Containers is

ranked last in Table 6.9b.

All of the systems under consideration support dedicating hard disks to partitions in

one form or another.  Only VMware ESX Server supports disk bandwidth guarantees

for  shared disks.   Systems which support  sharing of  disks  without  any bandwidth

guarantees are ranked below the other systems.  This information is presented in Table

6.10.

Disk space quotas can be enforced using any of the ten systems evaluated.  This is

typically achieved using disk partitions or dedicated disks.  This resulted in all of the

systems being ranked in first place in Table 6.11.

Support  for  dedicating  network  adapters  to  partitions  is  also  widespread.   Only

VMware ESX Server and Solaris Containers support per-partition scheduled network

bandwidth guarantees.  The three systems which cannot provide network bandwidth

guarantees, despite supporting sharing of such adapters, are ranked last.   For more

details refer to Table 6.12.

Overall there was very little support for capping usage of shared resources in all the

systems evaluated.
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Table 6.8: CPU Resource Isolation (C 2.2.1)

Virtualisation System Rank CPU Resource Isolation
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 1 Dedicated
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 1 Dedicated
HP Node Partitions 1 Dedicated
HP Virtual Partitions 1 Dedicated
IBM Logical Partitions 1 Dedicated, scheduled, scheduled capping

Comment:

Dedicated  processor  partitions  provide

dedicated CPU support.  Shared processor

partitions  provide  scheduler-based

isolation.   Scheduled  capping  is  also

supported [IBM2004f].
Solaris 10 Containers 1 Dedicated, scheduled

Comment:

Dedicated CPU functionality provided by

processor  sets.   A  fair  share  scheduler

provides scheduled isolation.
Sun Dynamic System Domains 1 Dedicated
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 2 Scheduled

Comment:

Only  virtual  CPUs  are  supported

[HP2005g].   More than one virtual  CPU

can share a single physical CPU, thus only

scheduled isolation is provided.
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 2 Scheduled [MS2004c],  scheduled capping
VMware ESX Server 2.5 2 Scheduled 

Comment:

More  than  one  virtual  CPU  can  be

scheduled  to  run  on  the  same  physical

CPU (inferred from [IBM2005c]).
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Table 6.9a: Memory Resource Isolation (C 2.2.2)

Virtualisation System Rank Memory Resource Isolation
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 1 Guaranteed allocation

Comment:

Memory  dedicated  to  each  partition

[FS2005a]
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 1 Guaranteed allocation

Comment:

Memory  dedicated  to  each  partition

[FS2005a]
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 1 Guaranteed allocation

Comment:

Memory  dedicated  to  each  partition

[HP2005g]
HP Node Partitions 1 Guaranteed allocation

Comment:

Memory dedicated to each partition
HP Virtual Partitions 1 Guaranteed allocation

Comment:

Memory dedicated to each partition

(continued...)
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Table 6.9b: Memory Resource Isolation (C 2.2.2)

Virtualisation System Rank Memory Resource Isolation
IBM Logical Partitions 1 Guaranteed allocation

Comment:

Memory dedicated to each partition
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 1 Guaranteed allocation

Comment:

A fixed quantity of memory is dedicated

to  each  partition  and  cannot  be  over

committed [MS2004c]
Sun Dynamic System Domains 1 Guaranteed allocation

Comment:

Memory dedicated to each partition
VMware ESX Server 2.5 1 Guaranteed allocation
Solaris 10 Containers 2 Capping

Comment:

Only capping of physical memory usage

is  supported.   This  is  enforced

asynchronously  using  a  daemon

[SM2005d]
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Table 6.10: Disk Bandwidth Isolation (C 2.2.3)

Virtualisation System Rank Disk Bandwidth Isolation
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 1 Dedicated [FS2005a]
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 1 Dedicated [FS2005a]
HP Node Partitions 1 Dedicated
HP Virtual Partitions 1 Dedicated
Sun Dynamic System Domains 1 Dedicated
VMware ESX Server 2.5 1 Dedicated, scheduled

Comment:

A  shares  based  approach  is  used  for

scheduling [VMW2005a].
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 2 Dedicated, unscheduled shared [HP2005g]
IBM Logical Partitions 2 Dedicated, unscheduled shared
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 2 Dedicated, unscheduled shared
Solaris 10 Containers 2 Dedicated, unscheduled shared

Comment:

Disks  can  be  dedicated  by  ensuring  that

only one zone is installed on the disk to be

dedicated [SM2005d].  No disk scheduling

provided.
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Table 6.11: Disk Space Usage Limits (C 2.2.4)

Virtualisation System Rank Disk Space Usage Limits
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 1 Yes [HP2005g]
IBM Logical Partitions 1 Yes [IBM2004a]
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 1 Yes [MS2004c]
Solaris 10 Containers 1 Yes

Comment:

This  can  be  achieved  using  a  disk

partition
VMware ESX Server 2.5 1 Yes [VMW2005a]
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 1 Yes

Comment:

Dedicated disks
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 1 Yes

Comment:

Dedicated disks
HP Node Partitions 1 Yes

Comment:

Dedicated disks
HP Virtual Partitions 1 Yes

Comment:

Dedicated disks
Sun Dynamic System Domains 1 Yes

Comment:

Dedicated disks
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Table 6.12: Network Bandwidth Isolation (C 2.2.5)

Virtualisation System Rank Network Bandwidth Isolation
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 1 Dedicated [FS2005a]
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 1 Dedicated [FS2005a]
HP Node Partitions 1 Dedicated 
HP Virtual Partitions 1 Dedicated 
Solaris 10 Containers 1 Dedicated, scheduled

Comment:

(using IP QoS)
Sun Dynamic System Domains 1 Dedicated 
VMware ESX Server 2.5 1 Dedicated, scheduled, scheduled capping

Comment:

Scheduling  for  outbound  traffic  only.

[VMW2005a].   Alternative  is  dedicated

adapter [IBM2005c]
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 2 Dedicated [HP2005g], unscheduled shared
IBM Logical Partitions 2 Dedicated, unscheduled shared
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 2 Dedicated, unscheduled shared

Category Ranking

The resource isolation category rankings are shown in Figure 6.3.  The physical

partitioning systems provided the best isolation of resources, along with HP Virtual

Partitions.  HP Integrity Virtual Machines and Microsoft Virtual Server fared the

worst.  This was due to a lack of dedicated CPU support and scheduled network

bandwidth guarantees.  Refer to Table 6.8 and Table 6.12 for more details.
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Figure 6.3: Ranking Results for the Resource Isolation Category

Security and Namespace Isolation (C 2.3)

Most of the criteria considered for the security and namespace isolation category are

basic requirements for any virtualisation system.  It is not surprising then that all of

the systems evaluated satisfy most or all of the criteria.  The evaluation results are

presented in Tables 6.13 to 6.18.

Isolation of filesystems is supported by all systems.  Solaris Containers only satisfies

this  requirement  if  no  loopback  mounts  are  used  to  share  directories  between

partitions.  This resulted in all the systems being ranked equally in Table 6.13.

All  of  the  systems  evaluated  isolate  information  about  installed  packages  and

applications.  For most systems this is due to the fact that each partition has a separate

operating system instance.  This result is recorded in Table 6.14.
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Network port bindings are isolated by all of the systems, leaving applications in each

partition  free  to  bind  to  ports  without  being  constrained  by  port  bindings  of

applications  in  other  partitions.   This  resulted  in  all  of  the  systems being ranked

equally in Table 6.15.

Inter-partition communication is restricted to standard network interfaces for all of the

systems  evaluated.   Processes  in  one  partition  are  unable  to  use  any  other

communication channels.  This information is recorded in Table 6.16.

Isolation  of  operating  system  tuning  parameters,  such  as  kernel  parameters,  is

provided by the majority of the systems.  Only Solaris Containers did not meet this

criterion.  The other systems, which create a separate operating system instance for

each partition isolate these settings without any additional work.  Solaris Containers

provides support for isolating of some, but not all of these settings using projects.

This  is  reflected  in  Table  6.17.   This  resulted in  Solaris  Containers being ranked

below the other systems for this criterion.

All of the systems evaluated provide a separate set of users for each partition.  This

resulted in all of the systems being ranked equally in Table 6.18.
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Table 6.13: Filesystem Isolation (C 2.3.1)

Virtualisation System Rank Filesystem Isolation
IBM Logical Partitions 1 Yes
VMware ESX Server 2.5 1 Yes
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 1 Yes
Solaris 10 Containers 1 Yes

Comment:

Only  when no directories are shared via

loopback mounted filesystem.
Sun Dynamic System Domains 1 Yes
HP Node Partitions 1 Yes
HP Virtual Partitions 1 Yes
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 1 Yes
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 1 Yes
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 1 Yes

Table 6.14: Isolation of Package Databases (C 2.3.2)

Virtualisation System Rank Isolation of Package Databases
IBM Logical Partitions 1 Yes
VMware ESX Server 2.5 1 Yes
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 1 Yes
Solaris 10 Containers 1 Yes
Sun Dynamic System Domains 1 Yes
HP Node Partitions 1 Yes
HP Virtual Partitions 1 Yes
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 1 Yes
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 1 Yes
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 1 Yes
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Table 6.15: Isolation of Network Port Bindings (C 2.3.3)

Virtualisation System Rank Isolation of Network Port
Bindings

IBM Logical Partitions 1 Yes
VMware ESX Server 2.5 1 Yes
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 1 Yes
Solaris 10 Containers 1 Yes
Sun Dynamic System Domains 1 Yes
HP Node Partitions 1 Yes
HP Virtual Partitions 1 Yes
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 1 Yes
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 1 Yes
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 1 Yes

Table 6.16: Inter-partition Communication Isolation (C 2.3.4)

Virtualisation System Rank Inter-partition Communication
Isolation

IBM Logical Partitions 1 Yes
VMware ESX Server 2.5 1 Yes
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 1 Yes
Solaris 10 Containers 1 Yes
Sun Dynamic System Domains 1 Yes
HP Node Partitions 1 Yes
HP Virtual Partitions 1 Yes
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 1 Yes
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 1 Yes
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 1 Yes
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Table 6.17: Isolation of Operating System Tuning Parameters (C 2.3.5)

Virtualisation System Rank Isolation of Operating System
Tuning Parameters

Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 1 Yes
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 1 Yes
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 1 Yes
HP Node Partitions 1 Yes
HP Virtual Partitions 1 Yes
IBM Logical Partitions 1 Yes
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 1 Yes
Sun Dynamic System Domains 1 Yes
VMware ESX Server 2.5 1 Yes
Solaris 10 Containers 2 No

Comment:

Some parameters are supported on a per-

project  basis,  other  are  global  and

therefore not isolated.

Table 6.18: Separate Set of Users for Each Partition (C 2.3.6)

Virtualisation System Rank Separate Set of Users for Each
Partition

IBM Logical Partitions 1 Yes
VMware ESX Server 2.5 1 Yes
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 1 Yes
Solaris 10 Containers 1 Yes
Sun Dynamic System Domains 1 Yes
HP Node Partitions 1 Yes
HP Virtual Partitions 1 Yes
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 1 Yes
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 1 Yes
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 1 Yes
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Category Ranking

The category ranking results depicted in Figure 6.4 reflect the fact that most of the

systems scored maximum points for each of the criteria.  The only exception is Solaris

Containers which does not isolate all of the operating system tuning parameters.  This

system was ranked last in this category.

Figure 6.4: Ranking Results for the Security and Namespace Isolation Category

Manageability (C 3)
The manageability category of the  framework concentrates  on a small  set  of  core

manageability features.  A result of this approach is that most of the systems evaluated

in this section scored top points in most of the categories.  Once these systems are also

evaluated using the time taken to install partitions criterion, this will change.  The

manageability evaluation data is recorded in Tables 6.19 to 6.21.
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Graphical management tools are available for all of the systems under consideration.

This is reflected in Tables 6.19a and b.  These systems are ranked equally for this

criterion  as  a  result.   For  some systems  this  is  the  default  method  for  managing

partitions.   Other  systems  are  typically  managed  using  a  command  line  interface

(CLI), but also provide GUI tools.  GUI management tools for Solaris Containers were

only released a few months after the release of Solaris 10.  The use of the new GUI

tools is optional with many users, including the author, using only the command line

utilities.

The management of partitions can be automated, using scripts, for all of the systems

evaluated in this chapter.  This is done using either standard Unix shell scripts or via

special  interfaces.   Microsoft  Virtual  Server  2005  exposes  a  COM  interface  for

managing partitions.  This information is presented in Table 6.20.

As discussed in the introduction, it is not feasible to purchase and test an example of

each  system being  evaluated  here.   Measuring  the  time  it  takes  to  install  a  new

partition is an example of a criterion which cannot be evaluated by studying literature.

The only system supporting live migration of partitions between servers which was

evaluated was VMware ESX Server.  This resulted in this system being ranked ahead

of all the other systems in Table 6.21.
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Table 6.19a: GUI Tools for Partition Management (C 3.1)

Virtualisation System Rank GUI Tools for Partition
Management

IBM Logical Partitions 1 Yes
Comment:

Hardware  Management  Console  (HMC)

panel
VMware ESX Server 2.5 1 Yes

Comment:

VMware Management Interface
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 1 Yes

Comment:

Virtual  Server  Administration  Web  site

[MS2004c]
Solaris 10 Containers 1 Yes

Comment:

(Optional  -  Solaris  Container  Manager

1.1 [SM2005a])
Sun Dynamic System Domains 1 Yes

Comment:

Solaris Management Center [SM2003a]

(continued...)
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Table 6.19b: GUI Tools for Partition Management (C 3.1)

Virtualisation System Rank GUI Tools for Partition
Management

HP Node Partitions 1 Yes 
Comment:

HP Partition Manager [HP2005k]
HP Virtual Partitions 1 Yes 

Comment:

GUI only available for PA-RISC servers,

and  only  supported  for  HP-UX  11i  v1

[HP2005h].  No GUI for Integrity servers,

or PA-RISC servers running HP-UX 11i

v2.
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 1 Yes [HP2005g]
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 1 Yes

Comment:

Fujitsu ServerView [FS2004b]
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 1 Yes

Comment:

Fujitsu ServerView [FS2004b]
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Table 6.20: Scripting Support (C 3.2)

Virtualisation System Rank Scripting Support
IBM Logical Partitions 1 Yes [IBM2005b]
VMware ESX Server 2.5 1 Yes [VMW2005a]
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 1 Yes [MS2004c]
Solaris 10 Containers 1 Yes [SM2005d]
Sun Dynamic System Domains 1 Yes 
HP Node Partitions 1 Yes [HP2004c]
HP Virtual Partitions 1 Yes [HP2003a]
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 1 Yes [HP2005g]
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 1 Yes 
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 1 Yes 

Time Taken to Install a Partition (C 3.3)

This criterion requires each system to be tested individually.  Results will vary, based

on hardware configuration and results will have to be submitted on a case by case

basis.
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Table 6.21: Live Migration of Partitions Between Separate Servers (C 3.4)

Virtualisation System Rank Live Migration of Partitions
Between Separate Servers

VMware ESX Server 2.5 1 Yes 
Comment:

VMotion [VMW2005d]
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 2 No
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 2 No
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 2 No
HP Node Partitions 2 No
HP Virtual Partitions 2 No
IBM Logical Partitions 2 No
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 2 No
Solaris 10 Containers 2 No
Sun Dynamic System Domains 2 No

Category Ranking

Support  for live migration is the reason for ESX Server receiving the best overall

ranking for this category.  This can clearly be seen in Figure 6.5.  Once the time taken

to install partitions has been evaluated, very few systems will be ranked equally.  The

only reason for the equal rankings in the category is the limitations of a literature-

based evaluation.
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Figure 6.5: Ranking Results for the Manageability Category

Flexibility (C 4)
The focus of the flexibility category is on reallocation of system resources in order to

respond to changing resource requirements.  Systems which support dynamic resource

reallocation fared best in this category.  

Six of the ten systems evaluated support dynamic reallocation of CPUs, resulting in

these  systems  being ranked in  first  place  for  this  criterion.   These  included IBM

Logical Partitions, Sun Dynamic System Domains, Solaris Containers and the Fujitsu

partitioning systems, along with HP Virtual Partitions.  It is worth noting that Virtual

Partitions only supports reallocation of CPUs which cannot be used for I/O (unbound

CPUs).

HP  Node  Partitions  require  affected  partitions  to  be  rebooted  for  CPUs  to  be

reallocated.  The same applies to the reallocation of virtual CPUs with HP Integrity

Virtual Machines.  Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 does not support CPU reallocation
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because it doesn't support more than a single CPU per partition.  VMware ESX server

requires a reboot to upgrade from one CPU to two.  Downgrading back to a single

CPU is not permitted.  This information is summarised in Table 6.22.

Dynamic  reallocation  of  memory was  only supported  by four  of  the  ten  systems

evaluated.  These systems were ranked in first place for this criterion.  This feature is

supported  by  Sun  Dynamic  System  Domains,  IBM  Logical  Partitions,  Fujitsu

Extended Partitions and Fujitsu Physical Partitions.  This feature is supported for AIX,

but  not  for Linux with LPARs.  This is due to a lack of support  for this  type of

reallocation by Linux currently.  VMware ESX Server can vary memory allocations to

a degree without rebooting using a balloon driver.  This was excluded for reasons

outlined in Chapter 5 where this criterion (C 4.2) was explained.

HP  Node  Partitions,  HP  Virtual  Partitions  and  HP Integrity  Virtual  Machines  all

require partitions to be rebooted to reallocate memory.  These systems were ranked in

last  place  for  this  criterion  as  a  result.   The  evaluations  using  this  criterion  are

presented in Table 6.23.

There are tools to manage resource allocation based on system goals for HP Node

Partitions,  HP  Virtual  Partitions,  HP  Integrity  Virtual  Machines,  IBM  Logical

Partitions and Solaris Containers.  Of the systems studied, only nPartitions, vPartitions

and Integrity Virtual Machines  support  resource management  based on application

goals.  These systems were ranked in first place because they support both system and

application  goals.   This  is  reflected  in  Tables  6.24a  and  b.   Although  workload

management  tools  are  one  of  the  strengths  of  these  systems,  this  needs  to  be

considered  in  light  of  the  limited  facilities  these  systems provide  for  reallocation

resources dynamically.  As noted previously, none of the HP systems provide support

for  dynamic reallocation of memory.  Dynamic CPU reallocation is  supported for

vPartitions (unbound CPUs only) but not nPartitions or Integrity Virtual Machines.

Node Partitions provide the appearance of “moving” CPUs between partitions using

iCoD (instant capacity upgrade on demand) CPUs.  Processors in one partition are

effectively deactivated  in  one  partition  while  different idle  CPUs are  activated  in
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another.   The  deactivated  CPUs  are  then  idle.   CPU  “migration”  using  capacity

upgrade capabilities are excluded from the CPU reallocation without reboot criterion

of  the  framework.   Only systems  which  can  migrate  CPUs  from one  partition  to

another are considered to satisfy this criterion.  The idea of capacity upgrade CPUs

which are intentionally idle in a server, runs counter to one of the primary advantages

of server virtualisation technology, namely that of improved resource utilisation.
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Table 6.22: CPU Reallocation Without Reboot (C 4.1)

Virtualisation System Rank CPU Reallocation Without Reboot
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 1 Yes [FS2004a]
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 1 Yes [FS2004a]
HP Virtual Partitions 1 Yes 

Comment:

Only  unbound  CPUs  can  be  migrated

without  a  reboot  [HP2004k].   Each

partition requires at least one bound CPU.

Only  bound  CPUs  can  process  I/O

interrupts.
IBM Logical Partitions 1 Yes
Solaris 10 Containers 1 Yes 

Comment:

Dynamic  resource  pools  with  processor

sets [SM2005d].
Sun Dynamic System Domains 1 Yes
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 2 No
HP Node Partitions 2 No [HP2004b]
VMware ESX Server 2.5 2 No 

Comment:

Cannot  downgrade  a  VM  from  two

virtual  CPUs  to  one,  upgrading  a  VM

from one CPU to two requires the VM to

be shut down [VMW2005a].  Multi-CPU

support via virtual SMP add on.
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 N/A N/A

Comment:

A maximum of one CPU per partition.
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Table 6.23: Memory Reallocation Without Reboot (C 4.2)

Virtualisation System Rank Memory Reallocation Without
Reboot

Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 1 Yes [FS2004a]
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 1 Yes [FS2004a]
IBM Logical Partitions 1 Yes 

Comment:

This is not supported for Linux [BE2004]
Sun Dynamic System Domains 1 Yes 
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 2 No
HP Node Partitions 2 No [HP2004c]
HP Virtual Partitions 2 No [HP2003a]
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 2 No 

Comment:

Similar  to  ESX  server  memory

allocations are fixed – only variation via a

balloon  driver  or  change  in  maximum

memory value which requires a reboot.
VMware ESX Server 2.5 2 No 

Comment:

Memory  allocations  as  seen  by  the

operating  system are  fixed.   This  value

corresponds  to  the  maximum  value

assigned to a virtual machine.  In practice

a balloon driver is used to vary the actual

quantity of physical memory available to

each VM within this limit.  Any changes

to this maximum value requires a reboot.
Solaris 10 Containers N/A N/A 

Comment:

All memory is pooled.
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Table 6.24a: Tools to Automate Resource Allocation (C 4.3)

Virtualisation System Rank Tools to Automate Resource
Allocation

HP Integrity Virtual Machines 1 System goal, application goal 
Comment:

Global  workload  manager  gWLM

[HP2005l].
HP Node Partitions 1 System goal, application goal 

Comment:

CPUs  can  be  “moved”  using  HP-UX

Workload Manager.  In reality the CPUs

are not moved as this is not supported by

Node  Partitions.   CPUs  in  one  partition

can  be  deactivated  and  a  corresponding

number of spare CPUs in another can be

activated.   Only  supports  partitions

running HP-UX [HP2004d].

(continued...)
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Table 6.24b: Tools to Automate Resource Allocation (C 4.3)

Virtualisation System Rank Tools to Automate Resource
Allocation

HP Virtual Partitions 1 System goal, application goal 
Comment:

CPUs  can  be  reallocated  automatically

using  HP-UX  Workload  Manager

[HP2004d].
IBM Logical Partitions 2 System goal 

Comment:

Partition Load Manager only available for

AIX.  CPU and memory reallocation are

supported  [IBM2004a].
Solaris 10 Containers 2 System goal 

Comment:

Using  the  dynamic  resource  pools  with

processor sets [SM2005d].
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 3 None
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 3 None
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 3 None
Sun Dynamic System Domains 3 None
VMware ESX Server 2.5 3 None

Category Ranking

The ranking results for the flexibility category are depicted in Figure 6.6.  HP Node

Partitions, HP Virtual Partitions, HP Integrity Virtual Machines, VMware ESX Server

and  Microsoft  Virtual  Server  2005  provide  poor  support  for  dynamic  resource

reallocation.   The  rankings  of  the  three  HP  systems  improved  considerably once

support for workload management tools was taken into consideration.  These systems

were the only ones to support automated reallocation based on system and application

goals.  IBM Logical Partitions fared the best because it supports dynamic reallocation
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of both memory and CPUs, and provides workload management tools.  Sun Dynamic

System Domains and the Fujitsu partitioning systems provide support for dynamic

resource  reallocation  of  both  CPUs  and  memory,  but  lack  workload  management

tools.   For  this  reason  HP Virtual  Partitions  and  Solaris  Containers  were  able  to

achieve  better  rankings.   The  importance  of  dynamic  memory reallocation  versus

workload management tools could be subject to some debate though.

Figure 6.6: Ranking Results for the Flexibility Category

Granularity (C 5)
Granularity is a clear weakness for all of the physical partitioning systems evaluated.

Software-based systems were ranked first for each of the individual criteria.  These

results are summarised in Tables 6.25 to 6.28.

Memory resource reallocation granularity varied widely between systems.  Physical

partitioning systems provide very coarse granularity, due to resources being allocated

along  physical  boundaries.   Granularity  for  the  remaining  systems  was  finer,  but
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varied.  The memory granularity of some systems depends on the quantity of memory

in the server being partitioned.  The results for this criterion are presented in Tables

6.25a and b.

Similarly, CPU reallocation granularity was also a weakness for physical partitioning

systems.  The level of memory granularity provided by these systems is very coarse.

Systems which support shares or fractional allocations offer much finer granularity.

VMware  ESX  Server,  Microsoft  Virtual  Server,  Solaris  Containers,  HP  Integrity

Virtual Machines and IBM Logical Partitions (when using shared processor partitions)

provide a much finer degree of granularity.  These systems were ranked highly as a

result.   Single  CPU granularity is  also  provided by HP Virtual  Partitions,  Solaris

Containers (using processor sets) and LPARs (using dedicated processor partitions).

These results are summarised in Tables 6.26a and b.

Time granularity of memory and CPU reallocations depends on the specific equipment

being used.  This cannot be done without having actual systems installed on servers to

test.   Systems  which  do  not  support  reallocation  without  rebooting  (dynamic

reallocation) are marked as not applicable for these criteria.
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Table 6.25a: Memory Resource (Re)Allocation Quantity (C 5.1)

Virtualisation System Rank Memory (Re)Allocation Quantity
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 1 1 MB 

Comment:

Memory allocations can be expressed in MB

[HP2005g].
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 1 1 MB 

Comment:

Memory  allocations  usually  expressed  in

MB.
VMware ESX Server 2.5 2 4 MB [VMW2005a]
IBM Logical Partitions 3 16 MB – 256 MB 

Comment:

Granularity  depends  on  the  quantity  of

configurable physical memory in the system

[IBM2005b]

16 MB if less than 4 GB

32 MB for up to 8 GB

64 MB for up to 16 GB

128 MB for up to 32 GB

256 MB for more than 32 GB

(continued...)
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Table 6.25b: Memory Resource (Re)Allocation Quantity (C 5.1)

Virtualisation System Rank Memory (Re)Allocation Quantity
HP Virtual Partitions 4 64 MB [HP2004k]
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 5 32 GB 

Comment:

32 GB for PrimePower 2500

Inferred  from  [FS2003a]  and  [FS2005b].

These numbers are for 2 GB DIMMs.
Sun Dynamic System Domains 5 32 GB 

Comment:

All memory on a system board (up to 32 GB

for all current systems) [SM2003b]
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 6 64 GB 

Comment:

All memory on a system board.  This figure

is for PrimePower 900/1500/2500. 

Inferred  from  [FS2003a]  and  [FS2005b].

This number is for 2 GB DIMMs.
HP Node Partitions 6 64 GB 

Comment:

All  memory on  a  cell  board.   64  GB per

board using 2 GB DIMMs [HP2005j].
Solaris 10 Containers N/A N/A 

Comment:

All memory is pooled.
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Table 6.26a: CPU Resource (Re)Allocation Quantity (C 5.2)

Virtualisation System Rank CPU Resource (Re)Allocation
Quantity

Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 1 0.001 CPU 
Comment:

Very  fine  granularity  (shares  based)

[MS2004c],  so  a  value  of  0.001  is

recorded.
Solaris 10 Containers 1 0.001 - 1 CPU [SM2005d] 

Comment:

Very fine granularity (shares based) with

the fair share scheduler [SM2005d], so a

value of 0.001 is recorded.
VMware ESX Server 2.5 1 0.001 CPU 

Comment:

Very  fine  granularity  (shares  based)

[VMW2005a],  so  a  value  of  0.001  is

recorded.
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 2 0.01 CPU 

Comment:

1/100th of a CPU

(continued...)
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Table 6.26b: CPU Resource (Re)Allocation Quantity (C 5.2)

Virtualisation System Rank CPU Resource (Re)Allocation
Quantity

IBM Logical Partitions 2 0.01 – 1 CPU 
Comment:

1/100th of a CPU for shared processor

partitions [IBM2005b].

1 CPU for dedicated processor partitions.
HP Virtual Partitions 3 1 CPU [HP2004b]
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 4 2 – 4 CPUs 

Comment:

2 CPUs for PrimePower 900/1500

4 CPUs for PrimePower 2500 [FS2003a]
HP Node Partitions 5 4 – 8 CPUs 

Comment:

All CPUs on a system board (up to 4 or 8,

depending on server model)  [HP2004b].

8 CPUs per system board for dual CPU

modules.
Sun Dynamic System Domains 5 4 – 8 CPUs 

Comment:

All CPUs on a system board (up to 4)

[SM2001].  8 cores for UltraSPARC IV

and newer.
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 6 8 CPUs 

Comment:

8 CPUs for  PrimePower  900/1500/2500

[FS2003a]
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Table 6.27: CPU Reallocation Time Granularity (C 5.3)

Virtualisation System CPU Reallocation Time
Granularity

IBM Logical Partitions Requires experimentation to determine
VMware ESX Server 2.5 N/A 

Comment:

requires reboot
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 (shares) N/A

Comment:

Maximum of one CPU per partition.
Solaris 10 Containers Requires experimentation to determine
Sun Dynamic System Domains Requires experimentation to determine
HP Node Partitions N/A (requires reboot)
HP Virtual Partitions Requires experimentation to determine
HP Integrity Virtual Machines N/A (requires reboot)
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning Requires experimentation to determine
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning Requires experimentation to determine
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Table 6.28: Memory Reallocation Time Granularity (C 5.4)

Virtualisation System Memory Reallocation Time
Granularity

IBM Logical Partitions Requires experimentation to determine
VMware ESX Server 2.5 N/A 

Comment:

Not  dynamic  –  change  in  maximum

memory value requires reboot.
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 N/A

Comment:

Requires reboot
Solaris 10 Containers N/A

Comment:

All memory is pooled.
Sun Dynamic System Domains Requires experimentation to determine
HP Node Partitions N/A

Comment:

not dynamic (requires reboot)
HP Virtual Partitions N/A 

Comment:

not dynamic (requires reboot)
HP Integrity Virtual Machines Requires experimentation to determine
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning Requires experimentation to determine
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning Requires experimentation to determine

Category Ranking

The ranking results for this category are depicted in Figure 6.7.  The poor granularity

of physical partitioning systems can clearly be seen in this chart.  Microsoft Virtual

Server 2005 and Solaris Containers provide the finest level of granularity.
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Although the author does not have the resources to measure the time granularity for all

of the systems, it is unlikely that this information will significantly affect the rankings.

This is because physical partitioning systems are also likely to provide the coarsest

time granularity.

Figure 6.7: Ranking Results for the Granularity Category

Scalability – Scaling to Larger Partitions (C 6.1)

Systems which were designed for large servers fared the best in this category.  Smaller

systems such as Microsoft Virtual Server 2005, VMware ESX Server  do not scale to

a large number  of  CPUs per  partition.   These systems restrict  each partition  to  a

maximum of one or two CPUs respectively.  HP Integrity Virtual Machines limit each

partition to a maximum of four CPUs.
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All of the physical partitioning systems as well as IBM Logical Partitions, HP Virtual

Partitions and Solaris Containers provide support  for a large number of CPUs and

large quantities of memory.  These systems were ranked highly in Tables 6.29 and

6.30 as a result.

HP  Node  Partitions  have  a  per  partition  CPU  limit  which  is  operating  system

dependent.  Only HP-UX can be used in a 128 CPU partition.  Refer to Tables 6.29a,

b and c for more information on the number of CPUs supported by each system.

Similarly, Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 and VMware ESX Server do not provide

support for large quantities of memory in a partition.  Other systems provide support

for much larger memory allocations.  The maximum per-partition memory allocations

are recorded in Tables 6.30 and b.
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Table 6.29a: Maximum CPUs Per Partition (C 6.1.1)

Note:  The  number  of  CPUs  in  the  largest  available  server  known to  support  the

system was used for cases where no documented per-partition CPU limit for a system

was found.  

Virtualisation System Rank Maximum CPUs Per Partition
Solaris 10 Containers 1 144 

Comment:

Sun Fire E25k supports up to 144

processor cores [SM2005c] (72 x dual

core).
Sun Dynamic System Domains 1 144 

Comment:

Sun  Fire  E25k  supports  up  to  144

processor  cores  [SM2005c] (72  x  dual

core).
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 2 128 [FS2005a] 

Comment:

All of the CPUs in a fully configured

PrimePower 2500 system.

(continued...)
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Table 6.29b: Maximum CPUs Per Partition (C 6.1.1)

Virtualisation System Rank Maximum CPUs Per Partition
HP Node Partitions 2 8 - 128 

Comment:

128 CPUs supported on largest

superdome system [HP2004c].  This

requires HP-UX B11.23 September 2004

version or later [HP2005i].

64 CPUs supported for  Windows 2003

Server [HP2005i].

8 processors (maximum of two cells, and

HP mx2 dual-processor modules are not

supported) supported for Red Hat

Enterprise Linux 3 Updates 2 and 3

[HP2005i].

16 processors supported for SuSE Linux

Enterprise Server 9 and OpenVMS (dual-

processor modules not supported)

[HP2005i].

(continued...)
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Table 6.29c: Maximum CPUs Per Partition (C 6.1.1)

Virtualisation System Rank Maximum CPUs Per Partition
HP Virtual Partitions 2 128 

Comment:

Assuming all CPUs of a superdome can

be added to a virtual partition
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 3 64 [FS2005a] 

Comment:

Only half of the PrimePower 2500 system

boards support Extended Partitioning.
IBM Logical Partitions 3 64 

Comment:

Largest  pSeries  server  p5-595

[IBM2005f] currently has 64 CPU cores.
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 4 4 [HP2005g]
VMware ESX Server 2.5 5 2 [VMW2005a] 

Comment:

With Virtual SMP, otherwise the limit is

one CPU.  Virtual SMP only supported on

Linux and Windows.
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 6 1 [MS2004c]
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Table 6.30a: Maximum Memory Per Partition (C 6.1.2)

Virtualisation System Rank Maximum Memory Per Partition
IBM Logical Partitions 1 2 TB [IBM2005f] 

Comment:

IBM  p5  595  supports  up  to  2  TB  of

memory.
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 2 1 TB 

Comment:

No memory limit  in  documentation,  so

memory of largest server recorded.
HP Node Partitions 2 96 GB – 1 TB 

Comment:

1  TB  [HP2005e]  using  HP-UX  B11.23

September  2004  version  or  later  or

Windows 2003 Server.

96 GB limit for Red Hat Enterprise Linux

3 Update 2 [HP2005i]

128  GB  limit  for  Red  Hat  Enterprise

Linux 3 Update 3 [HP2005i]

256 GB limit for SuSE Linux Enterprise

Server 9 [HP2005i]

(continued...)
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Table 6.30b: Maximum Memory Per Partition (C 6.1.2)

Virtualisation System Rank Maximum Memory Per Partition
HP Virtual Partitions 2 1 TB [HP2005e] 

Comment:

No memory limit  in  documentation,  so

memory of largest server recorded.
Solaris 10 Containers 3 576 GB 

Comment:

Maximum memory for a Sun Fire E25K

[SM2005c].
Sun Dynamic System Domains 3 576 GB 

Comment:

Maximum memory for a Sun Fire E25K

[SM2005c].
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 4 512 GB 

Comment:

512 GB supported by  PrimePower 2500

[FS2005b].
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 4 512 GB 

Comment:

512 GB supported by  PrimePower 2500

[FS2005b].
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 5 3.6 GB 
VMware ESX Server 2.5 5 3.6 GB 

Comment:

3.6  GB per  virtual  machine  limit

[IBM2005c].

Maximum  of  64  GB  for  whole  system

[VMW2004e].
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Category Ranking

The ranking results for the scalability – scaling to larger partitions category are

depicted in Figure 6.8.  The scalability advantages of systems designed for larger

servers are clear.  The only anomaly is the high score of Integrity Virtual machines.

This system currently limits each partition to a maximum of four CPUs, but supports

large quantities of memory.  This resulted in a score similar to that of Fujitsu Physical

Partitions.  The reason for this is that an Integrity VM can be allocated twice as much

memory as a Fujitsu Physical Partition.  Fujitsu Physical Partitions support up to 128

CPUs compared to the four of Integrity VMs.  This is most likely a result of the

relative simplicity of ranking model adopted.

Figure 6.8: Ranking Results for the Scalability – Scaling to Larger Partitions

Category
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Scalability – Scaling to More Partitions (C 6.2)

The importance of scaling to a large number of partitions was discussed in Chapter 5.

In most cases this depends on the quantity of resources consumed by each partition.

This is reflected in the criteria for this category.  The evaluations for these criteria are

summarised in Tables 6.31 to 6.37.

For  some  systems  the  maximum number  of  partitions  per  CPU is  restricted  to  a

specific value.  IBM Logical Partitions limits the number of partitions per CPU to ten.

For  VMware  ESX  Server  the  limit  is  eight.   The  physical  partitioning  systems

evaluated have to allocate multiple CPUs to each partition.  At the opposite end of the

scale Microsoft Virtual Server does not impose any such limit.   Solaris Containers

supports  a  maximum of  8192 partitions  per  server,  irrespective  of  the  number  of

CPUs.    Resource consumption is likely to impose a lower limit on all but the largest

servers.  Microsoft Virtual Server and Solaris Containers are ranked first and second

place for this criterion as a result.  This information is recorded in Table 6.31.

Sharing disks and network adapters between partitions removes limits imposed by the

number of adapters available.  Five of the ten systems evaluated support sharing of

disks and network adapters.  These systems are ranked in first place in Tables 6.32

and 6.33 as a result.  The four physical partitioning systems evaluated and HP Virtual

Partitions only support dedicating devices to partitions.

Most of the virtualisation systems evaluated in this section host multiple operating

system instances, resulting in heavy memory consumption.  System virtual machine

monitors  and  hypervisors  also  result  in  additional  memory  overheads.   These

overheads  are  better  documented  for  some systems  than  others.   This  contributes

towards  overall  memory  consumption  of  partitions.   The  actual  memory  usage

depends on a number of factors and is best evaluated by installing and using each of

the systems.  Some information about memory usage and overhead can be gleaned

from documentation.  This is discussed in the comments section of Tables 6.34a, b

and c.
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Disk space consumed by each partition is also larger for systems which require an

entire  operating system installation.   In order  to  measure the disk space usage an

example of each system would need to be purchased and tested.  This is indicated in

Tables 6.35a and b.   Solaris  Containers shares  a single operating system instance

between partitions which should greatly reduce disk space usage.  The actual disk

space usage depends on how many folders, if any, are shared with the global zone via

loopback mounts.

Solaris  Containers  is  the  only  system  evaluated  which  pools  memory  between

partitions.   If memory usage capping (discussed in Chapter 4) is  not enforced, the

resultant  pooling  effect  eliminates  the  silo  effect  of  fixed  memory  resource

allocations.  This resulted in Solaris Containers being ranked in first place for this

criterion.  Table 6.36 reflects this.

Most of the systems under consideration also have a fixed upper limit on the number

of partitions per system.  For IBM Logical Partitions this limit is 254 partitions.  For

larger systems this  limit  is  more  restrictive  than  the  ten  partitions  per  CPU limit

mentioned  earlier.   Similarly,  VMware  ESX  server  supports  a  maximum  of  80

partitions per server, despite the previously stated limit of eight partitions per CPU

(ESX Server can be used on servers with up to 16 CPUs).  For physical partitioning

systems the limit is hardware dependent.  Solaris Containers has an upper limit of

8192 partitions per system, whereas no limit is specified for Microsoft Virtual Server,

HP Integrity Virtual Machines and HP Virtual Partitions.  These systems were ranked

in first place for this criterion.  For more information refer to Tables 6.37a and b.
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Table 6.31: Maximum Partitions Per CPU (C 6.2.1)

Virtualisation System Rank Maximum Partitions Per CPU
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 1 No limit in documentation
Solaris 10 Containers 2 8192 

Comment:

8192 is a per system [SM2005d] limit, so

8192 would be the theoretical per CPU

maximum for a system with a single CPU..
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 3 20 

Comment:

Each partition must be allocated at least a

5% CPU guarantee [HP2005g].
IBM Logical Partitions 4 10 [IBM2004a]
VMware ESX Server 2.5 5 8 [VMW2004e]
HP Virtual Partitions 6 1
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 7 0.25 – 0.5
HP Node Partitions 8 0.25

Minimum of one cell board per partition
Sun Dynamic System Domains 8 0.25

Minimum  of  one  system  board  per

partition
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 9 0.125

Minimum of one system board per

partition
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Table 6.32: Sharing of Network Adapters (C 6.2.2)

Virtualisation System Rank Sharing of Network Adapters
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 1 Yes [HP2005g]
IBM Logical Partitions 1 Yes
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 1 Yes
Solaris 10 Containers 1 Yes
VMware ESX Server 2.5 1 Yes
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 2 No
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 2 No
HP Node Partitions 2 No
HP Virtual Partitions 2 No
Sun Dynamic System Domains 2 No

Table 6.33: Sharing of Disk Resources (Disk I/O Adapters and Local Disks) (C
6.2.3)

Virtualisation System Rank Sharing of Disk Resources (Disk
I/O Adapters and Local Disks)

HP Integrity Virtual Machines 1 Yes
IBM Logical Partitions 1 Yes
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 1 Yes
Solaris 10 Containers 1 Yes
VMware ESX Server 2.5 1 Yes
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 2 No
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 2 No
HP Node Partitions 2 No
HP Virtual Partitions 2 No
Sun Dynamic System Domains 2 No
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Table 6.34a: Memory Consumption: Memory Usage with Fifteen Partitions
Booted (C 6.2.4)

Virtualisation System Memory Consumption: Memory Usage with
Fifteen Partitions Booted

IBM Logical Partitions Needs to be measured experimentally
Comment:

Includes  memory  consumed  by  operating  system

instances and any overhead.  The overhead component

of  the  memory  consumption  can  be  calculated  using

IBM's  LPAR  Validation  Tool  [IBM2005h].   Memory

overhead depends on a number of factors [IBM2005b].  
VMware ESX Server 2.5 Needs to be measured experimentally

Comment:

Includes  memory  consumed  by  the  operating  system

instances  installed  in  the  partitions,  plus  any  other

memory  overhead  due  to  virtualisation.   Memory

consumption  can  be  reduced  using  page  sharing

[Wal2002].

Per-partition  overhead  will  be  at  least  54  MB

[VMW2005a].   The  VMM  and  service  console  also

consume memory.
Microsoft  Virtual  Server

2005

Needs to be measured experimentally
Comment:

Includes  memory  consumed  by  the  operating  system

instances  installed  in  the  partitions,  plus  any  other

memory overhead due to virtualisation.  A 32 MB per-

VM  overhead  which  is  claimed  by  Microsoft

[MS2004d].   Memory  consumed  by  host  OS  is  also

included.

(continued...)
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Table 6.34b: Memory Consumption: Memory Usage with Fifteen Partitions
Booted (C 6.2.4)

Virtualisation System Memory Consumption: Memory Usage with
Fifteen Partitions Booted

Solaris 10 Containers Needs to be measured experimentally
Comment:

Should be lower than other systems that host a separate

operating system instance in each partition.  Will include

per-container  memory  consumption  plus  memory

consumption of global Solaris instance.
Sun Dynamic System

Domains

Needs to be measured experimentally
Comment:

Depends on the memory usage of the operating system

installed in the partitions.
HP Node Partitions Needs to be measured experimentally

Comment:

Depends on the memory usage of the operating system

installed in the partitions.
HP Virtual Partitions Needs to be measured experimentally

Comment:

Memory  consumed  by  the  operating  system  instance

installed  in  the  partitions,  plus  any  other  memory

overhead  due  to  virtualisation.   Minimum  memory

required for HP-UX is between 256 MB and 512 MB

depending on the server model [HP2004f].

(continued...)
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Table 6.34c: Memory Consumption: Memory Usage with Fifteen Partitions
Booted (C 6.2.4)

Virtualisation System Memory Consumption: Memory Usage with
Fifteen Partitions Booted

HP Integrity Virtual

Machines

Needs to be measured experimentally
Comment:

For  each  guest  7%  of  memory  configured  will  be

overhead  according  to  Hewlett  Packard  [HP2005g].

VMM  is  claimed  to  consume  750  MB  of  memory

[HP2005g].  Will also include memory consumed by OS

instances in partitions.
Fujitsu Extended

Partitioning

Needs to be measured experimentally
Comment:

Depends on the memory usage of the operating system

installed in the partition.
Fujitsu Physical

Partitioning

Needs to be measured experimentally
Comment:

Depends on the memory usage of the operating system

installed in the partition.
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Table 6.35a: Disk Space Consumed by a Partition (C 6.2.5)

Virtualisation System Disk Space Consumed by a
Partition

IBM Logical Partitions Needs to be measured experimentally
Comment:

Depends  on  disk  space  consumed  by

operating system installed
VMware ESX Server 2.5 Needs to be measured experimentally

Comment:

Depends  on  disk  space  consumed  by

operating system installed
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 Needs to be measured experimentally

Comment:

Depends  on  disk  space  consumed  by

operating system installed
Solaris 10 Containers Needs to be measured experimentally

Comment:

Depends  on  packages  installed

[SM2005d].
Sun Dynamic System Domains Needs to be measured experimentally

Comment:

Depends  on  disk  space  consumed  by

operating system installed

(continued...)
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Table 6.35b: Disk Space Consumed by a Partition (C 6.2.5)

Virtualisation System Disk Space Consumed by a
Partition

HP Node Partitions Needs to be measured experimentally
Comment:

Depends  on  disk  space  consumed  by

operating system installed
HP Virtual Partitions Needs to be measured experimentally

Comment:

Depends  on  disk  space  consumed  by

operating system installed
HP Integrity Virtual Machines Needs to be measured experimentally

Comment:

Depends  on  disk  space  consumed  by

operating  system  installed.   Host

consumes  50  MB  of  disk  space

[HP2004d]
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning Needs to be measured experimentally

Comment:

Depends  on  disk  space  consumed  by

operating system installed
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning Needs to be measured experimentally

Comment:

Depends  on  disk  space  consumed  by

operating system installed
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Table 6.36: Pooling of Memory (C 6.2.6)

Virtualisation System Rank Pooling of Memory
Solaris 10 Containers 1 Yes
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 2 No
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 2 No
HP Integrity Virtual Machines 2 No
HP Node Partitions 2 No
HP Virtual Partitions 2 No
IBM Logical Partitions 2 No
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 2 No
Sun Dynamic System Domains 2 No
VMware ESX Server 2.5 2 No
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Table 6.37a: Fixed Limits on Number of Partitions Per System (C 6.2.7)

Virtualisation System Rank Fixed Limits on Number of
Partitions Per System

HP Integrity Virtual Machines 1 No 
Comment:

Limited only by hardware resources
HP Virtual Partitions 1 No
Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 1 No 

Comment:

Host  server  can  have  up  to  32  CPUs

[MS2004c].
Solaris 10 Containers 2 8192 

Comment:

Maximum of  8192 partitions  per  server

[SM2005d]. 
IBM Logical Partitions 3 254 

Comment:

Maximum  of  254  partitions  per  server.

This is limiting factor for 32-way systems

and  higher.   This  overrides  the  10

partitions  per  CPU  limit  for  micro

partitioning.

(continued...)
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Table 6.37b: Fixed Limits on Number of Partitions Per System (C 6.2.7)

Virtualisation System Rank Fixed Limits on Number of
Partitions Per System

VMware ESX Server 2.5 4 80
Comment:

Maximum  of  80  partitions  per  server

[VMW2004e].  Limit is 40 if virtual SMP

is used to allocate 2 virtual CPUs to each

partition.   Host  server  can  have  a

maximum of 16 CPUs [IBM2005c]
Sun Dynamic System Domains 5 18 

Comment:

Limited by number of I/O boards.  This is

dependent on the server.  On a Sun Fire

E15K and E25K [SM2005c] the limit is

18 domains [SM2003b].
HP Node Partitions 6 16 [HP2004c]
Fujitsu Extended Partitioning 7 8 - 15 

Comment:

8 for PrimePower 900

15 for PrimePower 1500/2500 [FS2005b]
Fujitsu Physical Partitioning 7 2 - 15 

Comment:

2 for PrimePower 900

4 for PrimePower 1500

15 for PrimePower 2500 [FS2005b]
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Category Ranking

The  ranking  results  for  the  scalability  –  scaling  to  more  partitions  category  are

depicted in  Figure 6.9.   Solaris  Containers is  ranked the highest  as it  is  the most

lightweight of the virtualisation systems evaluated.  Microsoft Virtual Server and HP

Integrity Virtual Machines also fared well.  The physical partitioning systems were

ranked the  lowest.   This  is  due  to  the requirement  for  resources  to  be physically

dedicated to partitions.  Although memory consumption and disk space usage could

not be measured for all systems this is unlikely to significantly affect the results.  If

anything it will further benefit the ranking of Solaris Containers.

Figure 6.9: Ranking Results for the Scalability – Scaling to More Partitions

Category
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Performance (C 7)
Evaluating performance will require purchasing an example of each system, which is

not feasible as was stated previously.  Results  are dependent on the actual system

hardware and software configuration used.  Refer to Chapter 7 for an example of an

evaluation including the performance criteria.

6.3 Strengths and Weaknesses Analysis
One of the stated goals of the framework was to have enough criteria to be able to

highlight both the strengths and weaknesses of each system.  Based on the evaluation

conducted in this chapter, what follows is a brief summary of some of the strengths

and weaknesses identified for the systems evaluated.  Bear in mind that the preceding

evaluations  did  not  include  all  of  the  criteria.   This  is  especially  true  for  the

performance criteria.  Identifying strengths and weaknesses was still feasible because

the majority of the evaluation criteria were used in these evaluations.

IBM Logical Partitions
Strengths

Logical Partitions  support  scalability in both directions,  faring well  in both of the

scalability categories.  Operating system compatibility was also strong with LPARs

supporting three different operating systems.  This system also supports larger Linux

partitions than any of the other systems evaluated.  Resources can be reassigned at a

reasonably fine degree of granularity.  CPUs can be dedicated to partitioned or shared.

Flexibility  was  a  clear  strength.   Both  memory  and  CPUs  can  be  reallocated

dynamically,  although  dynamic  memory  reallocation  is  not  supported  by  Linux.

Resources reallocation between partitions can be automated based on system goals.

Sharing of network adapters and disk resources between partitions is supported.

Weaknesses

Only the POWER ISA is supported, limiting compatibility to this type of hardware.

Tools  to  automate  resource  reallocation  are  only  available  for  AIX and  dynamic

reallocation is not supported for Linux.  This system does not offer physical isolation

from hardware failures.  Disk and network bandwidth are not supported for shared
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devices.  Memory overhead due to the hypervisor can reduce the number of partitions

possible on smaller servers.  Memory granularity depends on the quantity of memory

configured.  For larger configurations this granularity is quite coarse.

VMware ESX Server 2.5
Strengths

ESX Server was the only system evaluated which offered live migration of partitions

(virtual machines) between separate physical servers.  It is also the only system which

provides support for sharing of duplicate pages between partitions.  Resources can be

allocated at a fine granularity.  Compatibility with a wide range of x86 operating

systems was a strong point for this  system.  ESX server can also scale to a large

number of partitions.  This system was the only system evaluated which provides disk

bandwidth guarantees for shared disks.  It was also one of only two systems to support

network bandwidth guarantees for shared network adapters.

Weaknesses

ESX server is limited to x86-based systems.  Scalability is limited – a maximum of

two  CPUs  and  3.6  GB  of  memory  per  partition.   Dynamic  memory  and  CPU

reallocation are not supported (although physical memory usage can be managed to a

limited degree using a balloon driver).  Memory usage overhead is quite high due to

the use of a virtual machine monitor.  Physical isolation from hardware failures is not

provided.  Hardware support  is limited by restricting support to a set of supported

devices.

Microsoft Virtual Server 2005
Strengths

Resources can be allocated at a fine granularity.  Microsoft Virtual Server can also

scale to a large number of partitions, limited only by available resources.

Weaknesses

MS Virtual Server cannot scale to large partitions.  Scalability limited to a maximum

of one CPU and 3.6 GB of memory per partition.   No dynamic memory or CPU

reallocation, although lack of CPU reallocation is irrelevant as there is only support
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for one CPU per partition.  This system does not provide resource isolation for either

disk  or  network  bandwidth.   Physical  isolation  from  hardware  failures  is  not

supported.  Only one operating system, Windows, is officially supported currently.

The only ISA supported is x86.  Isolation between guest operating system instances

depends on the stability of the host operating system as this is a dual mode hosted

VMM system.  This also results in a memory overhead for each partition.  This design

is likely to result in relatively poor performance, but this would need to be confirmed

experimentally.  For more information about system VMMs refer to Chapter 3.

Solaris 10 Containers
Strengths

Solaris  Containers  provides  support  for  scaling  in  both  directions.   Due  to  low

memory consumption  and  the  container-based  approach adopted,  this  system will

scale to a large number of partitions per server.  This was the only system supporting

x86 which scales beyond two CPUs per partition.  Resources can be allocated at a

very fine level granularity and dynamic reallocation of CPUs is supported.  A tool to

dynamically reallocate CPUs in response to system demand is also provided.  Solaris

Containers  supports  both  x86  and SPARC based systems,  providing compatibility

with servers of widely varying capability.  Memory and disk space usage are lower

than for systems which host multiple operating system instances.  The performance

overhead of this system is almost certainly lower than that of any of the other systems

evaluated (excluding the physical partitioning systems), given the fact that this was the

only container-based system being evaluated.  Performance overhead is evaluated in

greater detail in Chapter 7.  This was one of only two systems to support network

bandwidth guarantees for shared network adapters.  

For larger systems Solaris Containers cannot be viewed in isolation.  Containers can

be used in  conjunction  with Sun Dynamic System Domains  or  any of the Fujitsu

Partitioning systems evaluated which provide hardware fault isolation and support for

multiple  operating system instances.   Each domain can host a different version of
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Solaris.  Solaris Containers can subdivide domains running Solaris 10.  Thus Solaris

Containers  and  Dynamic  System Domains  can  be  used  together,  with  boundaries

depending on the degree of isolation desired.

Weaknesses

Solaris 10 is the only operating system supported.  A single Solaris instance is shared

between all  containers, so each container uses the same version of Solaris and the

same patch level, limiting compatibility.  Full isolation of operating system tuning

parameters is not provided.  Dedicating memory to partitions is also not supported.

Only memory usage capping, which is enforced asynchronously, is provided.  Fault

isolation is low due to a single operating system instance being shared between all

containers.  In practice the level of fault isolation will depend on the stability of the

Solaris 10 operating system.  

Sun Dynamic System Domains
Strengths

Dynamic System Domains provide hardware fault  isolation.   Support  for dynamic

reallocation  of  CPUs  and  memory  is  another  strength  of  this  system.   Physical

isolation  also  provides  strong  isolation  of  resources.   Domains  enable  multiple

versions of Solaris to be hosted simultaneously on the same system.  Scaling to very

large  partitions  is  also  supported.   As  mentioned  previously  Dynamic  System

Domains can be used in conjunction with Solaris Containers.  

Weaknesses

Resource allocation granularity is very coarse – at a system board level.  Solaris is the

only  operating  system  supported  and  SPARC  is  the  only  ISA  supported  by  this

system.  There are no tools to automate reallocation of resources in response to system

demand.  The number of domains per system is fairly limited due to the granularity of

resource allocations.  Dynamic System Domains are only supported on larger SPARC

based systems.
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HP Node Partitions
Strengths

Node  Partitions  provide  hardware  fault  isolation  with  support  for  four  different

operating  systems.   These  include  HP-UX  (Itanium  and  PA-RISC),  Windows

(Itanium),  Red  Hat  Linux  (Itanium)  and OpenVMS.   Both  PA-RISC and Itanium

hardware is supported.  Node Partitions can scale many CPUs and large quantities of

memory.  HP Workload Manager can be used to automate resource reallocation in

response to either application or system demands.  This is of marginal value for this

system, as the only resource  which can be reallocated between Node Partitions  is

instant  capacity on demand (iCoD) CPUs.   In reality these CPUs are not  actually

moved  between  partitions.   For  more  information  refer  to  the  discussion  in  the

flexibility  (C  4)  section  of  this  chapter.   Virtual  Partitions  or  Integrity  Virtual

Machines can be run within a Node Partition  providing a finer  granularity within

Node Partitions.

Weaknesses

Node Partitions have operating system dependent sizing limits.  Only Node Partitions

running HP-UX support over 64 CPUs per partition.  Dynamic reallocation of CPUs

and memory is not supported.  Resource granularity is coarse as partitions are divided

along cell board boundaries.  Node Partitions require hardware support which is not

provided on smaller servers.  As with other physical partitioning systems, the number

of partitions which can be created per server is fairly limited.

HP Virtual Partitions
Strengths

Unbound CPUs can be dynamically reallocated between partitions.  Virtual Partitions

can scale to a large number of CPUs and large quantities of memory (no specific limit

in documentation).  Different patch levels of HP-UX can be hosted withing different

vPartitions.   HP  Workload  Manager  was  the  only  workload  management  system

which provided support for monitoring of system and application level metrics.  This

tool can be used to manage Virtual Partitions.  Both PA-RISC and Itanium systems

are supported by Virtual Partitions.
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Virtual Partitions  can also be used in conjunction with Node Partitions.   A single

Node Partition can host multiple (up to 8) Virtual Partitions.  Node Partitions can

provide  hardware  fault  isolated  partitions  which  can  be  subdivided  into  Virtual

Partitions to provide finer granularity.

Weaknesses

HP Virtual Partitions can only run HP-UX.  All virtual partitions must run the same

version  of  HP-UX  (although  multiple  patch  levels  are  supported).   Dynamic

reallocation of memory and bound CPUs between partitions is not supported.  CPU

allocation granularity is finer than for Node Partitions, but at a single CPU level is

fairly coarse.   Memory consumption  will  be affected by memory overhead of  the

virtual partition monitor.

HP Integrity Virtual Machines
Strengths

Integrity  Virtual  Machines  supports  reasonably  fine  granularity  for  allocating

resources.   A large  quantity  of  memory per  VM is  supported.   This  system also

supports many partitions per server.  Tools are also available to automate reallocation

of resources based on system and application goals.  Integrity Virtual Machines can be

used  in  conjunction  with  Node  Partitions  on  Itanium  servers  to  combine  the

granularity of the system VMM approach with the fault isolation of Node Partitions.

Weaknesses

Integrity Virtual Machines currently support only the HP-UX operating system.  The

IA64 (Itanium) instruction set architecture is the only one supported by this system.

Each partition is limited to a maximum of four CPUs.  The virtual machine monitor of

this  system results  in  higher  memory consumption,  limiting scalability to  a  larger

number of partitions on systems with less memory.  Reallocating memory or changing

the number of CPUs per partition requires a reboot of the affected VMs.  Resource

isolation for network and disk bandwidth between partitions is absent.  Like other

software-based  partitioning  systems  Integrity  VMs  do  not  provide  physical  fault

isolation.
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Fujitsu Physical Partitioning and Fujitsu Extended Partitioning (Xpar)
(These systems are discussed together as they are very similar)
Strengths

Physical  partitioning  provides  isolation  from  hardware  and  software  failures.

Extended Partitions (Xpars) provide the finest CPU granularity of any of the physical

partitioning systems evaluated.  This is due to the fact that it can provide physical

isolation between the two halves of a system board.  Dynamic reallocation of both

CPUs and memory is another strength of these systems.  Scaling to partitions with

many CPUs and large quantities of memory is also supported.  As with other physical

partitioning systems, resource isolation is a strong point as components are dedicated

to partitions.  Like Sun Dynamic System Domains, Solaris Containers can be used to

subdivide partitions providing fine granularity.

Weaknesses

These partitioning systems only support a single ISA (SPARC) and a single operating

system (Solaris).  Tools to automate resource reallocation based on system goals are

not available.  As with other physical partitioning systems resource granularity is quite

coarse.  Fujitsu Physical Partitions allocate all of the CPUs (up to 8) on a system

board  to  when  allocating  resources.   This  is  coarser  than  Sun  Dynamic  System

Domains if single core CPUs are used in the Sun systems.

6.4 Evaluation Feasibility
These  evaluations  demonstrated  the  feasibility of  evaluating  virtualisation  systems

using the framework.  The majority of the information was obtained from software

and server manuals.  A wide variety of information needed to be collected about each

system.  Collecting this information from a variety of lengthy technical manuals and

documents proved challenging, but ultimately successful.  Evaluating ten systems is a

major undertaking.  An evaluation of a single system should be a manageable task for

a single person.  This is especially true if the person performing the evaluation is

familiar with the system being evaluated.
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Users  wishing to  conduct  their  own evaluations  using the  framework can use the

evaluations documented in this chapter, as an example.  The author recommends the

references section at  the end of this  document  as a starting point  for anyone who

wishes to learn more about virtualisation systems.

One of the challenges encountered when evaluating systems using the framework was

determining  which  features  are  not  supported  by  a  given  system.   Sometimes

documentation will  clearly state that  a given system does  not  support  a  particular

feature.  Other times further investigation was required to determine whether a feature

is not supported.  The existence of documentation which fails to describe the inclusion

of  a  feature  does  not  necessarily imply that  this  feature is  not  supported.   Time-

consuming searches for documentation were often required to check whether features

were  supported  by  systems.   White  papers  from  vendors  tend  to  emphasise  the

strengths of their systems, often failing to describe restrictions and issues.  It was more

informative to study the manuals available for each system.  Relevant information was

often provided deep in these manuals.

The framework criteria remained largely unchanged during this chapter.  The main

changes included defining data  types for  each of  the criteria  and clarifying minor

points.

6.5 Conclusion
The ten virtualisation systems evaluated in this  chapter include most  of the major

server virtualisation systems available to data centres today.  By evaluating a wide

range of systems, including three systems not considered in the design phase of the

framework, the generality of the framework was demonstrated.  The author does not

foresee  any problems evaluating  other  virtualisation  systems  using  the  framework

such as Xen, Linux VServer, Virtuozzo and User Mode Linux (UML) among others.
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An understanding of the approaches to virtualisation discussed in Chapter 3 proved

valuable in understanding the reasons why certain systems fared better or worse in

each category.  The classification presented in Chapter 3 was not incorporated into the

framework criteria for reasons which were discussed in Chapter 5.

The evaluations  presented in  this  Chapter  spanned the  majority of  the  framework

criteria,  excluding  only  criteria  which  cannot  be  evaluated  without  purchasing,

installing and testing each of the systems.  The remaining criteria will be evaluated

using Solaris Containers as a case study in the NMMU CoE data centre.  This case

study is presented in Chapter 7.

One of the stated goals of the framework was to provide enough criteria to be able to

highlight  the  strengths  and  weaknesses  of  each  system.   This  application  was

demonstrated in  this  chapter.   The  ranking system presented in  Chapter  5  proved

useful in identifying the strengths a weaknesses of systems, aiding in the interpretation

of the evaluation data.  Before this ranking system was adopted, the evaluation data

was analysed by inspecting the tables corresponding to each of the evaluation criteria.

The rankings were later calculated for each of the systems in each of the categories.

There  was a  strong correlation  between the  ranking values,  and the  strengths  and

weaknesses which were identified by manually inspecting the evaluation data.  Some

of the strengths and weaknesses only became clear to the author after inspecting the

category ranking results.  These strengths and weaknesses had gone unnoticed when

inspecting the evaluation data manually.  The strengths and weaknesses section was

later  rewritten  to  include  the  strengths  and  weaknesses  brought  to  the  author's

attention by the rankings.  This demonstrated the usefulness of the ranking system and

allayed the authors initial concerns about adopting a ranking system for each category.

The only anomaly was that Integrity Virtual Machines received a higher than expected

ranking in the scalability – scaling to larger partitions category.  This was a result of

the simplicity of the ranking model.  Given the fact that this ranking is intended as an

approximation to aid manual interpretation, this was considered acceptable.  In all of
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the other cases the ranking model proved to be accurate.  A more accurate ranking

system could  have  been  developed,  but  such  a  system would  have  sacrificed  the

simplicity of the ranking model.

The next chapter describes the selection of Solaris Containers for the NMMU CoE

data centre.  It also provides an example of a complete evaluation by including criteria

which could not be evaluated in this chapter due to practical limitations.
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Chapter 7: System Selection and Evaluation Case
Study

7.1 Introduction
The  practicality  of  evaluating  virtualisation  systems  using  the  framework  was

demonstrated in Chapter 6, based on available literature for practical reasons.  This

approach is sufficient for most of the framework criteria.  For the remaining criteria

some  experimental  work  is  required.   This  is  especially  true  for  quantitative

performance data.  

An extended evaluation of Solaris Containers is presented in this chapter as a case

study.  This evaluation extends beyond literature to include practical aspects.  Part of

this evaluation was documented in Chapter 6, while the remainder (including practical

evaluation) is presented in this chapter.  The objectives of this evaluation are to:

• Demonstrate the feasibility of evaluating a system using the practically oriented

framework criteria

• Populate the framework with additional information

• Provide an example of a practical evaluation for others to consult, along with

the instructions in Chapter 5, when conducting similar evaluations.

The practical evaluation of Solaris Containers is only one aspect of this chapter.  One

of  the  applications  of  the  framework identified  in  Chapter  5  was to facilitate  the

selection of a suitable virtualisation system.  The selection of Solaris Containers for

use in the NMMU Telkom Centre of Excellence (CoE) data centre is presented as a

case  study,  demonstrating  this  application  of  the  framework.   This  case  study is

presented first.   The selection of Solaris Containers for the CoE data centre is the

reason for the evaluation case study being based on this system.  This system selection

case study serves the following purposes:

• Demonstrate the application of the framework to define requirements

• Demonstrate the application of the framework to facilitate decision-making
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This chapter consists of two main sections:

• System selection case study

• System evaluation case study

7.2 System Selection Case Study
One  of  the  applications  of  the  framework  is  to  facilitate  the  selection  of  a

virtualisation system for use in a data centre, using a virtualisation requirements filter.

A filter is used to formally represent a user's requirements for a virtualisation system.

In this section the selection of a virtualisation system for the NMMU CoE data centre,

using a filter, is presented as a case study.  A brief overview of the data centre is

provided next to put this case study in context.

Overview of the NMMU CoE Data Centre
The CoE is currently researching data mining, data warehousing and visualisation of

customer network data.  This research involves processing large volumes of data using

multi-tiered data mining applications.

In order to meet the current and future data processing and research needs of the CoE

and  department,  a  small  data  centre  was  established  in  2004.   The  author  was

responsible for the design, implementation and management of this data centre.  These

details are not relevant to the framework however.  This data centre is only relevant to

this research as a case study of the selection of a suitable virtualisation system using

the framework.  Some of the equipment of this data centre was also used to conduct

the experimental evaluation of Solaris Containers.

Defining Requirements with a Filter
A  virtualisation  requirements  filter  will  now  be  used  to  define  the  virtualisation

requirements for the NMMU CoE data centre.  This serves to demonstrate how a filter

can be used to select a suitable virtualisation system for a data centre.
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Defining the Filter Production Rules

The rules for a virtualisation requirements filter are defined in order of decreasing

importance.  The first rule (R1) is always defined as:

R1: add {Sun Dynamic System Domains, HP Node Partitions,  Fujitsu Physical  

Partitions,  Fujitsu Extended Partitions,  HP Integrity Virtual  Machines,  HP  

Virtual Partitions, Solaris Containers, IBM Logical Partitions (pSeries), 

Microsoft Virtual Server, VMware ESX Server}

The  systems  in  this  list  represent  those  which  have  been  evaluated  using  the

framework.  When a virtualisation system was selected for the CoE data centre, HP

Integrity Virtual machines had not yet been released.  The Fujitsu partitioning system

had also not yet been evaluated.  The candidate set was therefore as follows:

R1: add {Sun Dynamic System Domains, HP Node Partitions, HP Virtual 

Partitions,  Solaris  Containers,  IBM Logical  Partitions  (pSeries),  Microsoft  

Virtual Server, VMware ESX Server}

One of the requirements for the data centre was to host multiple tiered applications on

the same server.  For this reason security and namespace isolation were particularly

important.  To reflect this the following rules were defined:

R2: if notsame (current.“filesystem isolation”, “Yes”) 

or  notsame (current.“isolation of package databases”, “Yes”) 

or notsame (current.“isolation of network port bindings”, “Yes”) 

or notsame (current.“separate set of users for each partition”, “Yes”) 

or notsame (current.“inter-partition communication isolation”, “Yes”) 

then remove (current) fi

Rule  R2  represents  most  of  the  criteria  in  the  security  and  namespace  isolation

category of the framework.  Isolation of operating system tuning parameters was not

considered essential, as it was unlikely that that type of tuning would be required.
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At least six partitions would be required on the same server.  With future projects this

number is likely to grow.  A server with four CPUs was the most suitable given the

resource requirements of data mining applications.  Even with four CPUs, the number

of partitions required would be greater than the number of available CPUs.  At least

four partitions  per CPU would be needed to provide room for future applications.

This requirement is represented by the following rule:

R3: if aboverange (current.“Maximum partition per CPU”, “4”) 

then remove (current) fi

Given the resource-intensive nature of tiered data mining applications, each partition

would require significant processing resources.  In order to take full advantage of the

available resources, partitions needed to support at least four CPUs:

R4: if aboverange (current.“Maximum CPUs per partition”, “4”) 

then remove (current) fi

Similarly, some partitions would require at least 1 GB of memory:

R5: if aboverange (current.“Maximum memory per partition”, “1 GB”) 

then remove (current) fi

In order to isolate multiple tiered data mining applications, resource isolation is also

important.   CPU resource isolation was considered the most  important  due to the

CPU-intensive nature of complex data mining algorithms:

R6: if notcontains (current.“CPU resource isolation”, “dedicated”) 

and notcontains (current.“CPU resource isolation”, “scheduled”)

then remove (current) fi

Due to that fact that this high-availability is not a critical requirement for any of our

systems, fault isolation was not considered a major decision factor.  High availability

is a requirement for commercial data centres, such as those discussed in Chapter 2, but

not for this data centre.
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The author has some familiarity with the Windows and Solaris  operating systems.

For this reason the following rule was defined:

R7: if notcontains (current.“Operating system compatibility”, “Windows”) 

and notcontains (current.“Operating system compatibility”, “Solaris”)

then remove (current) fi

In order to maximise the performance/price ratio of the server being purchased at the

time, the x86 ISA was selected as the preferred ISA:

R8: if notcontains (current.“Instruction set architectures (ISAs) supported”, “x86”) 

then remove (current) fi

Data warehouses typically store large volumes of data, according to Han and Kamber

[HK2001].  Isolating disk bandwidth would therefore be useful.  This can be achieved

by dedicating disks to partitions (virtual servers), or with scheduling techniques for

shared disks:

R9: if notcontains (current.“Disk bandwidth isolation”, “dedicated”) 

and notcontains (current.“Disk bandwidth isolation”, “scheduled”)

then remove (current) fi

Isolation of memory resources was not critical.  The applications being hosted were

either Oracle databases, with specific memory allocation limits, or Java application

server instances, with reasonable maximum heap size settings.  Although not critical

in this instance, memory resource isolation would provide further protection against

memory leaks.  Either memory capping or guaranteed allocations would be sufficient.

Due to the ordering-based priorities of the rules the following rule is less important

than preceding rules:  

R10: if notcontains (current.“Memory resource isolation”, “guaranteed allocation”) 

and notcontains (current.“Memory resource isolation”, “capping”)

then remove (current) fi
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Applying the Filter Production Rules

In  this  section,  the  application  of  the  framework  to  facilitate  decision-making  is

demonstrated.

First the candidate set is populated using rule R1.  This set is as follows:

{Sun Dynamic System Domains, HP Node Partitions, HP Virtual Partitions,  Solaris

Containers, IBM Logical Partitions (pSeries), Microsoft Virtual Server, VMware ESX

Server}

Rule R2 is then applied, but does not result in any systems being eliminated.

Rule R3 eliminates Sun Dynamic System Domains, HP Node Partition and HP Virtual

Partitions.  This results in the following candidate set:

{Solaris  Containers,  IBM  Logical  Partitions  (pSeries),  Microsoft  Virtual  Server,

VMware ESX Server}

Rule R4 eliminates  Microsoft Virtual Server, VMware ESX Server.  The candidate

set is now reduced to two elements:

{Solaris Containers, IBM Logical Partitions (pSeries)}

Rules R5 and R6 do not result in any of the remaining systems being eliminated.

Rule R7 results in IBM Logical Partitions being eliminated, due to a lack of support

for either Solaris or Windows.

As  the  last  remaining  system,  Solaris  Containers  has  been  identified  as  the  most

suitable system.  There is no need to apply any of the remaining rules.  IBM Logical

Partitions is the next most suitable system.

Note that in practice rules could be defined using a GUI tool.  Users would not have to

define rules directly using the filter production rule syntax.
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7.3 System Evaluation Case Study
This section presents a case study demonstrating how to evaluate a system using the

practically oriented framework criteria, using Solaris Containers on a Sun Fire V40z

server as an example.

7.3.1 Test Environment
The practical criteria all require that the system configuration used to perform tests be

specified.  All tests were performed using a Sun Fire V40z [SM2005f] server.  The

configuration of this system is described in Table 7.1:

Table 7.1: Test Server Configuration

Processors Four AMD Opteron Model 848 2.2 GHz
Memory 6 GB (4 x 1GB, 4 x 512 MB)
Disks 3 x 73 GB Ultra320 SCSI 10 000 rpm
Network Adapter 2 x Gigabit Ethernet
Operating System Solaris 10 (03/05) x86 64 bit full install

For the web server benchmark, a Sun Fire V240 [SM2005g] was used as the test

client.  The configuration of this server is described in Table 7.2:

Table 7.2: The Configuration of the V240 Test Client

Processor One UltraSPARC IIIi 1 GHz
Memory 1 GB (4 x 256 MB)
Disks 3 x 73 GB Ultra320 SCSI 10 000 rpm

1 x 36 GB Ultra320 SCSI 10 000 rpm
Network Adapter 4 x Gigabit Ethernet
Operating System Solaris 9 (09/04)
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7.3.2 Evaluation Criteria
Only  practically  oriented  criteria  which  require  practical  experimentation  are

considered here.  These criteria are a subset of the criteria selected for each category in

Chapter 5.  

Manageability (C 3)
Time Taken to Install a Partition (C 3.3)

There are two types of zones which can be created.  By default some directories are

mounted as read only from the global zone.  This type of zone is referred to as a

sparse zone.  Another option is to have no loopback mounts (see Chapter 4).  This is

referred to as a full zone, or full root zone.

Following the  instructions  provided in Chapter  5,  the system was rebooted before

testing commenced.  Five zones were created, with each zone installed immediately

after the previous one's installation was complete.  Each of the five zone creations was

timed.  This test was run once on the V40z server described in table 7.1.  First the

creation of sparse zones was timed.  The system was then reset, and the creation of

full zones was timed.  The results of these tests are included in Table 7.3 and depicted

in Figure 7.1.

Table 7.3 Time Taken to Install a Partition

Sparse Zone (default) Full Zone
Install time mean 

(in seconds)

231,8 s 1452 s

Standard deviation 30,3 s 99,48 s
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Figure 7.1: Time Taken to Install a Zone

The difference between the time taken to install the different types of zone is large.

Full zones took more than six times longer to install.  This is clearly illustrated in

Figure 7.3.  On average, it took just under four minutes to install a sparse zone (the

default zone type), and just over 24 minutes to install a full zone.

As  with  other  practically-oriented  criteria,  the  data  type  for  this  criterion  is  a

numerical range.  As a result, 231,8 seconds is recorded as the lower bound for this

criterion, and 1452 seconds is recorded as the upper bound.  If other configurations are

used to test the installation of zones, the bounds will change.
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Granularity (C 5)
CPU Reallocation Time Granularity (C 5.3)

The reallocation time granularity for CPUs was expected to be small,  as  this  is  a

software-based  virtualisation  system.   Unfortunately,  attempts  to  measure  CPU

reallocation  times  were  unsuccessful.   Every  time  the  command  to  activate  the

resource  pools  functionality  was  issued,  the  Solaris  kernel  would  produce  a  core

dump, and reset the system!  The reason for this behaviour has yet to be ascertained.

Fortunately, scheduler-based isolation was sufficient for the CoE data centre.  As a

result,  there  was  never  a  need  to  activate  this  feature,  except  for  experimental

purposes.

Not being able to measure the CPU reallocation time granularity of this system was

not a major concern.  This criterion is only likely to be a differentiating factor between

physical partitioning systems.

Memory Reallocation Time Granularity (C 5.4)

Not Applicable (N/A).  Dedicating memory to partitions is not currently supported by

Solaris Containers.

Scalability – Scaling to More Partitions (C 6.2)
Memory Usage with Fifteen Partitions Booted (C 6.2.4)

Memory  usage  was  measured  using  Top,  a  well  known  Unix  utility.   This

measurement also included any swap space used:

Memory usage = real memory – free memory + swap in use

The V40z server described previously was used for this  test.   Memory usage was

measured after the system had been rebooted.  Measurements of memory consumption

were  taken  after  each  of  the  zones  had  finished  booting.   This  experiment  was

conducted once.  After the first three zones, the memory usage increased linearly as

the number of zones increased.  The change in memory usage after each of the first

three zones were booted was slightly higher.  Using default settings, booting the first
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zone resulted in an 88 MB increase in memory usage.  This figure decreased to about

67 MB for the last twelve zones booted.  The linear increase in memory usage is

clearly depicted in Figure 7.2.  With fifteen zones booted memory usage stood at 1423

MB.

Figure 7.2: Total Memory Usage with Different Numbers of Zones Booted 

(default settings)

Memory  consumption  also  depends  on  the  configuration  of  the  system.   In  the

memory tests, sparse zones consumed less memory than full zones.  This is reflected

in Table 7.4 and Figure 7.3.  The different zone types were also tested with services
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disabled.   This change resulted in lower memory usage, as can be clearly seen in

Figure 7.5.  With services disabled, memory usage per sparse zone stabilised at around

48 MB for the last ten zones booted.

Table 7.4: Memory Usage with Fifteen Zones Booted

Configuration Memory Usage with Fifteen
Zones Booted

Default settings with services disabled 1060 MB
Full zone with services disabled 1128 MB
Default settings (services enabled) 1423 MB
Full zone with services enabled 1541 MB

Figure 7.3: Memory Usage With 15 Zones Booted with Different Configurations
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The data type for this criterion, as specified in Chapter 5, is a numerical range.  1060

MB forms the lower bound of this range, and 1541 MB the upper bound.  If tests are

run with other configurations and hardware, these values may change.  Nevertheless,

all evaluations are included in the framework results.

Disk Space Consumed by a Partition (C 6.2.5)

When Solaris 10 was installed on the V40z, the “full install” option was selected.

Disk  space  consumed  by  sparse  zones  and  full  zones  was  measured  using  the

following command:

du -ks <zonepath>

A sparse zone and a full zone were created to measure disk the disk space consumed.

These measurement need only be taken once.  Figure 7.4 depicts the results.

Figure 7.4: Disk Space Consumed by Zones
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The sparse zone consumed 81,5 MB and the full zone 2,37 GB.  This is due to the

larger  number  of  files  which  are  copied  to  create  a  full  zone.   The  disk  space

consumed by a full zone is similar to a complete operating system install.

The result type for this criterion was defined as a numerical range.  For this reason

81,5 MB is recorded as the lower bound, and 2,37 GB as the upper bound.

Performance (C 7)
Apache Web Server Benchmark (C 7.1)

Following  the  instructions  provided  in  Chapter  5  for  this  criterion,  the  Apache

benchmark was used to measure performance overhead.  The V240 server described

previously was used as the test client.  The V40z server was used as the test server.

These two servers were connected directly using a single Gigabit Ethernet connection.

The throughput of an Apache 1.3 instance running within a zone was compared to an

instance hosted outside a zone.  The default zone type, a sparse zone, was used.  As

per the instructions for this criterion, these measurements were taken six times, with

the first measurement discarded as a warm up.  The results are summarised in Table

7.5 and depicted in Figure 7.5.

Table 7.5 Apache Throughput for Virtualised and Non-Virtualised Cases

Zone (virtualised) Global (non-virtualised)
Throughput mean 43056 Kbps 42956,6 Kbps
Virtual/Non-virtual (%) 100,23%
Difference 100,08 Kbps
Standard deviation 424,31 Kbps 400,12 Kbps
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Figure 7.5: Apache Throughput (Zone versus Global)

The difference in performance between the virtualised and non-virtualised cases was

smaller  than the error margin.   This  is  consistent  with the  performance claims of

Tucker and Comay [TC2004].

The data type for this criterion is specified as a numerical range.  As a result, 100,23%

is currently both the upper and lower bound for Solaris Containers for this criterion.

Sysbench OLTP Database Benchmark (C 7.2)

As per the instructions provided in Chapter 5 for this criterion, the performance of a

MySQL 4.0 database within a zone is compared to the performance when not running

within a zone.  The V40z server was again used to perform this test.  Following the

instructions for this criterion, the measurements were taken six times, with the first

measurement being discarded as a warm up.  
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Initially the test failed to run within a zone.  Sysbench was attempting to write to a

directory mounted from the global zone as read only.  The test was being conducted in

a sparse zone, as this is the default zone type.  This was a clear example illustrating

the importance of filesystem isolation (criterion C 2.3.1 in Chapter 5).  Sparse zones

do not satisfy the filesystem isolation requirements defined for this criterion, but full

zones do.  For this reason these tests had to be conducted using a full zone.

As stated in Chapter 5 this test is to be run with the default settings.  This is achieved

with the following two commands:

./sysbench --mysql-user=root --test=oltp prepare

./sysbench --mysql-user=root --test=oltp run

Table 7.6 summarises the results using this benchmark.  Figure 7.6 provides a

graphical representation.

Table 7.6: Sysbench OLTP Transactions Per Second (tps)

Zone (virtualised) Global (non-virtualised)
Throughput mean 120,83 tps 122,81 tps
Virtual/Non-virtual (%) 98,39%
Difference 1,97 tps
Standard deviation 2,44 tps 1,44 tps
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Figure 7.6: Sysbench OLTP Throughput

The throughput  of  the virtualised case was very close to  the non-virtualised case.

Once  again,  the  difference  was  smaller  than  the  standard  deviation.   This  result

implies that the performance overhead was too small to measure accurately.

The result type for this criterion is a numerical range.  For this reason, a value of 

98,38 % is recorded as the upper and lower bound for this criterion.

7.4 Conclusion
One of the applications of the framework is to facilitate the selection of virtualisation

systems.  Defining requirements for the NMMU CoE data centre using a virtualisation

requirements filter proved to be a straightforward task.  This case study demonstrated

the ease with which the framework can be used to facilitate decision-making.  Solaris

Containers was identified as the most suitable system for the data centre, using the

framework.  This system was successfully deployed in the CoE data centre, validating

the selection.  Solaris Containers proved to be very useful when managing the data
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centre.   Oracle  upgrades  were  simplified.   Application  failures  and  configuration

errors were isolated.  This proved to be useful  on more than one occasion.   Root

privileges could be delegated on a per-container basis.  Installing multiple instances of

applications was also greatly simplified,  not least of which because of isolation of

network port bindings.  This system also provided the scalability necessary to support

both large partitions, for demanding data warehousing applications, and a sufficient

number of partitions to support  multiple projects and application tiers.  These and

other benefits  correspond to many of the advantages of virtualisation identified in

Chapter 3.

The low overhead of Solaris Containers, which was claimed by Tucker and Comay

[TC2004],  was confirmed experimentally, using the practically oriented framework

criteria.   It will  be interesting to note the effect of the upcoming ZFS file system

[SM2005h] for Solaris, on zone installation times, and disk space usage.  The copy-

on-write approach of this file system is likely to greatly reduce disk space usage of

zones, and decrease zone installation times.  Once this system is released officially,

these tests will be rerun.

This  evaluation  case  study demonstrated  the  feasibility  of  conducting  evaluations

using these criteria.  The conciseness of the practically oriented framework criteria

ensured that the evaluation process was reasonably simple to perform.  This process

was  also  simplified  by virtue  of  the  fact  that  the  framework performance  criteria

specify the use of default tuning and benchmark settings wherever possible.  Anyone

wishing to  perform a similar  evaluation,  using the framework, could use the case

study presented in this chapter as a practical example.
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Chapter 8: Conclusions

8.1 Introduction
The  main  objective  of  this  research  was  to  develop  a  framework  for  conducting

comparative evaluations of server virtualisation systems.  The purpose of this chapter

is to reflect on this framework.  The conclusions which can be drawn from this work,

future research, and the significance of this work are also discussed.  

This chapter covers the following topics:

• Evaluation of Outcomes

• Significance of the Research

• Future Research

8.2 Evaluation of Outcomes
The objectives of this research were outlined in Chapter 1.  These objectives will now

be revisited  to  evaluate  the  extent  to  which  they were  achieved.   The  four  main

objectives which were identified are discussed first.  This is followed by a discussion

of the framework design principles.

Objectives
The  first  objective  was  to  develop  a  framework  for  conducting  comparative

evaluations  of  server  virtualisation  systems.   This  was  successfully  done.   The

feasibility  of  conducting  comparative  evaluations  using  this  framework  was

demonstrated by evaluating ten virtualisation systems.

The  second  objective  was  to  facilitate  the  identification  of  system  strengths  and

weaknesses using the framework.  This application was clearly demonstrated.  The

strengths and weaknesses of ten major virtualisation systems were identified using the

framework.   The  ranking  system  which  was  developed  also  proved  useful  in

facilitating the identification of these strengths and weaknesses.
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The  third  objective  was  to  provide  a  means  to  define  requirements  based  on  the

framework  criteria  in  order  to  facilitate  system  selection.   The  virtualisation

requirements filter mechanism proposed satisfies this objective.  Decision-makers can

define requirements in terms of the framework using such a filter.  This filter can be

applied to identify a suitable virtualisation system matching these requirements.  The

NMMU  Telkom  CoE  data  centre  was  used  as  a  case  study  to  demonstrate  this

application.  A suitable virtualisation system was successfully identified for use in this

data  centre,  using  a  requirements  filter.   The  system which  was  selected,  Solaris

Containers, proved to be a good choice, meeting the needs of the CoE as described in

Section 7.4.

The fourth objective was to gather information about current virtualisation systems, in

the form of evaluations using the framework.  This objective was clearly satisfied by

the  evaluation  of  ten  major  virtualisation  systems  using  the  framework.   These

evaluations were used to populate the framework with information about the major

commercial virtualisation systems available today.

Framework Design Principles
In addition  to the main research objectives,  six  framework design principles were

identified in Chapter 1:

• Objective:

The first design principle was that the framework should be objective.

Throughout the design of the framework this principle was adhered to.  The

objectivity of the framework was demonstrated by successfully identifying the

major weaknesses of all of the ten virtualisation systems evaluated.  During the

design phase, benchmarks with any connection to virtualisation systems vendors

were excluded.  Freely available, open source benchmarks were selected to

ensure transparency.
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• Thorough

The framework criteria were sufficient to identify the main strengths and

weaknesses of all of the ten virtualisation systems evaluated.  This demonstrated

the thoroughness of the 40 framework criteria.  There is still room to add

additional framework criteria.  This is especially true for the manageability and

performance sections, but this would result in an overly complex framework.  

• Balance Between Thoroughness and Conciseness

Despite the complexity of the problem domain, a balance has been struck

between complexity and thoroughness.  Although 40 criteria is more than was

originally envisioned, this was necessary to satisfy the thoroughness

requirement.  With seven main categories, and three additional subcategories,

there are an average of four criteria per framework subcategory.  This is a

reasonable balance.  Including additional criteria, especially in the performance

category, would greatly increase the effort required to evaluate a system and

interpret the results.  By restricting the number of framework criteria, evaluating

a single system is still a reasonable task.

• Generic

The ten virtualisation systems which were evaluated using the framework

included examples of all of the different types of virtualisation systems.  This

demonstrated the generality of the framework criteria.  Avoiding the inclusion

of system-specific implementation details, such as optimisations employed, in

the framework helped to ensure this.

• Extensible

The generality of the framework categories will make the inclusion of additional

criteria reasonably straightforward.  Each category, e.g. compatibility, is general

enough to easily be extended with additional criteria.  The inclusion of

additional framework categories is also possible, by adding additional nodes to

the tree representing the framework.
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• Relevance to Data Centres

The applications of virtualisation in the data centre which were identified were

taken into account when the framework criteria were selected.  Due to practical

constraints, this was based on literature.  A more thorough approach would have

been to consult managers of major data centres, preferably in different countries

and across different industries.  Unfortunately, such an investigation was not

practical.

8.3 Significance of the Research
This framework is of practical benefit to researchers, practitioners and vendors.  

Researchers who are new to the field can consult the evaluations conducted using the

framework to learn about current virtualisation systems in days or weeks, rather than

months  or  years.   This  framework  is  a  knowledge  structure,  bringing  order  to

information about virtualisation systems.  Information about these systems is currently

unstructured,  voluminous  and  dispersed  among  multiple  sources.   Using  the

framework, researchers can rapidly get a much clearer picture of the current state of

the art in server virtualisation.  The literature study of data centres, virtualisation and

current virtualisation systems is particularly valuable, bringing together information

from a wide range of sources.  The references section at the end of this dissertation is

also a rich source of information.

Practitioners, such as data centre managers and system administrators also stand to

benefit from this research.  In addition to providing a structured source of detailed

information about server virtualisation systems, the framework can also be used to

facilitate  system  selection.   Virtualisation  requirements  for  a  data  centre  can  be

defined in terms of the framework criteria.  This information can be used to identify

the  systems  which  are  best  suited  to  a  particular  environment.   The  theoretical

foundations  laid  by this  research  could  be  used  as  the  foundation  for  a  decision

support system.  
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As  the  use  of  virtualisation  systems  becomes  commonplace,  users  lacking  an

understanding of the principles of virtualisation will increasingly be exposed to such

systems.   If  these  users  had  a  framework  to  consult,  their  understanding  of

virtualisation and current  virtualisation systems could be greatly improved.  These

users  would  then  be  able  to  make more  informed decisions  when selecting  these

systems.

Vendors  and  researchers  implementing  virtualisation  systems  could  use  the

framework  to  rapidly  identify  the  relative  strengths  and  weaknesses  of  current

virtualisation  systems.   This  information  is  particularly  useful  to  developers  of

commercial virtualisation systems.  These developers may wish to  learn about the

features provided by competing systems in order to identify areas for improvement.

Practitioners,  researchers  and  vendors  may  be  knowledgeable  in  a  certain

virtualisation system, but may wish to learn more about other systems.  Information

about strengths and weaknesses is also useful to decision-makers, and anyone wishing

to learn more about virtualisation systems.  The ranking system, which was developed

during the course of this research, can be used as a quick reference for identifying the

relative strengths and weaknesses of systems.

The ten current virtualisation systems which have been evaluated using the framework

include virtually all of the major commercial virtualisation systems available today.

Information provided by evaluations is structured and rich in content.

The framework which is the subject of this research is believed to the only one of its

kind in existence.

8.4 Future Research
One opportunity to extend this work would be to evaluate additional systems using the

framework.  Examples of systems which have yet to be evaluated include Virtuozzo

[Vir2005], Linux VServer [LVS2005, BL2005], User Mode Linux (UML) [Dik2000]
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and Xen [BDF+2003], among others.  Xen in particular is generating a lot of interest.

Originally  an  academic  research  project,  this  system  is  currently  being

commercialised.

The  virtualisation  requirements  filter  presented  in  Chapter  5  could  be  used  as  a

theoretical foundation for the development of a decision support system.  This system

could  provide  a  graphical  interface,  making  is  easy for  practitioners  such  as  data

centre  managers  to  define  requirements  for  new  systems,  and  compare  available

systems.

Another area for future research is the refinement of the ranking model presented in

Chapter  5.   This  ranking  system  is  reasonably  simple,  but  there  is  room  for

improvement,  as  noted  in  Chapter  6.   Any refinements  to  this  model  should  be

balanced against the need to keep this ranking system reasonably easy to understand.

A logical extension of this work would be to create a publicly-available, centralised

body of knowledge about the capabilities  of different server virtualisation systems,

structured around the framework.  A website to publish the results of evaluations and

information  about  the  framework  could  provide  access  to  this  information.   This

website could enable the author to receive feedback from researchers in the field, and

practitioners, in order to further refine the framework.  Given the framework criteria,

researchers and vendors could submit detailed evaluations of virtualisation systems in

order to fully populate this body of knowledge.  All evaluations submitted would be

reviewed by the author, to ensure consistency and accuracy.  Evaluations would be

published on-line subject to public scrutiny to further eliminate any inaccuracies.  This

body  of  knowledge  could  be  used  to  stimulate  debate  around,  and  interest  in,

virtualisation.
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